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In recent years, a certain number of open pit mines have transitioned to underground. 
The open pit to underground transition problem is one of the hot topics in the mining industry 
that has not been mathematically solved yet. Currently there is no mathematical algorithm 
that can successfully optimize the transition depth by considering the life of the mine 
schedule of both open pit and underground all together. Due to the complexity of the problem 
and its size, often the transition depth is defined by considering the open pit and the 
underground separately. Usually the transition depth is defined by comparing the cost of 
mining using open pit vs underground methods. As the pit gets deeper the stripping ratio 
increases and the transition depth is defined when the cost of mining the open pit is equal to 
the underground mining cost. Defining the transition depth by comparing the costs of these 
two mining methods, the economics of the mining project may not be optimized in terms of 
the net present value of the project. The underground development work and the value of the 
underground mine are not appropriately considered; therefore the costs and the value of the 
overall project may not be correctly estimated.  
The transition depth when correctly defined can significantly improve the discounted net 
present value of the project. In this dissertation, the transition depth from open pit to 
underground is determined by an iterative process by optimizing the life of the mine 
production of both the open pit and underground combined. A series of pits are generated by 
constraining the Lerchs and Grossmann algorithm by the elevation using Whittle software. 
The underground mining lodes and stopes are sequenced using CAE’s Studio 5D and EPS 
software. For each pit scenario a crown pillar is left between the open pit and the 
underground, and both the open pit and the underground mine are rescheduled using 
OptiMine® software developed at CSM. For each scenario, the open pit and underground 
mine reserves are updated. The open pit and underground are scheduled using Optimine® 
and the financial impact of each scenario is evaluated using discount cash flow analysis. The 
transition depth is defined by comparing the life of mine profits of each scenario before and 
after tax. This methodology showed that it may be possible to improve the overall project 
economics by expending the KCD pit for a potential economic gain of US$100M.  
iv 
It is recommended that the suggested transition depth option should be evaluated further 
using more accurate mine design and cost parameters to check its validity.  
v 
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The process of developing a viable mining operation is divided into different stages 
ranging from the exploration, geological modeling, geostatistical ore reserve estimation, 
mine planning engineering, procurement, construction to the mining and processing of the 
ore. One of the most important stages in that process is mine planning.  
The goal of mine planning is to maximize the net present value of the overall mining 
project subject to a set of constraints such as mining capacity, processing capacity, total 
product demand, sequencing, transportation capacity, stockpile capacity, dump capacity and 
other constraints. In order to achieve that objective, a series of steps should be undertaken.  
First, decide whether the deposit should be mined as an open pit or underground, or by 
using both open pit and underground methods.  
In case the deposit should be mined as an open pit, the ultimate pit limit must be determined, 
the number of pushbacks chosen and the life of mine schedule optimized.  
If the deposit is going to be mined underground, the underground mining methods should be 
determined. There are several underground mining methods including room and pillar 
mining, vein mining, shrinkage stoping, sublevel open stoping, bighole stoping, vertical 
crater retreat, cut-and-fill stoping, longwall mining, sublevel caving and block caving. After 
defining the underground mining method, planning the underground mine development and 
scheduling is the next stage. 
If the deposit is going to be mined using a combination of both open pit and underground 
methods, the optimal transition depth should be defined and the open pit and the underground 
schedules are determined. 
This thesis develops a global mine planning optimization approach to investigate the best 
surface to underground transition depth for an ore body to be mined by multiple open pits 
and an underground mine in order to maximize the net present value of the overall project. 
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The thesis will investigate the transition depth from open pit to underground operation at the 
Kibali Gold Project in DRC, Africa. 
1.1 Kibali Gold mine operations 
“The Kibali Gold Project is a gold development property with a reserve of plus 10 
million ounces which covers an area of 1,836km2 in the Moto Goldfields north-easten 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). It is located some 560 kilometres north east of the 
city of Kisangi and 150 kilometres west of the Ugandan border town of Arua. Kibali is a joint 
venture between Randgold (45%), AngloGold Ashanti (45%) and a Congolese parastatal, 
Sokimo (10%). The project development is being managed by Randgold which also operate 
the mine. The Kibali Gold Project is scheduled for commissioning at the end of 2013. It is 
anticipated that the project will be supplied by four hydropower stations supported by a 
thermal power station for backup during low rainfall periods to increase energy efficiency 
and profitability”. (Kibali Gold Mine, 2013). 
The Kibali Gold Project is a complex mining operation that includes, six open pits 
namely KCD (the biggest pit), Pakaka, Mengu Hill, Pamao, Kombokolo and Sessenge and 
one underground mine below KCD open pit (see Figure 1.1). As presently planned, there are 
3 pushbacks in the KCD pit, 3 pushbacks in Pakaka pit and the other pits consist of one 
phase. 
The material mined from the pits can be sent to different destinations such as: the waste 
dump, the stockpiles, and the processing plant. There are three different material types in the 
open pits named oxide, transition and fresh.  
The Kibali gold operation is considered as a large scale, multi-mine, multi-time period with 
various grades, and mining capacities.  
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the optimum depth of transition between open 
pit and underground mining at the KCD operation so as to maximize discounted, before and 
after tax, net present value of the overall project.  
The optimization of the transition depth is defined as the process of determining what 
part of the orebody (i.e. what blocks in the block model) should be mined by open pit and 
what parts to be mined by underground mining methods and when they should be mined so 
that operation can maximize the long term net present value of the project.  
The thesis will adopt a global long-term planning strategy for optimizing the transition 
depth between open pit and underground mining. 
The proposed method will be to analyze different scenarios. In order to identify the 
optimum transition depth of the KCD deposit and maximized the overall project NPV 
consisting of 5 other open pits, the following tasks will be undertaken: 
 Design and schedule all the open pits at the Kibali mine including the KCD pit  
 Develop a baseline schedule that uses the existing life of mine schedule with 
KCD ultimate pit depth at elevation 5685RL. 
 Examine multiple scenarios concerning exploitation of the KCD reserves by 
varying the size of the open pit and starting mining depth of the underground. The 
options that will be evaluated are: 
o Optimization of the life of mine schedule with KCD ultimate pit depth at 
elevation 5620RL. 
o Optimization of the life of mine schedule with KCD ultimate pit depth at 
elevation 5585RL. 
o Optimization of the life of mine schedule with KCD ultimate pit depth at 
elevation 5545RL. 
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 Perform a pretax and after-tax discounted cash flow based on life of mine 
production scheduling of all the open pit and underground operations. 
 Determine the open pit to underground transition depth for the KCD orebody 
based on economic comparison of the different scenarios. 
 Make recommendation as to the transition depth from open pit to underground 
operations at the KCD pit based on the most economic option. 
1.3. Contents of this Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews the geology of the Kibali Gold project. The regional geology and the 
mineralization of the deposits will be addressed. 
Chapter 3 introduces open pit mine planning concept. This chapter will explain different 
steps that should be undertaken during the open pit mine planning.  
Chapter 4 discusses open pit multi run Lerch-Grossman optimization and skin analysis. 
In this chapter the ultimate pit limit of Mengu Hill, Pakaka, Pamao and Kombokolo will be 
determined using Whittle software. 
Chapters 5 presents Kibali underground mining. The mine design, the mining methods 
and the ventilation system will be discuss.  
Chapters 6 introduce the Kibali underground mine lodes and the stope sequencing. 
Chapter 7 presents the transition depth determination through life of mine planning 
optimization and financial analysis technique. In this chapter the approach used for defining 
the transition depth will be addressed, the impact of the transition depth on the open pit and 
underground reserves, the economic assumptions used during the life of mine production 
schedule optimization as well as the financial analysis methodology will be discussed. 
Chapter 8 discusses the life of mine production scheduling and after tax financial analysis 
on the base case. 
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Chapter 9 discusses the life of mine production scheduling and after tax financial analysis 
on the 5620 case. 
Chapter 10 discusses the life of mine production scheduling and after tax financial 
analysis on the 5585 case. 
Chapter 11 discusses the life of mine production scheduling and after tax financial 
analysis on the 5545 case. 
Chapter 12 discusses the practical smoothing of 5585 case scenario and the after tax 
financial analysis on it. 
Chapter 13 presents a comparative study of different cases analyzed and makes the 
determination as to the transition depth from open pit to underground for the KCD pit based 
on financial analysis. 
















GEOLOGY OF THE KIBALI GOLD PROJECT 
 
This chapter is based on various reports on the geology of the Kibali gold deposit 
provided by Randgold resources. In this chapter, an overview of the relevant geological 
contexts of the Kibali Gold project is presented. A brief overview of the regional geology of 
the property, a description of geological settings of the Kibali Gold Project, the 
mineralization controls and the deposit types are discussed. Almost all the materials 
presented in this section are based on geological and mining reports written as part of the pre-
feasibility or feasibility studies of the Kibali Gold project including Moto gold mines 
independent technical report (Jan 2008) by Cube Consulting Pty Ltd, Moto Gold Project 
technical report (NI 43-101) (March 2009) by Cube Consulting Pty Ltd, Lycopodium 
Minerals Pty Ltd, SRK Consulting Pty Ltd, and Kibali Gold project updated feasibility report 
(2011). 
2.1 Regional geology 
The Moto Goldfieds are located within the Kilo – Moto greenstone belt, which is 
comprised of the Archean Kibalian (Upper and Lower) volcano-sedimentary rocks and 
ironstone-chert horizons that have been metamorphosed to greenschist facies. It is cut by 
regional-scale North, East, Northeast and Northwest trending faults and is bounded to the 
north by the Middle Archean West Nile granite-gneiss complex and cut to the South by the 
Upper Zaire granite complex. 
The stratigraphy consists of a volcano-sedimentary sequence comprising fine-grained 
sedimentary rocks, several varieties of pyroclastic rocks, mafic-intermediate intrusions 
(dykes and sills) and intermediate-felsic intrusion rocks (stocks, dykes and sills). The 
sequence is variably altered from slight (texture benign) to intense (texture destructive) such 
that in some cases the protolith rock is unrecognizable. 
The mineralization of the Kibali Gold Project is mostly disseminated occurring with 
the brittle deformation of pre-existing structures and alteration zones flooded with silica and 
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sericite. The mineralization is hosted within a sequence of coarse volcaniclastic and 
sedimentary rocks. 
The mineralization occurs within two main mineralization trends. The first group is 
within a Northeast trending structural-alteration corridor from the Kibali deposit in the 
Southwest to the Ndala deposit in the Northeast, called the Kibali South-Sessenge-Durba-
Karba trend. The second group occurs along a Northwest trending thrust zone that stretches 
from the Pakaka deposit in the Southeast to the Mengu Hill deposit in the Northwest and is 
called the Pakaka-Mengu trend (see Figure 2.1). 
2.2 Mineralization and deposit types 
The mineralization occurs along faults oriented approximately NW with a low dip to 
the NE. and was controlled by zones of texturally destructive albite-carbonate-silica 
alteration. The mineralization is controlled by breccia development, structure, stratigraphy 
and chemistry and the mineralogy. Considerable anomalies of higher grade zones were albite 
and ankerite–siderite ± sulphides and were discovered in breccia development area. The 
mineralized bodies’ shapes are controlled by the structure. Where the mineralization is sub-
parallel to bedding contacts, stratigraphy controls the mineralization and iron-rich units are 
observed 
The Sessenge deposit is approximately 2 kilometers away to the South West of the 
Durba-Karagba deposits and North of the Kibali River. The mineralization of the Sessenge 
deposit is mostly in the Sessenge main-lode-Vag formation area which is a volcanic 
agglomerate associated with silica-albite-ankerites/siderite-pyrite alteration. 
The Durba-Chauffeur deposits are in the Northeast side of the Sessenge deposit, this 
area comprise the historic Durba mine and the East and West Chauffeur artisanal mine 
workings. These deposits, Durba and Chauffeur, are comprised of a thick sequence of altered 
fine-grained sedimentary rocks (argillite-mudstone-siltsone), felsic tuffs, and ironstone-chert 
units. In the upper part of the formation can be seen thick volcanic agglomerate units 
associated with the overlying Karagba deeps formation. 
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The style of mineralization in the Kilo-Moto belt is fracture and vein-type gold mineralization and are invariably structurally 
controlled. 
 
Figure 2.1 Map showing the location of deposits with general geology (Kibali Gold project updated feasibility report, 2011) 
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The Gold mineralization of the Durba-Chauffeur consist of tabular to elliptical ore 
bodies in the East and West zones with  shallow plunges to the north east (see Figure 2.2). 
The Karagba deposit is the continuity in the Northeast of the mineralization that 
occurred along the Sessenge-Durba-Karagba trend. The stratigraphy of the Karagba deposit 
is mostly a sequence of ash-lapilli tuff horizons and interbedded fined grained sediments. The 
deposit is mineralized at several zones with the lower Karagba lenses hosted in the 
agglomerate and the upper Karagba lens and Chauffeur are hosted within the sedimentary 
and tuffaceous units. As Durba-Chauffeur, the mineralized ore bodies are tabular to elliptical 
in shape and plunge to the North East at approximately 30º (see Figure 2.2). 
 
 
Figure 2.2 KCD Long section 240mN (Moto gold mines technical report, 2008) 
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The Ndala deposit is located 2km from the East of the Pakaka deposit and 5km to the 
North East of the Karagba Deposit, along the Kibali-Kurba-Karagba Trend. The stratigraphy 
of the deposit consists of a package of volcano-clastic interbedded with argillite and tuff. The 
ore body has a strike lengh of 250m at an average width of 50 m to a depth of 80m below the 
surface. 
The Pakaka-Mengu Trend shown in Figure 2.3 is a 7km long, North-West trending 
that includes from South East to North West, the Pakaka, Pamao, Megi, Marakeke, Mengu 
Village and Mengu Hill deposits. There is a strong spatial relationship between the 
mineralization and certain rock types, among those are zones of variably silicified, albetised 
and carbonate altered rock. The mineralized lenses are highly elongated tabular or elliptical 
shaped bodies (100 – 400m in strike and 5 – 25m in average thickness plunging to the North 
East at 25 - 35º. Figure 2.3 shows the deposits along the Pakaka-Mengu Trend. 
 
Figure 2.3 Pakaka-Mengu mineralized trend– Plan (Moto Gold Project, March 2009) 
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The Pakaka-Pamao deposits are at the Southwest end of 7 kilometers-long, 
Northwest trending Pakaka-Mengu Trend. The stratigraphy of the Pakaka-Pamao comprised: 
an upper thoeitic basalt flow (Pakaka-Pamao hanging wall formation), volcanic agglomerate 
with abundant felsic cristal tuff and lesser horizons of argillite, mudstone and ironstone at 
Pamao (Pakaka Main Lode Vag formation) and massive mafic volcanic units (Pakaka-Pamao 
footwall formation). The mineralized area is characterized by silica-albite-ankerite/siderite-
pyrite alteration, mostly in well foliated siliceous rocks. 
The Mengi-Marakeke (prospects) lies midway along the Pakaka-Mengu Trend.                    
In the footwall of the Megi is a basalt formation dipping to the North East at approximately 
30º and strikes to the West-North-West, a fine grained sedimentary rock (mudstone) is 
observed in the East and West of the Mengi prospect. Above the basalt is a thick sequence of 
“chert-tuff” and ironstone. The Mengi mineralized area has a strike length of over 700m at an 
average width of 250m and a depth of 300m below the topographical surface.                              
The Marakeke mineralized area has a strike length of over 1.1km at an average width of 
100m and a depth of 90m below the topographical surface. 
The Mengu Hill and Mengu Village are located next to the North West end of the 
North West-trending Pakaka-Mengu Trend. Mengu Hill stratigraphy is mainly volcanic 
agglomerate interbedded with fine-grained sediments, siliceous tuffaceous rocks and minor 
mafic volcanic rocks that overlay a massive magnetite and hematite ironstone-chert unit. The 
mineralization at Mengu Hill is associated silica-albite-ankerite/siderite-piryte alteration an is 
about 700m in strike length at an average width of 120m and a depth of 120m below 
topographical surface. The mineralization at the Mengu Village is approximately 600m in 
strike length at an average width of 150m and a depth of 70m below the topographical 
surface. 
The Gorumbwa deposit is at the North of the Sessenge prospect and to the West of 
historic Durba mine comprises the historic high-grade Gorumbwa mine (see Figure 2.1.). In 
the upper part of the Gorumbwa is a volcaniclastic sequence of agglomeratic units underlain 
by mixed sequence of fine-grained sediments (mudstone-siltstone) and cristal tuff. The 
mineralization at the Gorumbwa is associated with a sequence of meta-tuffs and 
agglomerates and extends over a 1km in strike length at an average width of 150m and a 
depth of 400m below topographical surface. 
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The Kombokolo deposit is located about 1km to the North East of the Gorumbwa 
deposit along the North East-trending Gorumbwa-Kombokolo trend (see Figure 2.1.). 
Kombokolo stratigraphy have a black to dark grey in the lowest part followed by a fined-
grained, grey-colored sedimentary unit (mudstone) which in turn followed by ironstone 
dipping to the North. The mineralization at the Kombokolo is located in an altered carbonate-
sericite-silica underlying the ironstone horizon and extends over 300m in strike length at an 
average width of 120m and a depth of about 170m below the topographical surface. 
2.3 Mineral resource estimation  
Mineral resource estimation consists of estimating the tonnage and grade of a 
mineral deposits. Based on the data collected through different drilling campaign the physical 
characteristics (size, shape, continuity of ore zones…), the distribution of the grades and the 
spatial variability of the orebody are predicted. Various drill hole data can be collected and 
stored into a database including assays, lithology, geology, geotechnical data, collar 
information (coordinates and hole orientation), down the hole survey data…                                         
The mineral resource estimation process consists of certain number of phases, among those 
are: data verification, geologic interpretation, compositing, statistics and grade distribution, 
spatial continuity analysis, resource estimation modeling and cross validation. 
The mineral resource estimation of the Kibali Gold Project and the total declared resources is 





Table 2.1 Kibali Gold Project total declared resources (November 2011) 
 
Tonnes(Mt) Grade(g/t) Gold(kOz) Tonnes(Mt) Grade(g/t) Gold(kOz) Tonnes(Mt) Grade(g/t) Gold(kOz)
Pakaka 14.59 2.29 1,074 2.01 1.61 104 16.6 2.21 1,178
Gorumbwa 3.65 3.36 394 3.65 3.36 394
Kibali 20.31 1.73 1,130 20.31 1.73 1,130
Mengu Hill 8.31 2.62 698 8.31 2.62 698
Mengu Village 0.73 1.66 39 0.73 1.66 39
KCD 33.29 2.16 2,312 7.35 1.33 314 40.65 2.01 2,627
Megi 4.18 1.92 258 4.18 1.92 258
Marakeke 1.14 1.6 59 1.14 1.6 59
Kombokolo 2.15 2.1 145 2.15 2.1 145
Sessenge 10.01 1.27 409 10.01 1.27 409
Ndala 0.29 3.63 33 0.29 3.63 33
Pamao 9.16 1.44 425 5.19 1.7 284 14.36 1.54 709
Open pit Total 78.24 2.09 5,103 44 2.27 2,576 122 1.95 7,679
KCD 51.11 5.44 8,939 19.77 3.16 2,009 70.88 4.8 10,948
UG Total 51.11 5.44 8,939 19.77 3.16 2,009 70.88 4.8 10,948
Total Resources 129.35 3.38 14,042 63.9 2.23 4,585 193.26 3 18,627




Kibali Gold Project November 2011 
Depleted Open Pit Resources >=0.5g/t within 2011 $1,500 pit shell using 2011 Resource Model
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CHAPTER 3 
OPEN PIT MINE PLANNING 
 
The aim of open pit mine planning is to optimize the life of mine schedule so that the 
highest net present value is achieved. It is considered as an iterative process presently that 
consists of block modeling, determining the ultimate pit limit, designing the pushbacks, 
defining the cutoff grade strategy and optimizing the production schedule. The purpose of 
this chapter is to describe different steps of open pit mine planning. 
3.1 Economic block modeling 
Block modeling is the process of dividing the deposit into 3D blocks that will be used for 
optimization (see Figure 3.1.). The minimum size of a block should not be less than ¼ of the 
average drill hole interval. While defining the block size many parameters such as: the grade 
variability, the equipment used for mining, the geometry of the deposit (dip…) should be 
taking into account. Geostatistical techniques are used to estimate gold grades and various 
attributes related to the geology and metallurgical characteristic of the blocks. Economic 
block values are determined based on these geologic and metallurgic factors as well as 
economic parameters. The value of a block is calculated using the following formula: 
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3.2 Ultimate pit limit determination 
The ultimate pit limit defines the optimal shape of the open pit that is economically 
mineable. This is performed by using a block model of the ore body. By using the block 
value and the mining parameters the final outline that achieves the highest pit value is 
defined. Since the ultimate pit limit definition is a complex problem that needs to be solve 
appropriately, several authors attempted to solve the problem using mathematical 
formulation methods. 
In 1978,Yong C.Kim reviewed the state of art in computerized ultimate pit limit design 
methodologies and classified the pit optimizing techniques into two main categories. The 
first is called rigorous optimizing techniques and the second, nearly optimizing techniques. 
There are four principal rigorous optimizing techniques. 
1. Graph Theory (Lerch and Grossman) (1965) 
2. Dynamic Programming (1965) 
3. Linear Programming (1967) 
4. Network Flow (1968) 
 
On the other hand, there are other optimizing nearly optimizing techniques (heuristic): 
1. Moving Cone (1965) 
2. Heuristic Algorithm by Lemieux (1968) 
3. Heuristic Algorithm by Marino and Slama (1972) 
4. Heuristic Algorithm by Phillips (1972) 
5. Heuristic Algorithm by Korobov (1974) 
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6. Parameterizing Function by Bongarcon and Marechal (1976) 
7. Genetic Algorithm (1994) 
8. Artificial Intelligence (1996) 
Heuristic optimization is defined as a method that on the basis of experience or judgment 
seems likely to yield a good solution to the problem, but cannot be guaranteed to produce an 
optimum (Aickelin and Clark, 2011).  
The moving cone, also known as floating cone, or “pit simulation approach” presented 
by Pana (1965) is one of the most known heuristic algorithm used for defining the ultimate 
pit limit. Barnes (1982) described the floating cone steps as follow: 
Step1: The cone is floated from left to right along the top row of blocks in the section. If 
there is a positive block it is removed. 
Step2: Move to the second row. Start from the left and search for the first positive block. If 
the sum of all blocks falling within the cone is positive, the blocks are removed (mined). 
Step3: Follow the floating cone process moving from left to right and top to bottom of the 
section until no more blocks can be removed. Then go back to the top again and repeat the 
process for a second iteration. If during a given iteration no positive blocks can be mined, 
stop. 
However rigorous optimization techniques exist for finding the optimum solution of 
the problem. One of the most used rigorous optimization technique used in the mining 
industry is the Lerchs and Grossman method. 
The Lerchs and Grossmann method, use graph theory technique to solve the ultimate pit limit 
problem, where the objective is to design the ultimate pit limit by maximizing the economic 
value of the blocks to be mined subject to the slope angle constraints. 
The Lerchs and Grossman algorithm is commonly used by the mining software packages 
such as Whittle, MineSight, Vulcan and others for defining the ultimate pit limit. 
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Figure 3.1 Three dimensional representation of block model (Crawford & Davey, 1979) 
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3.3 Pushback design 
After defining the ultimate pit limit the next step is the long term mine planning. 
Long term mine planning is a complex optimization problem subject to a certain number of 
constraints that aims to achieve the maximum net present value (NPV) of the project. One of 
the most critical tasks of long term planning is to divide the ultimate pit limit into pushbacks 
(or phases). 
The purpose of pushback design step is to determine the best place to begin mining 
and the development of the sequential pits. As such the NPV of an open pit mining project is 
highly influenced by the phase design technique. Different phase sequences result in different 
NPV. As the schedule of the life of mine depends on the pushback design it is an important 
decision for a mine planner to define the best sequence of extraction in order to reach the 
ultimate pit limit that will achieve the highest NPV of the project. The method that has been 
widely used in the mining industry during the last decades is the price parameterization 
approach, where multiple pit shells are generated using different revenue factors. 
All the mine planning software packages are capable of generating nested pits in an 
effort to maximize NPV of cash flows coming from a project. 
The Whittle package approaches the problem by generating multiple pit shells using the 
revenue factors. Several pit shells are generated in using multiple ranges of revenue factors, 
with increasing step sizes in each successive range. If the revenue factor is set to 1.5 you will 
generate the pit using one and half time the price of your base case commodity price. If the 
revenue factor is 0.5 Whittle will design the pit using half of your base case commodity 
price. More often the higher the revenue factor the bigger the pit. The output results in NPV 
curves for the generated pits that will be analyzed for the pushback selection; usually the 
pushback is selected based on the jump in NPV. 
While selecting the pushbacks, the distance between one pushback to the following 
should be wide enough for the mining equipment to operate. Some typical values are 
provided by Crawford (1989). 
 Pushback widths normally 200-500ft depending on size of pit and orebody 
characteristics. 
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 Minimum pushback widths (single cut passes) about 80ft for small equipment and 
135-150ft for 25-30 yd. shovels and 150-200 ton trucks. 
3.4 Pit design 
After choosing the pushback the next step is to design a practical mine. The purpose 
of the pit design is to design an operational pit that includes all the geometrical features. The 
open pit design parameters that should be defined are: operating bench height, bench face 
angle, overall slope angle, road widths and grades. The good mine design is sometime 
identified by comparing the value of the pit before the design of the haul road and after the 
design of the haul roads. According to experienced mining engineer the difference of the pit 
value after the design is usually from 5 to 20% less than the value before the design of the 
haul road. 
In 1979, Thomas R. Couzens published a paper entitled “Aspect of production planning: 
operating layout and phase plans”. In that paper, he addressed some important aspects of the 
mine design: 
 The first thing in the layout of a new pit is to decide where the pit roads exit from the 
pit. This is dependent on the location of crusher or dumps points and is greatly 
influenced by topography. Depending on need, there may be one or more such exit 
points. The advantage of having many exits is that it provides a more flexibility from 
an operational point of view such as reducing the traffic or avoiding the mine to stop 
operating in case of slope failure. 
 Decide whether the road should be temporary (few months to few years) or final. If 
the pit consists of several pushbacks, the road serving the first pushback is sometime 
extended or replaced by a new road.  
 Depending on the geometry of the deposit decide whether to spiral the road around 
the pit or to have a number of switchbacks on one side or a combination of both.  
According to Couzens, it is desirable to avoid switchbacks because they tend to slow 
the traffic, cause greater tire wear and various maintenance problems, and probably 
more safety hazards than spiral roads. However if there is a low side to the pit, it may 
be better to have some switchbacks on that side than to accept a lot of stripping all the 
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way to the top of high side to provide room for a road or series of roads on that side. 
If switchbacks are necessary, it is important to leave enough length at the switchbacks 
for a flat area at the turns so that trucks don’t have to operate on extremely steep 
grades at the inside of the of curves and so on. 
3.5 Production scheduling 
Production scheduling consist of deciding which blocks should be extracted, when 
they should be extracted, and how extracted blocks should be processed (Dagdelen).Prior 
defining the sequence of extraction the ultimate pit limit is usually divided into different 
pushback.  
Production scheduling is such a complex problem that is often difficult to be solved 
properly without using mathematical programming techniques. The main problem in solving 
the multi-time period production scheduling problem is the size of the problem. Since one 
could easily end up having several million of variables (depending on the size of the 
problem), the ability of an algorithm to solve a scheduling problem in a limited amount of 
time without affecting the optimality has been a hot topic in the last decade.  
Several researchers attempted to solve the production scheduling problem including: 
Dagdelen and Johnson (Lagrangian relaxation); Gaupp (early and late start), Ramazan 
(fundamental tree), Caccetta et al (heuristics); Francois-Bongarcon and Guibal (parametric 
methods); Cacetta et al; Gershon (mixed integer linear programming); Denby and Schofield 
(artificial intelligence algorithms); Tolwinski and Underwood (dynamic programming 
techniques); Denby et al (neural networks).  
The main objectives of open pit mine production scheduling are:  
 To achieve the highest NPV of the overall project.  
 To insure the best sequence of mining that achieves the high NPV. 
 To investigate different mining and cutoff grade optimization strategies 
 To provide a schedule that will satisfy all the operational constraint. 
The above objectives are not exhaustive, mine production scheduling can be subject to 
several objectives.  
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An open pit mining operation is considered as a production system with two 
products: ore and overburden (waste). The primary objective here is to schedule the 
production subject to a variety of technical and economic constraints which at the same time 
optimizes goals of the management. A mathematical programming approach to production 
scheduling aims to find the best combination of mining blocks that lead to an optimal 
sequencing of the blocks (see Figure 3.1). 
3.5.1 Formulation of the production scheduling problem 
The formulation of the production scheduling approach used in this thesis is based on 
the one given by K. Kawahata and K. Dagdelen (2013) in their paper entitled “An 
optimization algorithm for large scale mine production scheduling problems through 
lagrangian relaxation”. 
A mining operation consists of a set of   sources where materials are original located, 
such as open pit or underground mines, is scheduled over   time periods. Sources are divided 
into a set of   sequences where sequencing arrangements have to be followed, such as 
benches in open pit mines or zones in underground mines. In order to start mining a given 
sequence    , a set of all sequences           must be mined out. A given sequence 
consists of a set of increments  . Increments can be based on grade intervals or value 
intervals if the deposit contains multiple recoverable metals. Once materials are mined, they 
are sent to a destination      for ore processing or to handle as waste. All the material 
flows in the model are associated with discounted economic values. The objective function is 
formulated to maximize NPV of the project for the life of the mine. 
 
Indices and Sets: 
       Set of all sources   
       Set of all sources   
            Set of all sequences that must be mined out before mining sequence   
       Set of all increments   
       Set of all destinations   




         
   Discount sales revenue per ton of material mined from source  , sequence  , 
increment   and sent to destination   in time period     
         
   Discount operating cost per ton of material mined from source  , sequence  , 
increment   and sent to destination   in time period     
           Total material tons available in source  , sequence  , increment    
      
   Upper limit mining capacity at source  , sequence  , increment    
      
   Upper limit process capacity at destination  , in time period    
Decision Variables: 
       
   Tons mined from source , sequence , increment   and sent to destination   in time 
period     
    
    1 if source , sequence   is mined out in time period    
        0 otherwise  
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Constraints [1.1] ensure material mined is up to what is available in a deposit. Constraints 
[1.2] enforce maximum mining capacity and constraints [1.3] enforce maximum process 
capacity. Constraints [1.4] and [1.5] ensure sequence   cannot be mined in time period   
unless its entire predecessor sequences           are mined out at or before time period  . 
Constraints [1.6] restrict non negativity of tons and [1.7] ensure binary. 
3.6 Optimality of the production schedule 
Open pit production scheduling is a large scale mathematical optimization. Due to the 
size of the problem currently there is no commercial package that solves the problem and 
guarantees the optimality at 100%.  
A large scale open pit mine operation in North America could have 10 million linear 
variables and 7 thousand binary variables (Kawahata, 2006). If this size of a model is solved 
by the branch and bound algorithm in one of today’s available computers, a solution would 
not be found even after running several days or weeks. To solve large scale mine production 
scheduling problems within a reasonable amount of time, it is essential to reduce the number 
of variables, especially binary variables (Kawahata and Dagdelen, 2013). 
 In this section the concept of OptiMine®, which has been used during this study, and 
the Dassault Systemes Geovia commercial software MineShed™ are discussed. The 
shortcomings and advantages of one over the other are discussed as well. 
3.6.1 OptiMine® 
The OptiMine software program was developed using Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) techniques. It adopts the Lagrange relaxation concept to solve MILP 
production scheduling problem. In the model, the blocks that are in the same bench are 
aggregated and the average grade and tonnage in each bench are broken down into 
increments existing in a given grade interval.  
By using OptiMine, an optimum or near optimum production schedule can be found 
that achieves the best mine sequences and the best material flows. Cutoff grades are 
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dynamically determined in a reduced size MILP model as part of the scheduling solution 
(Kawahata and Dagdelen, 2013). 
3.6.2 Geovia MineShed™ 
Commercial packages such as Geovia MineShed™ Scheduler do target scheduling 
however it is not an optimizer. In order to achieve a target in MineShed™, several 
parameters can be used. Depending on the type of constraint and the deposit, these 
parameters may help select the blocks that need to be mined in a given period for achieving 
the constraints set. Different parameter can be changed in order to achieve the goal set such 
as the mining direction, the mining rates, the number of pit locations that can be mine 
simultaneously…etc. By giving more freedom to the schedule the possibility of achieving the 
target became higher.  
As discuss in Mineshed™ tutorial, Mineshed™ used two main algorithms for target 
scheduling: the switch option and the scoping level. 
Switch 
In Mineshed™, the Switch option is used for target scheduling. Switch uses a 
heuristic algorithm for reaching the target. It uses two different algorithms, the Extrema and 
the Optima. The Extrema algorithm tries to mine the blocks with grades higher than the 
target grade set first then the other blocks. 
On the other hand, the Optima considers all the available blocks at the same time and 
tries to satisfy the targets set 
Scoping levels 
The scope level function sets the block searching area. It is used for guiding the 
software with regards to the blocks that should be considered for achieving the defined 
constraint.  The scope level can be set for doing both horizontal and vertical searches.   
3.6.3. Advantages and disadvantages of MineShed™ 
MineShed™ is flexible, user friendly and well adopted for short term scheduling. 
However several factors need to be considered while doing target scheduling.  
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Some of the shortcomings of MineShed™ are as follows: 
 Optimality cannot be guaranteed: MineShed™ is not an optimizer therefore the 
solution generated by it is not the best possible schedule. Mineshed™ uses a heuristic 
approach for generating the schedule therefore may not reach the true optimum. The 
heuristic algorithm uses a trial and error strategy for the finding the solution, such a 
technique doesn’t necessarily meet all the defined constraints.   
 Doesn’t honor the constraints all the time: Mineshed™ targets the quality constraint 
and the material ratio constraint as soft constraints. These constraints play a major 
role with respect to optimizing the life of mine schedule, therefore considering them 
as soft may not satisfy certain strategic options.  
 Doesn’t consider all the time periods while generating a schedule: MineShed™ 
generates schedules by looking at one period at a time therefore can’t generate a 
schedule that considers the whole mining picture. 
 Time consuming: for long term and medium planning using Mineshed™ requires a 
good amount of time for generating the life of mine schedule. It can be very 
meticulous especially when the mine plan has to satisfy a certain number of 
constraints such as blending requirements. 
 Cannot generate the financial model: Mineshed™ does not have the ability to 
generate a detail financial model, therefore the mine planner has to undertake the 
financial modeling in Excel which requires a lot of times.  
 The best NPV may not be achieved: MineShed™ doesn’t guarantee the best strategic 
option therefore it can’t provide the best NPV. 
3.6.3 Advantages and disadvantages of OptiMine® 
Advantages of using an optimizing planning tool such as OptiMine® for long term 
planning: 
 Cutoff grade and blending optimization: optimizes the cutoff grade, and which help 
with the blending of grade or material type (i.e. oxide, sulfide) input to the processing 
plant.  
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 Hard constraint: this strategic planning tool uses hard constraint bounds that will keep 
the strategic mine plan within the operational and processing constraint limits. The 
lower and upper bounds of the material tonnage, the grade constraints… can be 
defined for each period. 
 Automated: it automatically generates the life of mine schedule that satisfies the 
defined constraints. 
 Sensitivity and Scenario analysis: produces several optimized strategic mine plans 
within a short time that can be analyzed. This will enable the mine planner to generate 
several what if scenarios.   
 NPV Optimization: optimizes the net present value of the overall mining operation 
within the define operational constraints. 
 
On the other hand, OptiMine® is not very suitable for short term planning. It uses block 
aggregation technique by aggregating blocks existing in a given bench and by doing so it 
















OPEN PIT MULTI-RUN LERCHS-GROSSMANN OPTIMIZATION AND SKIN 
ANALYSIS OF THE KIBALI GOLD PROJECT 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the Lerchs and Grossmann open pit multi 
run optimization and the skin analysis for the Pakaka, Pamao, Kombokolo, and Mengu Hill 
deposits of the Kibali Gold project.  
Whittle software, which generates nested pits based on the Lerchs-Grossmann 
ultimate pit limit determination algorithm, was used for creating the nested pits. The block 
models and the Whittle directories for all the deposits described earlier were provided. 
Economics parameters and pit slopes inputs are used during the optimization and 
described next. 
4.1 Economic assumptions 
Various input economic parameters are used including the commodity price, mining 
costs, processing costs, general & administrative cost, royalty, processing recovery. 
4.1.1 Gold price 
Commodity price is one of the most important input parameters used during the 
optimization. The final pit limit (ultimate pit limit size), and the value of the project depend 
on the commodity price used. Depending on the type of commodity, economist analyzed 
many factors influencing the commodity price prior to forecasting the future price. Mine 
planner usually performs the ultimate pit limit determination using various prices because of 
the uncertainty of the future price and the difficulty to predict it. For the purpose of a 
sensitivity analysis of the ultimate pit limit, a set of prices ranging from the worst case 
scenario (low price) to the best case scenario (high price) are used. The gold prices chosen 
for generating the pit shells during the optimization were based on the analysis of gold prices 
over the last 10 years. The prices that were used are represented on Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Gold prices 
4.1.2 Mining costs 
The average mining cost (US$/tonne) used was taken from with the feasibility study 
report (Kibali Gold Project Updated Feasibility Study, 2011) and has been adjusted for depth 
using a mining cost adjustment factor function written into the model file during the model 
creation. The average mining costs are presented on Table 4.3 and mining cost by bench are 
given in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. 
4.1.3 Processing costs and recoveries 
The recoveries were determined after metallurgical test work on different samples 
coming from the deposits. The processing costs and recoveries used in the optimization of 
the open pits are represented on the Table 4.2. 
















Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%) Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%) Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%)
KCD 11.10 85.80 16.04 90.10 16.04 86.00
Mengu Hill 11.10 89.30 16.04 89.30 16.04 71.60
Pakaka 11.10 88.70 16.04 81.70 16.04 81.70
Pamao 11.10 90.90 16.04 85.00 16.04 85.00
Kombokolo 11.10 95.60 16.04 85.90 16.04 74.60
Sessenge 11.10 85.80 16.04 90.10 16.04 86.00
KCD Underground 16.04 86.00
Oxide Material Transition Material Fresh Material











US$ per tonne Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total Waste Ore Total
Load and haul 1.69         1.70         1.70         1.70                1.79         1.72         1.75         1.77         1.75         1.67         1.65         1.66         1.47         1.47         1.47         1.80         1.72         1.79         1.57         1.60         1.58         
Drill & Blast 0.85         0.91         0.86         0.94                1.01         0.95         0.81         0.87         0.82         0.78         0.80         0.78         0.75         0.82         0.77         0.31         0.68         0.37         0.96         1.00         0.97         
Presplit 0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10                0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         0.10         
Dewatering 0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05                0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         0.05         
Rehabilitation 0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03                0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         0.03         
Fixed contractor 0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47                0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         0.47         
Mining Dept 0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06                0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         0.06         
Grade Control -           0.51         0.09         -                  0.51         0.07         -           0.51         0.07         -           0.51         0.19         -           0.51         0.15         -           0.51         0.08         -           0.51         0.15         
Rehandle -           0.29         0.05         -                  0.29         0.04         -           0.29         0.04         -           0.29         0.11         -           0.29         0.08         -           0.29         0.04         -           0.29         0.09         
Overhaul -           0.39         0.07         -                  0.10         0.01         -           0.46         0.06         -           0.36         0.13         -           1.20         0.34         -           0.09-         0.01-         -           0.29         0.04         
Mobilisation/Clearing 0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11                0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.11         0.13         0.31         0.16         
Fuel 0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27                0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.27         0.32         0.76         0.38         
Other costs 0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12                0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.12         0.15         0.35         0.18         
3.76       5.01       3.98       3.87             4.92       4.01       3.78       5.12       3.96       3.67       4.83       4.10       3.44       5.51       4.03       3.33       4.33       2.98       3.84       5.83       3.55       
KOMBOKOLO SESSENGETOTALS KCD PAKAKA PAMAO MENGU HILL
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Table 4.4 KCD, Pakaka, Pamao and Sessenge mining cost by bench 
 
 
RL $/t Ore Cost $/t Ore Cost $/t Ore Cost $/t Ore Cost
6000 3.64 1.36 3.64 1.36
5980 3.64 1.36 3.64 1.36
5960 3.83 1.36 3.83 1.36
5940 4.01 1.36 4.01 1.36
5920 3.97 1.36 3.97 1.36
5900 3.83 1.36 3.83 1.36
5880 3.47 1.36 3.74 2.04 3.42 1.90 3.47 1.36
5860 4.28 1.36 4.10 2.04 4.09 1.90 4.28 1.36
5840 3.96 1.36 3.61 2.04 3.64 1.90 3.96 1.36
5820 3.62 1.36 3.53 2.04 3.63 1.90 3.62 1.36
5800 3.64 1.36 3.57 2.04 3.67 1.90 3.64 1.36
5780 4.03 1.36 3.85 2.04 3.96 1.90 4.03 1.36
5760 4.10 1.36 4.04 2.04 4.10 1.90 4.10 1.36
5740 3.84 1.36 4.15 2.04 4.24 1.90 3.84 1.36
5720 3.93 1.36 4.23 2.04 4.39 1.90 3.93 1.36
5700 4.00 1.36 4.27 2.04 4.53 1.90 4.00 1.36
5680 4.05 1.36 4.31 2.04 4.67 1.90








Table 4.5 Kombokolo and Mengu Hill mining cost by bench 
 
 
RL $/t Ore Cost $/t Ore Cost
5990 3.27 1.51
5970 3.27 1.51
5950 3.27 1.51 2.94 3.28
5930 3.27 1.51 2.89 3.28
5910 3.27 1.51 2.84 3.28
5890 3.17 1.51 2.77 3.28
5870 2.80 1.51 3.03 3.28
5850 3.56 1.51 3.74 3.28
5830 3.54 1.51 3.81 3.28
5810 3.60 1.51 3.82 3.28
5790 3.82 1.51 3.82 3.28
5770 3.89 1.51 3.93 3.28
5750 3.97 1.51 4.00 3.28






Royalty is a percentage of the revenue paid by the operating mining company to the 
owner of the mineral rights. The royalty is usually added to the selling cost. 
The royalty used in the optimization of the open pits is represented on Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 Royalty 
 
 
4.1.5 General and administrative cost (G&A) 
The general and administrative (G&A) cost is defined as the cost of operating the 
mine (salaries, rent, telephone charges…). The general and administrative cost used in the 
optimization of the open pits is represented in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 General and Administrative cost 
 
 
4.1.6 Cutoff grades 
The basic assumptions for calculating the cutoff grade are given in Table 4.8 and the 
cutoff for different price range is given in Table 4.9.  
The mining cutoff grade is the grade that is used in order to decide whether a give block 
should be mined or not and is defined by the following formula: 
 
    
               
        
      
 
Parameter Units Value
Royalty- Gov royalty of gross sales revenue % 2.5
Parameter Units Value
General and Administrative cost $/t 6.42
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    Mining cutoff grade (oz/ton, lb/ton….) 
   Recovery (%) 
   Price of the commodity ($/oz, $/lb….) 
   Refining, transportation costs (($/oz, $/lb….) 
   Mining cost ($/ton) 
    Processing cost ($/ton) 
          Overhead cost ($/ton)  
 
The milling cutoff grade is defined as the as grade that is used to identify whether the 
material should be send to the processing plant or to another destination (waste or stockpile) 
    
              
        
      
 
However During the optimization in Whittle the ore selection by cash flow option 
was selected. The ore selection by cash flow is defined in Whittle help document as follow: 
When ore selection is by cash flow, ore is selected by comparing the cash flow which would 
be produced by processing it and the cash flow which would be produced by mining it as 
waste. If the cash flow from processing it is higher, the material is treated as ore. If not, it is 
treated as waste. In the case of multiple processes, the process with the best cash flow is 
used. 
4.1.6.1 Grade tonnage cutoff (bins) grades 
The reserves for different pit are reported by bins and the grade intervals are 
represented on Table 4.10, Table 4.11, and Table 4.12. These grade bins are used during 















Material Type Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh
Waste $/t 3.37 3.65 4.02 3.13 3.35 3.84 3.35 3.65 4.28 3.24 3.73 4.15 3.14 3.69 3.92
Total Ore (inc GC) $/t 4.72 5.01 5.38 6.41 6.64 7.13 5.38 5.69 6.31 5.13 5.62 6.04 4.66 5.20 5.44
Ore only (Extra cost inc GC) $/t 1.36 1.36 1.36 3.28 3.28 3.28 2.04 2.04 2.04 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.51 1.51 1.51
Dilution % 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Total Process Cost $/t 11.10 16.04 16.04 11.10 16.04 16.04 11.10 16.04 16.04 11.10 16.04 16.04 11.10 16.04 16.04
Processing Recovery % 85.8 90.1 86.0 89.3 89.3 71.6 88.7 81.7 81.7 90.9 85.0 85.0 95.6 95.9 74.6
General/Admin $/t 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42 6.42
Gold Price (Reserve) $/oz 1,200       1,200         1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    1,200    
Gold Price $/gm 31.1 38.58              38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       38.58       
Gold Royalties $/oz 2.5% 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Net Gold Price $/oz 1,170       1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  1,170  
Net Gold Price $/gm 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6 37.6
Total Ore Cost $/t 18.88 23.82 23.82 20.80 25.74 25.74 19.56 24.50 24.50 19.42 24.36 24.36 19.03 23.97 23.97
Processing Cut off Grade g/t 0.64 0.77 0.81 0.68 0.84 1.05 0.64 0.88 0.88 0.62 0.84 0.84 0.58 0.73 0.94
KCD/Sessenge Mengu Hill Pakaka Pamao Kombokolo
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Table 4.9 Break-even cutoff grade for different price Range 
 
 
Price($/oz) Price($/gr) Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh Oxide Trans Fresh
2,000        64.30         0.39 0.46 0.49 0.41 0.51 0.63 0.39 0.53 0.53 0.37 0.50 0.50 0.35 0.44 0.56
1,950        62.69         0.40 0.48 0.50 0.42 0.52 0.65 0.40 0.54 0.54 0.38 0.52 0.52 0.36 0.45 0.58
1,900        61.09         0.41 0.49 0.51 0.43 0.53 0.66 0.41 0.55 0.55 0.39 0.53 0.53 0.37 0.46 0.59
1,850        59.48         0.42 0.50 0.53 0.44 0.55 0.68 0.42 0.57 0.57 0.41 0.54 0.54 0.38 0.47 0.61
1,800        57.87         0.43 0.52 0.54 0.45 0.56 0.70 0.43 0.58 0.58 0.42 0.56 0.56 0.39 0.49 0.63
1,750        56.26         0.44 0.53 0.56 0.47 0.58 0.72 0.44 0.60 0.60 0.43 0.57 0.57 0.40 0.50 0.64
1,700        54.66         0.45 0.55 0.57 0.48 0.60 0.74 0.46 0.62 0.62 0.44 0.59 0.59 0.41 0.52 0.66
1,650        53.05         0.47 0.56 0.59 0.50 0.61 0.76 0.47 0.64 0.64 0.45 0.61 0.61 0.42 0.53 0.68
1,600        51.44         0.48 0.58 0.61 0.51 0.63 0.79 0.48 0.66 0.66 0.47 0.63 0.63 0.44 0.55 0.70
1,550        49.83         0.50 0.60 0.63 0.53 0.65 0.81 0.50 0.68 0.68 0.48 0.65 0.65 0.45 0.57 0.73
1,500        48.23         0.51 0.62 0.65 0.55 0.67 0.84 0.52 0.70 0.70 0.50 0.67 0.67 0.47 0.58 0.75
1,450        46.62         0.53 0.64 0.67 0.56 0.70 0.87 0.53 0.73 0.73 0.52 0.69 0.69 0.48 0.60 0.78
1,400        45.01         0.55 0.66 0.69 0.58 0.72 0.90 0.55 0.75 0.75 0.54 0.72 0.72 0.50 0.63 0.81
1,350        43.40         0.57 0.69 0.72 0.61 0.75 0.93 0.57 0.78 0.78 0.56 0.74 0.74 0.52 0.65 0.84
1,300        41.80         0.59 0.71 0.75 0.63 0.78 0.97 0.60 0.81 0.81 0.58 0.77 0.77 0.54 0.67 0.87
1,250        40.19         0.62 0.74 0.78 0.65 0.81 1.01 0.62 0.84 0.84 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.56 0.70 0.90
1,200       38.58        0.64 0.77 0.81 0.68 0.84 1.05 0.64 0.88 0.88 0.62 0.84 0.84 0.58 0.73 0.94
1,150        36.97         0.67 0.81 0.85 0.71 0.88 1.10 0.67 0.91 0.91 0.65 0.87 0.87 0.61 0.76 0.98
1,100        35.37         0.70 0.84 0.88 0.74 0.92 1.15 0.70 0.96 0.96 0.68 0.91 0.91 0.64 0.80 1.03
1,050        33.76         0.74 0.88 0.93 0.78 0.96 1.20 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.96 0.96 0.67 0.84 1.07
1,000        32.15         0.77 0.93 0.97 0.82 1.01 1.26 0.77 1.05 1.05 0.75 1.01 1.01 0.70 0.88 1.13
950           30.54         0.81 0.98 1.02 0.86 1.06 1.33 0.81 1.11 1.11 0.79 1.06 1.06 0.74 0.92 1.19
900           28.94         0.86 1.03 1.08 0.91 1.12 1.40 0.86 1.17 1.17 0.83 1.12 1.12 0.78 0.97 1.25














Gint KCD MenguHill Pakaka Pamao Kombokolo Sessenge
1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
2 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
3 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.58 0.60
4 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.64
5 0.70 0.68 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
6 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
7 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
8 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
11 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40
12 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
13 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80
14 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
15 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
16 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
17 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
18 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
19 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50
20 999 999 999 999 999 999

















Gint KCD MenguHill Pakaka Pamao Kombokolo Sessenge
1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
2 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
3 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
4 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
5 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
6 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.77
7 0.80 0.84 0.80 0.84 0.80 0.80
8 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.90
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
11 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40
12 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
13 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80
14 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
15 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
16 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
17 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
18 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
19 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50
20 999 999 999 999 999 999
















Gint KCD MenguHill Pakaka Pamao Kombokolo Sessenge
1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
2 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
3 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
4 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
5 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
6 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
7 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.84 0.80 0.81
8 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.90 0.94 0.90
9 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
10 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
11 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40
12 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
13 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80
14 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
15 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
16 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
17 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
18 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
19 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50
20 999 999 999 999 999 999
Fresh material grade interval
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4.2 Pit slopes  
The slope angle or bench face angle is the angle made with the horizontal of the line 
connecting the toe to the crest. The slope angle is usually defined after undertaking a 
geotechnical study. For optimization purposes, the slopes can be defined based on the rock 
types, the zones number…etc.  
The slopes angle may be profiled by rock types when the deposit consists of multiple 
rock type (oxide, transition, fresh…). In that case the slope angles are assigned to each rock 
type. 
The slopes angle may be profiled by zone numbers if the deposit is divided into 
different domains…  
The pit slope parameters used were in the Whittle directory provided by Randgold 
Resources. The pit slopes parameters used in the optimization of the open pits for KCD-
Sessenge, Pakaka, Pamao, Mengu Hill and Kombokolo are presented is this section. 
4.2.1 Slope profile of the KCD-Sessenge 
KCD and Sessenge are both in the same model (see Chapter2). A zones code 
attribute was created and stored in the block model for KCD-Sessenge.  
The slope angles used in the KCD-Sessenge optimization are presented in Table 4.13 and 
Table 4.14. 
 




Zone Code Rock Type Domain Slope Angle (°)
851 Fresh Other Walls 52
852 Transition Other Walls 52
853 Oxide Other Walls 31
801 Fresh Footwall 36
802 Transition Footwall 36
803 Oxide Footwall 31
KCD Slopes profiles
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Table 4.14 Slope angle for Sessenge 
 
4.2.2 Slope profile of Pakaka 
The slope angles used in the Pakaka optimization are presented in Table 4.15. 
 




Zone Code Rock Type Domain Slope Angle (°)
951 Fresh North, East, and South Walls 54
952 Transition North, East, and South Walls 54
953 Oxide North, East, and South Walls 40
901 Fresh Footwall 31
902 Transition Footwall 31










Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
41 51 44 51
113 51 122 51
168 36 167 36
176.5 36 176.5 36
188 36 188 36
252 31 252 31
253 31 253 31
323 51 323 51
Pakaka Slopes Profile 1 Pakaka Slopes Profile 2
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4.2.3 Slope profile of Pamao 
The slope angles used in the Pamao optimization are presented in Table 4.16. 
 





4.2.4 Slope profile of Mengu Hill 
The slope angles used in the Mengu Hill optimization are presented in Table 4.17. 
 








Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
15 56 15 40
65 56 65 40
145 31 145 31
195 31 195 31
245 31 245 31
325 56 325 40






Mengu Hill Slopes Regions
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4.2.5 Slope profile of Kombokolo 
The slope angles used in the Kombokolo optimization are presented in Table 4.18. 
 
Table 4.18 Slope profile of Kombokolo 
 
 
Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
20 50 20 50
105 50 105 50
175 25 175 25
200 25 200 25
225 25 225 25
295 50 295 50
Mengu Hill Slopes Profile 2Mengu Hill Slopes Profile 1
Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
20 40 20 40
105 40 105 40
175 25 175 25
200 25 200 25
225 25 225 25
295 40 295 40














4.2.6. Default slope profile  
The default profile of all the deposits was set as profile 0.  
 
Table 4.19 Default Slope profile  
 
 
Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
10 56 10 56
20 56 20 56
105 56 105 56
175 27 175 27
185 27 185 27
255 56 255 56
Kombokolo Slopes Profile 1 Kombokolo Slopes Profile 2
Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
10 56 0 30
20 56 32 34
105 56 110 34
175 27 170 27
185 27 190 27
255 56 250 30
Kombokolo Slopes Profile 3 Kombokolo Slopes Profile 4
Bearing Slope Agle (°) Bearing Slope Agle (°)
110 34 110 34
170 27 170 27
190 27 190 27
250 30 250 30
Kombokolo Slopes Profile 5 Kombokolo Slopes Profile 6
Bearing Slope Agle (°)
0 45
Default Slopes Profile 0
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4.3 Base case multi run Lerchs-Grossmann optimization and skin analysis 
The base case optimization is defined to be the determination of optimal ultimate pit 
limits using the Lerch-Grossman algorithm by Whittle software.  
The Whittle 4X optimization cannot properly account for the timing of cash flows 
and so Whittle provides some assistance to the engineer in the form of “best” and “worst” 
case mine schedule and associated NPV curves. The skin analysis provides a methodical 
process, which leads to a numerically accurate selection of an ultimate pit that is valid for the 
design parameters chosen. It automatically adjusts to suit the particular deposit geometry and 
takes into account some practical mining parameters so that a realistic discount rate can be 
applied to the blocks mined (N Hanson, D Hodson, and M Mullins, 2001). 
The base case optimization was performed for various revenue factors and all the pit 
shells were evaluated using the base case gold price of US$1,000. All of the optimization 
was done with a 10% discounted cash flow and by choosing an approximate mining and 
milling capacity. 
The pit shells generated provide information as to the choice of the ultimate pit limit, choice 
of the pushbacks, and the best place to start mining.  
The pit shells generated are used for estimating the value of the pit based on the best, 
the specified and the worst case scenario schedules. 
The best case, the worst case and the specified case are defined by Whittle help document as 
follow: 
Best Case schedule consists of mining out pit 1, the smallest pit, and then mining out 
each subsequent pit shell from the top down, before starting the next pit shell.  
In other words, there are as many intermediate mining pushbacks as there are pit outlines 
within the one we are mining. 
This schedule is seldom feasible because the pushbacks are usually much too narrow. Its 
usefulness lies in setting an upper limit to the achievable Net Present Value. 
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If, as is sometimes the case, worst case and best case Net Present Values differ by only a 
percent or two, then you know that, for that pit, the mining sequence is unimportant from an 
economic point of view.(given that the grade constraint can be ignored) 
The worst case schedule consists of mining each bench completely before starting on 
the next bench.  
This schedule, or something very close to it, is usually feasible. It also sets a lower limit to 
the Net Present Value. 
Unless you mine waste to the exclusion of ore, it is difficult to achieve a lower NPV. 
If, as is usually the case, the difference between worst and best case is significant, you 
can approximate a more realistic mining schedule, between the two extremes, by specifying 
the sequence of pit outlines to push back to.  
The exact order in which the pushback benches are mined depends on whether you choose to 
mine pushbacks (as defined below): 
 to improve NPV, using the Milawa algorithm,  
 to improve throughput balance, using the Milawa algorithm, or  
with a fixed lead.  
Ideally, you will want to choose pushbacks that satisfy your mining constraints and produce 
an NPV curve that is as close as possible to the best case NPV curve.  
 
4.3.1 Base case optimization and skin analysis for Pakaka deposit 
The skin analysis of the base case optimization on the Pakaka deposit was undertaken 
using a discount rate of 10% and an approximate mining rate of about 22Mtons and milling 
rate of 3Mtons.  
The results of the base case optimization for the Pakaka deposit are presented on Table 4.20. 
The Figure 4.1 shows the plan view of Pakaka sequential pits and Figure 4.2, Figure 
4.3, Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5 show the cross section view of these pits. The pit size 
gradually increases from pit1 to pit6 and then a much larger increase from pit 6 to pit 7. From 
pit 7 to pit 11 the pit sizes continuously get bigger and much bigger from pit 11 to pit 12 and 
from pit 12 to pit 13.  
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By looking at the discounted open pit value curves on the pit by pit graph shown in 
Figure 4.6, the maximum value for the best case is achieved at the revenue factor of 1. As 
such the pit limit defined by pit 7 is used as the Pakaka ultimate pit limit during various 
production scheduling exercise.  
 
 




Pakaka ultimate pit limit is further divided into three phases and design. The reserves 
for the designed phases of Pakaka presented in Table 4.21, Table 4.22, and Table 4.23 are 
used during the production schedule optimization. The reserve is reported by bench, by 
material type and by grade interval. The grade intervals correspond to the one described in 
section 4.1.6. 
 













1 0.5 500 4,969,431 655,249 6.58 2,675,337 4.08
2 0.6 600 18,054,027 2,071,702 7.71 8,130,824 3.92
3 0.7 700 22,759,363 2,890,215 6.87 10,209,713 3.53
4 0.8 800 26,689,723 4,179,604 5.39 12,624,558 3.02
5 0.85 850 36,333,893 5,447,059 5.67 15,624,425 2.87
6 0.9 900 41,283,587 6,795,514 5.08 17,965,472 2.64
7 1 1,000 58,293,930 8,653,108 5.74 22,111,111 2.56
8 1.1 1,100 65,093,966 9,657,887 5.74 23,911,645 2.48
9 1.2 1,200 72,512,082 10,561,412 5.87 25,528,036 2.42
10 1.3 1,300 77,117,493 11,419,641 5.75 26,718,934 2.34
11 1.4 1,400 80,654,941 11,818,679 5.82 27,344,934 2.31
12 1.5 1,500 96,352,753 13,972,729 5.9 30,200,858 2.16










Figure 4.2 East 788700 cross section view showing Pakaka pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 
 






Figure 4.4 North 348700 cross section view showing Pakaka pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 
 
Figure 4.5 North 348500 cross section view showing Pakaka pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
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Oxide 3,829  2        4        2        10      1        5        26      51      92      83      28      6        14      20      6        9        1        1        -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 8,597  -     -     -     1        -     3        14      30      67      141     105     50      80      71      27      30      8        13      15      
Transition 96      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     3        16      20      13      12      25      34      9        10      2        37      
Fresh 4        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     3        0        3        -     5        1        1        1        -     -     0        
Oxide 5,475  -     -     -     -     -     -     0        5        15      35      33      33      31      33      43      7        12      8        8        
Transition 1,305  -     -     -     -     -     -     4        9        46      54      47      61      30      54      45      23      19      6        46      
Fresh 646     -     -     -     -     -     -     6        20      67      74      172     170     123     104     70      35      30      7        38      
Oxide 355     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        0        1        3        1        2        4        3        -     0        0        -     
Transition 1,265  -     -     -     1        4        -     0        5        4        3        5        11      2        23      22      10      2        8        0        
Fresh 3,148  -     -     -     -     2        -     3        10      91      130     249     155     113     176     142     69      63      67      117     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 30      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 3,219  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        6        15      13      42      47      106     119     87      70      52      166     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,653  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     7        2        9        45      41      47      35      28      272     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 544     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        3        -     4        10      7        12      7        3        15      22      186     



































Oxide 33      -     -     -     -     0        0        -     0        -     0        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 532     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        3        6        2        1        8        6        -     0        -     -     -     
Transition 2        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 1,457  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        0        0        0        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 467     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        6        0        2        3        -     0        -     -     0        -     -     
Fresh 17      -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     0        -     -     0        0        0        -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 225     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        0        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 768     -     -     -     0        -     -     -     -     2        2        1        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,516  -     -     -     -     -     1        8        12      49      65      48      16      1        1        1        0        -     -     -     
Oxide 1        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 85      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,960  -     -     1        7        15      7        25      41      119     121     173     112     109     58      13      6        7        -     -     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,340  -     -     -     -     -     2        2        7        15      76      83      116     93      173     95      33      5        2        1        
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 912     -     -     -     6        -     -     6        16      29      30      53      38      42      79      54      68      36      15      29      
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 284     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        2        2        2        -     26      49      15      39      40      71      
*Please see Table 4.10, Table 4.11 & Table 4.12 for grade interval cutoffs
































Oxide 234     0        -     1        -     2        1        0        4        6        9        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 1,519  -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     0        3        1        0        3        0        2        1        -     1        0        
Transition 36      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 2,039  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 596     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 70      -     -     -     -     -     -     0        0        1        -     -     -     1        1        0        -     -     -     -     
Oxide 633     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 1,116  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     1        -     0        -     -     
Fresh 669     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        2        3        1        1        1        2        2        1        1        -     -     
Oxide 26      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 383     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,987  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     -     1        3        4        1        -     -     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 26      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 2,148  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     2        -     4        1        0        6        5        0        2        1        -     3        
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,925  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        0        0        -     -     1        1        3        2        0        0        0        
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,532  -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     2        5        -     11      32      53      42      54      37      
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 642     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     -     2        1        3        30      52      71      83      64      72      
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 58      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     3        4        14      25      7        46      






























4.3.2 Base case optimization and skin analysis for Pamao deposit 
The skin analysis and the base case optimization on the Pamao deposit was 
undertaken using a discount rate of 10% and an approximate mining rate of about 9Mtons 
and a milling rate of 4Mtons per year.  
The results of the base case optimization for Pamao deposit are presented on table 4.24. 
Figure 4.7 shows the plan view of Pamao pit sequences; Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, 
Figure 4.10, and Figure 4.11 show the cross section views of these pits. At the revenue factor 
of 0.5 there is no mining going on, however there is a significant increase in the size of the 
pit from the pit generated at the revenue factor of 0.6 (pit 2) to 0.7 (pit 3) and from pit 3 to pit 
4. Also there is an increase of the size from pit 7 to pit 8 and there is no significant increase 
after pit 8. 
The discounted open pit value curves of the pit by pit graph is shown in Figure 4.12, 
and the maximum value for the best case scenario is reached at the revenue factor of 1. The 
pit limit defined by pit 7 is used as the Pamao ultimate pit limit and consist of one pushback. 
 
Table 4.24 Rock tonnage report of Base case optimization for Pamao deposit 
 
 













1 0.5 500 95,735 47,919 1 111,106 2.32
2 0.6 600 1,572,343 638,940 1.46 1,207,878 1.89
3 0.7 700 7,373,497 2,982,373 1.47 4,771,624 1.6
4 0.8 800 11,879,438 5,087,543 1.34 7,526,116 1.48
5 0.85 850 13,081,112 5,588,798 1.34 8,137,326 1.46
6 0.9 900 13,886,433 6,174,906 1.25 8,742,522 1.42
7 1 1,000 17,871,404 7,651,225 1.34 10,335,525 1.35
8 1.1 1,100 25,264,388 9,241,011 1.73 12,184,254 1.32
9 1.2 1,200 26,533,373 9,615,613 1.76 12,546,202 1.3
10 1.3 1,300 27,863,089 9,801,445 1.84 12,766,580 1.3
11 1.4 1,400 28,710,563 9,903,844 1.9 12,886,047 1.3
12 1.5 1,500 29,858,656 10,010,449 1.98 13,019,167 1.3
13 2 2,000 32,608,226 10,234,366 2.19 13,288,618 1.3
56 
 
The reserve for the designed Pamao pit shown in Table 4.25 is used during the 
production schedule optimization. The reserve is reported by bench, by material type and by 
grade interval and the grade intervals correspond to the one described in section 4.1.6.1. 
 





Figure 4.8 East 787550 cross section view showing Pamao pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 





Figure 4.10 North 348930 cross section view showing Pamao pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 
Figure 4.11 North 349070 cross section view showing Pamao pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
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Oxide 12      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 2,603  -     -     -     4        3        10      16      103     96      93      60      9        14      4        -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 239     -     -     -     5        -     10      4        53      47      61      60      1        31      13      -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 2,505  -     -     -     -     0        2        19      9        29      22      34      11      11      3        1        -     -     -     -     
Transition 928     4        -     -     -     2        51      60      132     258     201     220     43      51      4        3        2        -     -     -     
Fresh 522     1        -     -     -     6        30      67      144     254     229     375     125     119     67      -     9        -     -     6        
Oxide 348     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     0        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 476     -     -     -     -     -     1        1        0        2        7        3        1        1        -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 1,239  -     -     -     -     20      75      21      78      234     336     397     349     212     158     37      5        15      6        5        
Oxide 2        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 43      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 630     -     -     -     -     -     6        -     2        42      46      153     125     105     214     41      6        9        -     5        
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 44      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     4        3        18      -     54      12      -     -     -     -     
*Please see Table 4.10, Table 4.11 & Table 4.12 for grade interval cutoffs




















4.3.3 Base case optimization and skin analysis for Kombokolo deposit 
The skin analysis and the base case optimization on the Kombokolo deposit was 
undertaken using a discount rate of 10% and an approximate mining rate of about 8Mtons 
and milling rate of 1.3Mtons per year.  
The results of the base case optimization for the Kombokolo deposit are presented in Table 
4.26. 
Figure 4.13 shows the plan view of Kombokolo pit sequences, Figure 4.14, Figure 
4.15, Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17 show the cross section view of these pits. At a revenue 
factor of 0.5 there is no mining going on, however we notice that there is a significant 
increase in the size of the pit from pit 4 to pit 5 and gradual increase from pit 6 to pit 12. 
However there is a major increase of the pit size from pit 12 to pit 13. 
By observing the discounted open pit value curves on the pit by pit graph, Figure 
4.18, the maximum revenue for the best case is achieved at pit 7.  
The pit limit defined by pit 7 is used as the Kombokolo ultimate pit limit. Kombokolo pit 
consists of one phase. 
 
Table 4.26 Rock tonnage report of Base case optimization for Kombokolo deposit 
 













1 0.5 500 66,127 11,248 4.88 32,426 2.88
2 0.6 600 3,175,490 360,580 7.81 1,416,609 3.93
3 0.7 700 3,812,619 510,362 6.47 1,793,660 3.51
4 0.8 800 4,533,402 661,315 5.86 2,143,595 3.24
5 0.85 850 6,947,950 988,824 6.03 3,032,544 3.07
6 0.9 900 7,073,995 1,054,968 5.71 3,124,066 2.96
7 1 1,000 7,734,370 1,223,988 5.32 3,442,950 2.81
8 1.1 1,100 8,840,663 1,373,593 5.44 3,750,459 2.73
9 1.2 1,200 9,772,322 1,637,723 4.97 4,137,540 2.53
10 1.3 1,300 9,985,252 1,664,090 5 4,187,928 2.52
11 1.4 1,400 10,503,498 1,922,851 4.46 4,454,195 2.32
12 1.5 1,500 11,235,517 1,989,817 4.65 4,578,663 2.3
13 2 2,000 17,218,931 2,796,791 5.16 5,628,221 2.01
62 
 
The reserves for the designed Kombokolo pit is shown in Table 4.27 and reported by bench, 










Figure 4.14 East 78660 cross section view showing Kombokolo pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 




















Figure 4.18 Pit by pit analysis of Kombokolo deposit 
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Oxide 56      -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 162     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 386     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 861     -     3        -     3        -     -     3        3        23      3        3        3        3        10      -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 1,498  -     -     3        3        -     -     3        3        13      13      3        7        10      -     3        -     -     -     -     
Transition 133     -     -     -     5        -     -     -     5        14      5        5        9        5        14      14      9        5        -     -     
Fresh 45      -     -     -     -     6        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     6        -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide 719     -     -     -     -     -     3        -     7        7        3        7        3        7        7        -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 446     -     5        -     5        -     14      14      5        41      18      18      28      18      18      -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 134     -     6        -     -     -     -     17      6        22      11      34      11      28      17      17      -     -     -     -     
Oxide 7        -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition 235     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     9        -     18      -     -     5        -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 498     -     6        -     6        17      6        28      17      39      22      50      39      39      67      56      22      17      22      56      
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh 213     -     -     -     -     -     -     11      -     22      22      22      34      28      78      56      39      22      6        28      
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     6        -     -     6        -     -     11      11      -     6        22      -     -     -     -     -     
Oxide -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Transition -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
Fresh -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     
21




























4.3.4 Base case optimization and skin analysis for Mengu Hill deposit 
The skin analysis and the base case optimization on the Mengu Hill deposit was 
undertaken using a discount rate of 10% and an approximate mining rate of about 10Mtons 
and milling rate of 3Mtons per year.  
The results of the base case optimization for Mengu Hill deposit are presented in Table 4.28. 
As shown on Figure 4.19 (Plan view showing Mengu Hill pit design), Figure 4.20, 
Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23 (cross section view showing Mengu Hill pit design), 
from pit 1 to pit 2 there is a slight increase in the pit size, however we notice that there is no 
significant increase in the size from pit 3 to pit 12. However, there is a big increase of the 
size from pit 12 to pit 13. 
As shown in Figure 4.24 the Mengu Hill deposit size doesn’t change very much at different 
revenue factors. There is a noticeable increase of the value of the pit generated by the 
revenue factor of 0.5 to 0.6 then a non-significant incremental increase from the revenue 
factor of 0.7 to the revenue factor of 0.9. The pit limit defined by pit 7 is used as the Mengu 
Hill ultimate pit limit and consists of one pushback. 
 
Table 4.28 Rock tonnage report of Base case optimization for Mengu Hill deposit 
 













1 0.5 500 10,422,272 2,899,903 2.59 13,197,697 4.55
2 0.6 600 13,352,688 3,609,391 2.7 15,301,046 4.24
3 0.7 700 14,757,336 4,218,481 2.5 16,498,454 3.91
4 0.8 800 16,259,359 4,715,138 2.45 17,529,604 3.72
5 0.85 850 16,899,986 5,094,478 2.32 18,067,133 3.55
6 0.9 900 17,172,172 5,120,024 2.35 18,138,803 3.54
7 1 1,000 17,657,383 5,638,464 2.13 18,733,189 3.32
8 1.1 1,100 18,755,824 5,894,738 2.18 19,170,539 3.25
9 1.2 1,200 21,051,441 6,264,267 2.36 19,802,114 3.16
10 1.3 1,300 23,898,667 6,959,309 2.43 20,711,992 2.98
11 1.4 1,400 24,234,164 6,984,350 2.47 20,755,386 2.97
12 1.5 1,500 24,682,209 7,300,711 2.38 21,062,202 2.88
13 2 2,000 75,713,941 10,514,677 6.2 26,659,826 2.54
69 
 
The reserve for the designed Mengu Hill pit is shown in Table 4.29 and is reported by 
bench, by material type and by grade interval. The grade intervals correspond to the one 
described in section 4.1.6.1.  
 
 



















Figure 4.22 North 351310 cross section view showing Mengu Hill pit design (color bar showing pit number) 
 





Figure 4.24 Pit by pit analysis of Mengu Hill deposit 
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Table 4.29 Mengu Hill Reserve 
 
Bench Material Type
Oxide -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 222    - - -  - -  -  - - - - 81  81   54   -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 686    - - -  - -  -  5    - 70  - 54  146 108 -  5     -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 623    5    5    16   - 27   -  11  38  211 49  43  221 81   65   5     11   -  11  -  
Transition 113    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 449    5    11  22   32  38   27   54  38  140 86  43  59   54   119 86   27   22   27  27   
Transition 335    31  6    19   31  19   6     25  25  31  - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 866    - - -  - -  -  - 11  22  43  38  43   86   140 135 97   65   81  97   
Transition 581    19  - -  25  19   6     37  37  37  - 6    19   6     25   25   12   -  - -  
Fresh -    7    - -  - -  -  - - - 7    - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Oxide 2,059 - - 5     - -  -  5    5    22  27  22  22   43   49   43   11   38   54  32   
Transition 1,568 6    6    -  12  6     37   31  25  75  37  37  44   44   100 112 75   50   31  44   
Fresh 112    - - -  - 7     -  - - - 13  7    7     -  13   20   13   13   - -  
Oxide 121    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - 5     -  5     -  -  -  - -  
Transition 1,228 - - -  6    -  6     6    12  25  19  25  31   31   106 112 149 56   44  112 
Fresh 1,569 - - -  - 7     -  13  39  20  79  20  46   13   118 59   -  -  7    7     
Oxide -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition 12     - - -  - -  -  - - - 6    - -  -  25   12   31   6     19  62   
Fresh 1,265 - - 7     7    7     26   33  53  33  59  53  20   72   151 164 112 53   26  92   
Oxide -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh 366    - - -  - 7     7     13  46  33  13  53  59   33   105 118 144 105 53  105 
Oxide -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh 25     - - -  - -  -  - - 20  13  20  39   26   144 131 53   20   13  7     
Oxide -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Transition -    - - -  - -  -  - - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  
Fresh -    - - -  - -  -  - - - 13  - 7     13   26   -  -  -  - -  
*Please see Table 4.10, Table 4.11 & Table 4.12 for grade interval cutoffs



























KIBALI UNDERGROUND MINE 
 
In this chapter underground mining of the KCD orebody of the Kibali Gold Project is explored 
based on information coming from the Kibali Project Optimised Feasibility Study by Gijima 
(2011) and the underground schedule. 
The Kibali underground mine is accessed by a twin decline and a vertical shaft, and will 
be mined by longhole stoping method. The underground mine consist of 11 lodes, namely 5103, 
9101, 5102, 9105, 5105, 9102, 3102, 5107, 5005, 3101, and 9003. As can be seen from Table 
5.1, the 5103 zone contains 39% of stope ounces, when combined with 5102 it becomes 48%. 
Also, the 9101 zone contains 21 %, and when combined with the 9102 zone it becomes 28 %. 
Another significant producer is zone 9105 containing 10% of the stope ounces. The six 
remaining zones (3101, 3102, 5005, 5105, 5107, and 9003) are minor; containing a combined 14 
% of stope ounces and are predominantly of lower grade. 
Table 5.1 Stope contained ounces by zone 
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5.1 Mine Design 
As shown in Figure 5.1, for accessing the underground orezones, twin declines and a 
shaft are driven. The first decline is parallel and at a distance of 35 m from the second decline. 
The decline profile is an arch, 5.5m wide by 6.0m high. The declines start from the surface at 
about 5830 elevation until reaching elevation 5650 where they connect before splitting into two 
declines (5105 decline and 5102 decline) for accessing different lodes. The twin decline has a 
length of about 1,400m and its advance rate is about 100m/month. Some ore material will be 
transported by truck via the twin declines to the surface. The transportation of ore from the ore 
passes to the crusher is done through the transportation level. The ore is loaded from an ore pass 
and the material is dumped through a grizzly into the crusher. The crushed material is transported 
by conveyor into the skips and hoisted to the surface for processing. A vertical shaft of about 
750m is used for hoisting the ore material coming from deeper part of the mine by skip. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Kibali underground mine 
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5.1.1 Lateral development 
As shown in the Figure 5.2, a series of lateral development openings will be driven in 
order to access the ore body such as declines, accesses, cross cuts, ore drives, haulage level, 
crusher, stockpiles, and lateral ventilation circuits. 
For accessing transverse stopes a footwall access drift is used, cross-cuts are driven 
toward the deposit at a gradient of 1:50, 5.0m wide by 5.0m high. Ore passes are developed from 
the footwall. Access to the longitudinal stopping areas is done by access drifts and ore drives.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Total lateral developments  
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The total lateral development for the life of the underground mined is represented on Figure 5.3 
 
Figure 5.3 Total lateral developments  
The lateral development starts in period 1 by the decline boxcut excavation. From March 
2 (period 2) up to the end of the year the total decline development is estimated to be about 
2,100m and 2,700m in period 3. 
The total lateral development skyrocket in period 4 and reach 12,700m. The decline, the 
mid shaft access, the accesses, material handling system access, lateral vent access drive , 
crosscuts, ore drive, raise bore chamber and crusher are developed. Lode 5103, lode 9105, lode 
5105 areas are mainly developed. 
In period 5, the peak is reached and about 15,000m is developed. The rate of 
development intensify by the development of the decline toward 9000’s lode, access and 
continuation of accessing stope by cross cuts and ore drive development at 5103, 5102. 5105, 
5005 and 3102 area is developing as well. 
From period 6 up to period 14, the development rate gradually decreases from 13,800m 

































crosscut, ore drives and etc. However in period 15 and period 16, due to the amount of lateral 
slot development, the total lateral development increase again to about 4,800m.   
From period 17 up to the end of the mine life all the lateral developments are the lateral 
slot development. 
5.1.2 Ventilation 
The decline mine is mainly ventilated by the portal fan and the shaft mine by the fan at 
the shaft brace. As shown in Figure 5.4 There are four intake airways named Decline, Central 
FAR (5.5m), Haulage shaft, Pit Portal and four main exhaust airways named Central RAR 
(5.5m), Nth RAR (5.5m), Nth RAR (4.5m), Sth RAR (5.5m). The ventilation flow varies by 









Nth RAR 4.5m 





5.2 Mining methods  
The mining methods used are transverse and longitudinal longhole stoping. Four main long 
hole stoping techniques are used: 
1. Transverse stoping with a primary / secondary sequence 
2. Transverse stoping with a advancing face sequence 
3. Longitudinal stoping 
4. Panel stoping in some of the upper lodes. 
5.2.1 Transverse longhole open stoping 
Transverse longhole stoping is an underground mining method used for mining an 
orebody that is approximately flat (less than 50 ) and with a thickness greater than 20m. The 
access drifts are usually perpendicular to the strike of the orebody. Each stope has an 
independent access therefore the sequencing of stope are more flexible.  
The advantages of transverse open stoping are:  
 facilitates sequencing and allows for flexibility in planning and mining,  
 multiple stopes can be mined simultaneously,  
 large stope size can result in high productivity and low drilling cost,  
 relatively high recovery. 
The disadvantages are:  
 high development requirements result in high capital cost,  
 poor selectivity, moderate dilution especially when using backfill,  
 considerable ventilation needs due to active equipment on top and bottom sills, 
 poorly suited to single narrow vein. 
Transverse stopping will take place in lodes 5103, 5102, 5105, 9101, 9102, and 9003. 
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Primary stopes have dimensions of 20m along strike up to 40m across strike and a 35m 
interval between levels. Secondary stope dimensions are 30m along strike and 30m across strike. 
Both primary and secondary stopes will be paste filled, the waste rock material can be 
used to backfill secondary stopes. Figure 5.5 shows a plan view of typical transverse longhole 
layout. 
 
Figure 5.5 A typical transverse longhole layout (Plan View) 
5.2.2 Longitudinal longhole open stoping 
The longitudinal longhole open stoping method is used where the dip of the orebody is 
approximately steep (greater than 50°) and the thickness is less than 20m. A typical longitudinal 
layout is represented the Figure 5.6. The longitudinal longhole open stoping is usually done 
along the or parallel to the strike of the orebody.  
The advantages of longitudinal longhole open stoping are:  
 less development cost ,  
 development occurs within the orebody. 
The disadvantage is mainly the inflexibility of the mining sequence. As shown in Figure 5.6, 
the mining starts at one end and works sequentially to the other end. 
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Longitudinal stopping take place on 5103 lower zone, 5102 upper zone, 5105, 5107, 9101 
lower, 9102 lower and 9105.  
 
 












KIBALI UNDERGROUND MINE LODES AND STOPE SEQUENCING 
 
This chapter explains the KCD underground mining sequencing and stopes sequences. As 
shown in Figure 6.1, the KCD orebody is divided into a series of lodes and their location and 
names are presented on the figure given below. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Underground mining lodes 
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6.1 5103 Lode: 
The 5103 lode is divided into 5 mining regions. The main mining regions are mined using 
transverse long hole stopping and consists of the Upper 5103 transversal, the Middle 5103 
transversal, and the Lower 5103 transversal. The last two mining regions, the Middle 5103 







Figure 6.2 5103 Lode (Long View)  
Lower 5103 - Longitudinal 
Lower 5103 - Transversal Middle 5103 - Transversal 
Middle 5103 - Longitudinal 
Upper 5103 - Transversal 
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6.1.1 5103 and 5102 Transversal 
The Lower 5103, the Lower 5102, the Middle 5103, and the Upper 5103 transversals are 
organized using the same logic.  
For example, the Lower 5103 is divided into two phases. Phase1 consists of stopes located in the 
lower part and phase2 consists of stopes in the upper part. Each mining phase consists of primary 








Figure 6.3 Lower 5103 – Transversal (Long View) 
Lower 5103 – Phase1 
































P: Primary stope 




The sequence is as follow: 
 Phase1 has to be mined and backfilled before mining Phase2 starts. 
 In a given mining phase, Primary stopes have to be mined before the start of mining 
secondary stopes. 
 In a giving stope, lift1 has to be mined before lift2 and lift2 before lift3. etc. 
 In a given phase primary and secondary stopes can be mined independently   
 Primary stope height cannot exceed 4 levels and secondary stopes cannot exceed 3 levels 
due to geotechnical constraint. 
6.1.2 5103 Lower and 5102 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
As shown in Figure 6.4 there is a spatial relationship between 5102 and 5103 Lower. 
Some of 5102 lode stopes are located in front of 5103 Lower lode and are accessed using the 
same access drifts therefore 5103 Lower and 5102 are sequenced together using the method 
described in section 6.1.1. 
 






As show in the Figure 6.5, 5102 and 5103 Lower are sequenced together and they are 
mined in three phases. In each phases the stopes are classified according to the stope type 




Figure 6.5 Sequencing relationship between 5103 Lower and 5102 (Long View) 
6.1.3 5103 Middle, 5103 Upper, and 5103 Lower & 5102 mining sequencing and stopes 
sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe in section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, the 
5103 Middle mining, 5103 Upper, and 5103 Lower & 5102 mining and stopes sequencing are 
given respectively in Table 6.1., Table 6.2 and  Table 6.3. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) 

























P: Primary Stope  
S: Secondary Stope  
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Table 6.1 5103 Middle mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
 
5103M_PH1_P1_1 13,417    3.6     5103M_PH1_P1_10 24,648    6.2     5103M_PH1_S1_5 27,479    4.7     
5103M_PH1_P2_1 13,508    8.7     5103M_PH1_P2_10 11,513    5.7     5103M_PH1_S2_5 28,085    4.3     
5103M_PH1_P3_1 27,581    11.3   5103M_PH1_P3_10 35,476    9.3     5103M_PH1_S3_5 15,953    11.3   
5103M_PH1_P4_1 5,111     3.1     5103M_PH1_P4_10 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_5 18,616    3.4     
5103M_PH1_P5_1 13,271    4.4     5103M_PH1_P5_10 15,468    7.6     5103M_PH1_S5_5 27,791    7.4     
5103M_PH1_P6_1 12,744    4.1     5103M_PH1_P6_10 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_5 32,986    5.6     
5103M_PH1_P1_2 9,399     10.3   5103M_PH1_P1_11 44,553    5.9     5103M_PH1_S1_6 22,990    9.4     
5103M_PH1_P2_2 36,050    6.1     5103M_PH1_P2_11 36,245    10.3   5103M_PH1_S2_6 20,657    7.9     
5103M_PH1_P3_2 148        10.9   5103M_PH1_P3_11 17,133    9.7     5103M_PH1_S3_6 19,833    4.1     
5103M_PH1_P4_2 32,533    5.3     5103M_PH1_P4_11 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_6 12,565    5.2     
5103M_PH1_P5_2 27,584    4.8     5103M_PH1_P5_11 -        -     5103M_PH1_S5_6 9,117     6.2     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_P6_11 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_6 24,505    5.9     
5103M_PH1_P1_3 11,023    3.3     5103M_PH1_P1_12 44,565    6.0     5103M_PH1_S1_7 28,834    5.0     
5103M_PH1_P2_3 13,200    12.8   5103M_PH1_P2_12 43,268    11.2   5103M_PH1_S2_7 28,681    4.8     
5103M_PH1_P3_3 34,602    5.0     5103M_PH1_P3_12 -        -     5103M_PH1_S3_7 24,906    6.1     
5103M_PH1_P4_3 19,463    7.1     5103M_PH1_P4_12 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_7 26,591    7.1     
5103M_PH1_P5_3 986        5.6     5103M_PH1_P5_12 -        -     5103M_PH1_S5_7 12,228    7.2     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_P6_12 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_7 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_4 42,470    6.9     5103M_PH1_P1_13 39,789    9.7     5103M_PH1_S1_8 28,530    6.4     
5103M_PH1_P2_4 31,291    5.0     5103M_PH1_P2_13 17,344    10.9   5103M_PH1_S2_8 28,337    4.7     
5103M_PH1_P3_4 18,279    9.6     5103M_PH1_P3_13 -        -     5103M_PH1_S3_8 14,535    3.1     
5103M_PH1_P4_4 24,781    9.6     5103M_PH1_P4_13 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_8 889        6.0     
5103M_PH1_P5_4 24,082    3.9     5103M_PH1_P5_13 -        -     5103M_PH1_S5_8 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_P6_13 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_8 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_5 19,355    12.7   5103M_PH1_P1_14 7,993     10.1   5103M_PH1_S1_9 4,474     6.2     
5103M_PH1_P2_5 39,481    5.5     5103M_PH1_P2_14 -        -     5103M_PH1_S2_9 3,674     5.7     
5103M_PH1_P3_5 35,676    5.2     5103M_PH1_P3_14 -        -     5103M_PH1_S3_9 20,884    5.2     
5103M_PH1_P4_5 35,167    9.4     5103M_PH1_P4_14 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_9 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P5_5 24,765    7.0     5103M_PH1_P5_14 -        -     5103M_PH1_S5_9 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_P6_14 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_9 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_6 19,607    6.7     5103M_PH1_S1_1 7,622     2.9     5103M_PH1_S1_10 27,354    6.2     
5103M_PH1_P2_6 209        3.3     5103M_PH1_S2_1 14,477    3.3     5103M_PH1_S2_10 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P3_6 255        4.1     5103M_PH1_S3_1 18,211    9.0     5103M_PH1_S3_10 940        4.1     
5103M_PH1_P4_6 9,906     4.2     5103M_PH1_S4_1 12,796    4.6     5103M_PH1_S4_10 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P5_6 1,285     5.4     5103M_PH1_S5_1 13,490    4.7     5103M_PH1_S5_10 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_1 26,465    4.2     5103M_PH1_S6_10 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_7 42,680    4.8     5103M_PH1_S1_2 19,325    8.5     5103M_PH1_S1_11 22,437    6.8     
5103M_PH1_P2_7 39,597    5.0     5103M_PH1_S2_2 10,885    7.8     5103M_PH1_S2_11 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P3_7 34,690    4.1     5103M_PH1_S3_2 24,964    8.6     5103M_PH1_S3_11 8,689     2.4     
5103M_PH1_P4_7 15,547    5.3     5103M_PH1_S4_2 10,895    2.7     5103M_PH1_S4_11 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P5_7 8,541     3.8     5103M_PH1_S5_2 20,368    5.4     5103M_PH1_S5_11 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_2 47,166    4.3     5103M_PH1_S6_11 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_8 42,149    6.3     5103M_PH1_S1_3 5,879     9.3     5103M_PH1_S1_12 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P2_8 43,980    6.3     5103M_PH1_S2_3 27,752    7.6     5103M_PH1_S2_12 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P3_8 23,598    8.2     5103M_PH1_S3_3 5,537     11.8   5103M_PH1_S3_12 28,647    7.1     
5103M_PH1_P4_8 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_3 9,742     5.1     5103M_PH1_S4_12 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P5_8 28,635    6.5     5103M_PH1_S5_3 4,676     6.0     5103M_PH1_S5_12 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_8 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_3 33,317    6.4     5103M_PH1_S6_12 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P1_9 7,439     8.2     5103M_PH1_S1_4 8,684     6.2     5103M_PH1_S1_13 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P2_9 31,305    8.3     5103M_PH1_S2_4 4,018     9.2     5103M_PH1_S2_13 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P3_9 22,502    8.3     5103M_PH1_S3_4 19,916    5.6     5103M_PH1_S3_13 17,983    9.0     
5103M_PH1_P4_9 -        -     5103M_PH1_S4_4 14,942    4.4     5103M_PH1_S4_13 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P5_9 20,677    7.7     5103M_PH1_S5_4 10,515    4.7     5103M_PH1_S5_13 -        -     
5103M_PH1_P6_9 -        -     5103M_PH1_S6_4 387        6.2     5103M_PH1_S6_13 -        -     
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42 5103M_PH1_P6_2 12,379      6.3     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
41 5103M_PH1_P6_3 12,253      4.8     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
40 5103M_PH1_P6_4 28,216      5.9     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
39 5103M_PH1_P6_5 7,320       6.8     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
38 5103M_PH1_P6_6 11,230      4.5     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
37 5103M_PH1_P6_7 16,314      6.0     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
5103M_PH1_P6_00 -          -     
Mining 
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Table 6.1 5103 Middle mining sequencing and stopes sequences (continued) 
 
 
5103M_PH2_P1_1 18,196      5.8     5103M_PH2_P1_12 23,235      7.7     5103M_PH2_S1_11 37,644      6.6     
5103M_PH2_P2_1 12,377      11.4   5103M_PH2_P2_12 -          -     5103M_PH2_S2_11 27,372      9.3     
5103M_PH2_P3_1 15,445      9.3     5103M_PH2_P3_12 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_11 21,308      6.2     
5103M_PH2_P4_1 -          -     5103M_PH2_P4_12 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_11 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_1 -          -     5103M_PH2_P5_12 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_11 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_1 -          -     5103M_PH2_P6_12 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_11 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_2 29,869      7.8     5103M_PH2_S1_1 24,871      4.8     5103M_PH2_S1_12 29,339      8.5     
5103M_PH2_P2_2 34,497      10.8   5103M_PH2_S2_1 10,308      3.5     5103M_PH2_S2_12 18,178      5.9     
5103M_PH2_P3_2 34,737      11.0   5103M_PH2_S3_1 38,562      9.6     5103M_PH2_S3_12 15,379      7.6     
5103M_PH2_P4_2 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_1 30,563      8.4     5103M_PH2_S4_12 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_2 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_1 25,592      6.4     5103M_PH2_S5_12 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_2 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_1 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_12 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_3 28,986      10.9   5103M_PH2_S1_2 33,092      5.6     5103M_PH2_S1_13 28,611      7.5     
5103M_PH2_P2_3 26,778      5.3     5103M_PH2_S2_2 28,761      6.0     5103M_PH2_S2_13 11,356      10.3   
5103M_PH2_P3_3 27,711      7.2     5103M_PH2_S3_2 28,220      10.9   5103M_PH2_S3_13 7,022       9.9     
5103M_PH2_P4_3 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_2 20,499      8.4     5103M_PH2_S4_13 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_3 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_2 6,935       4.6     5103M_PH2_S5_13 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_3 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_2 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_13 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_4 28,066      7.8     5103M_PH2_S1_3 29,848      5.7     5103M_PH2_S1_14 5,409       6.0     
5103M_PH2_P2_4 18,512      12.1   5103M_PH2_S2_3 28,943      5.8     5103M_PH2_S2_14 30,414      11.4   
5103M_PH2_P3_4 19,920      11.4   5103M_PH2_S3_3 14,947      10.3   5103M_PH2_S3_14 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_4 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_3 21,947      10.3   5103M_PH2_S4_14 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_4 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_3 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_14 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_4 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_3 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_14 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_5 16,051      8.5     5103M_PH2_S1_4 29,669      5.5     5103M_PH2_S1_15 20,053      10.5   
5103M_PH2_P2_5 42,755      9.5     5103M_PH2_S2_4 24,932      9.1     5103M_PH2_S2_15 19,923      6.4     
5103M_PH2_P3_5 26,449      6.6     5103M_PH2_S3_4 30,272      10.5   5103M_PH2_S3_15 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_5 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_4 18,104      8.7     5103M_PH2_S4_15 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_5 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_4 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_15 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_5 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_4 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_15 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_6 30,432      11.1   5103M_PH2_S1_5 20,350      8.7     5103M_PH2_S1_16 26,686      8.5     
5103M_PH2_P2_6 24,430      6.8     5103M_PH2_S2_5 23,750      5.9     5103M_PH2_S2_16 8,544       5.7     
5103M_PH2_P3_6 2,245       8.3     5103M_PH2_S3_5 27,300      10.3   5103M_PH2_S3_16 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_6 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_5 18,327      9.9     5103M_PH2_S4_16 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_6 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_5 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_16 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_6 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_5 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_16 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_7 40,930      9.0     5103M_PH2_S1_6 30,371      6.5     5103M_PH2_S2_00 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P2_7 23,939      7.1     5103M_PH2_S2_6 29,302      7.9     5103M_PH2_S2_17 23,794      7.9     
5103M_PH2_P3_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_6 12,524      4.6     5103M_PH2_S3_17 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_6 5,249       4.4     5103M_PH2_S4_17 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_6 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_17 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_6 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_17 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_8 4,226       4.7     5103M_PH2_S1_7 29,963      5.9     5103M_PH2_S1_00 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P2_8 9,722       10.7   5103M_PH2_S2_7 28,411      11.4   5103M_PH2_S2_18 24,076      7.0     
5103M_PH2_P3_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_7 20,361      12.6   5103M_PH2_S3_18 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_7 10,156      4.5     5103M_PH2_S4_18 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_18 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_7 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_18 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_9 25,059      6.4     5103M_PH2_S1_8 29,360      9.6     5103M_PH2_S1_19 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P2_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S2_8 18,539      10.8   5103M_PH2_S2_19 10,982      6.6     
5103M_PH2_P3_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_8 26,985      7.1     5103M_PH2_S3_19 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_8 3,670       3.7     5103M_PH2_S4_19 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_19 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_8 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_19 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_10 3,006       5.2     5103M_PH2_S1_9 12,528      8.6     5103M_PH2_S1_20 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P2_10 -          -     5103M_PH2_S2_9 18,515      10.4   5103M_PH2_S2_20 3,183       5.3     
5103M_PH2_P3_10 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_9 1,772       4.6     5103M_PH2_S3_20 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P4_10 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_20 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_10 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_20 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_10 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_9 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_20 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P1_11 25,366      7.0     5103M_PH2_S1_10 19,019      5.5     
5103M_PH2_P2_11 -          -     5103M_PH2_S2_10 28,375      11.9   
5103M_PH2_P3_11 -          -     5103M_PH2_S3_10 20,640      11.3   
5103M_PH2_P4_11 -          -     5103M_PH2_S4_10 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P5_11 -          -     5103M_PH2_S5_10 -          -     
5103M_PH2_P6_11 -          -     5103M_PH2_S6_10 -          -     
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5103M_PH2_S1_17 26,718  7.2     
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_18 2,014    7.5     
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_19 11,551  6.9     
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_20 7,610    8.6     
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
5103M_PH2_S1_00 -        -    
Mining 
Sequence

























5103U_PH1_P1_1 22,561    4.1     5103U_PH1_P1_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S1_5 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P2_1 37,141    8.9     5103U_PH1_P2_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S2_5 78,837    5.9     
5103U_PH1_P3_1 35,888    10.9   5103U_PH1_P3_7 24,680    5.7     5103U_PH1_S3_5 31,716    8.5     
5103U_PH1_P4_1 19,303    10.5   5103U_PH1_P4_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S4_5 4,455     10.2   
5103U_PH1_P5_1 27,600    8.0     5103U_PH1_P5_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S5_5 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_1 41,106    6.4     5103U_PH1_P6_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_5 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_1 17,090    10.4   5103U_PH1_P7_7 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_5 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P1_2 22,621    6.6     5103U_PH1_P1_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S1_6 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P2_2 34,650    6.4     5103U_PH1_P2_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S2_6 43,327    4.8     
5103U_PH1_P3_2 56,762    10.2   5103U_PH1_P3_8 16,218    6.4     5103U_PH1_S3_6 45,113    4.8     
5103U_PH1_P4_2 46,761    8.6     5103U_PH1_P4_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S4_6 29,990    3.7     
5103U_PH1_P5_2 41,945    6.9     5103U_PH1_P5_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S5_6 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_2 7,521     6.5     5103U_PH1_P6_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_6 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_2 -        -     5103U_PH1_P7_8 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_6 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P1_3 17,784    5.3     5103U_PH1_S1_1 51,197    7.7     5103U_PH1_S1_7 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P2_3 15,262    5.6     5103U_PH1_S2_1 63,874    9.1     5103U_PH1_S2_7 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P3_3 40,595    7.5     5103U_PH1_S3_1 24,299    9.6     5103U_PH1_S3_7 26,002    4.7     
5103U_PH1_P4_3 13,724    5.3     5103U_PH1_S4_1 59,328    8.4     5103U_PH1_S4_7 47,158    7.1     
5103U_PH1_P5_3 22,943    8.5     5103U_PH1_S5_1 29,355    5.8     5103U_PH1_S5_7 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_3 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_1 30,711    6.2     5103U_PH1_S6_7 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_3 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_1 46,512    4.9     5103U_PH1_S7_7 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P1_4 -        -     5103U_PH1_S1_2 43,545    4.9     5103U_PH1_S1_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P2_4 17,348    4.6     5103U_PH1_S2_2 75,654    7.3     5103U_PH1_S2_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P3_4 6,863     5.8     5103U_PH1_S3_2 66,029    11.4   5103U_PH1_S3_8 50,579    5.2     
5103U_PH1_P4_4 29,515    5.1     5103U_PH1_S4_2 16,719    4.9     5103U_PH1_S4_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P5_4 23,969    6.3     5103U_PH1_S5_2 59,250    7.1     5103U_PH1_S5_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_4 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_2 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_4 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_2 35,853    7.0     5103U_PH1_S7_8 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P1_5 -        -     5103U_PH1_S1_3 42,911    6.4     5103U_PH1_S1_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P2_5 34,080    6.4     5103U_PH1_S2_3 26,376    6.8     5103U_PH1_S2_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P3_5 17,632    6.7     5103U_PH1_S3_3 48,952    8.6     5103U_PH1_S3_9 37,722    6.1     
5103U_PH1_P4_5 31,716    4.8     5103U_PH1_S4_3 48,572    5.5     5103U_PH1_S4_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P5_5 17,929    8.4     5103U_PH1_S5_3 24,771    8.6     5103U_PH1_S5_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_5 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_3 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_5 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_3 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_9 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P1_6 -        -     5103U_PH1_S1_4 40,070    6.8     
5103U_PH1_P2_6 10,959    5.3     5103U_PH1_S2_4 62,422    5.4     
5103U_PH1_P3_6 28,685    4.6     5103U_PH1_S3_4 603        3.9     
5103U_PH1_P4_6 24,372    6.1     5103U_PH1_S4_4 46,108    6.5     
5103U_PH1_P5_6 -        -     5103U_PH1_S5_4 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P6_6 -        -     5103U_PH1_S6_4 -        -     
5103U_PH1_P7_6 -        -     5103U_PH1_S7_4 -        -     
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Table 6.3 5103 Lower and 5102 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
 
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L01 50,448    6.6     5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L02 28,355 10.0 
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L01 42,408    6.7     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L02 61,157 8.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L01 40,116    5.9     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L02 79,604 6.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L01 19,868    4.5     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L02 37,863 4.2   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L02 28,987    10.8   5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L03 43,195 6.4   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L02 38,651    7.0     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L03 46,244 8.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L02 74,774    7.6     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L03 36,956 6.7   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L02 41,943    5.0     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L03 56,362 5.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L03 19,930    4.8     5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L04 62,999 10.0 
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L03 10,891    8.3     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L04 26,752 5.8   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L03 75,600    5.9     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L04 48,107 8.2   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L03 13,308    3.9     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L04 64,161 5.1   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L04 29,041    6.2     5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L05 56,346 9.3   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L04 55,783    6.5     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L05 76,783 6.3   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L04 62,122    5.2     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L05 81,809 7.0   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L04 36,247    5.1     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L05 68,155 4.1   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L05 57,108    7.8     5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L06 31,350 6.8   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L05 63,834    6.3     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L06 62,631 9.2   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L05 34,810    5.3     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L06 80,620 7.7   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L05 51,774    6.1     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L06 35,475 5.1   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L06 50,991    9.9     5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L07 68,669 9.7   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L06 62,325    8.4     5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L07 69,541 8.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L06 59,356    5.6     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L07 82,223 5.3   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L06 49,990    4.7     5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L07 68,132 4.6   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L07 73,490    4.0     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L08 40,769 6.9   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L07 62,706    4.6     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P03_L07 90,822    6.1     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L07 27,719    4.7     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L08 34,297    9.4     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L09 61,690 5.3   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L08 29,515    4.1     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L08 38,134    5.2     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P01_L09 58,679    5.5     5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L10 82,209 5.5   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L09 42,368    7.2     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L09 59,245    4.5     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH01_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH01_P02_L10 51,142    6.9     
5103_5102L_PH01_P04_L10 59,533    5.6     
5103_5102L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH01_S01_L01 43,657    6.2     
5103_5102L_PH01_S02_L01 89,318    6.4     
5103_5102L_PH01_S03_L01 77,191    7.0     
5103_5102L_PH01_S04_L01 64,300    5.6     













































Table 6.3 5103 Lower and 5102 mining sequencing and stopes sequences (continued) 
 
 
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L01 83,363    5.8     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L03 64,160 6.3   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L01 42,847    4.6     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L03 20,295 4.2   
5103_5102L_PH02_P03_L01 72,890    8.5     5103_5102L_PH02_S03_L03 78,487 7.0   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L02 63,813    4.8     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L04 62,550 5.3   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L02 61,438    4.9     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L04 52,778 2.5   
5103_5102L_PH02_P03_L02 3,909     5.3     5103_5102L_PH02_S03_L04 59,934 5.6   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L03 34,823    4.6     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L05 63,387 2.6   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L03 57,273    4.3     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L05 78,693 5.3   
5103_5102L_PH02_P03_L03 50,513    8.7     5103_5102L_PH02_S03_L05 55,794 4.2   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L04 71,171    5.2     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L06 78,593 6.0   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L04 24,140    4.0     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L06 78,731 3.7   
5103_5102L_PH02_P03_L04 63,136    5.8     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L05 72,244    4.2     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L07 77,809 4.5   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L05 70,069    5.2     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L07 76,753 4.9   
5103_5102L_PH02_P03_L05 3,333     5.8     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L06 68,982    5.1     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L08 82,757 4.3   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L06 69,568    5.2     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L08 77,735 5.2   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L07 27,164    5.5     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L09 34,250 5.4   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L07 15,628    3.1     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L09 74,856 3.8   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L08 38,395    5.9     5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L10 74,610 5.0   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L08 44,759    5.7     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L10 77,848 5.1   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P01_L09 15,281    4.5     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L11 56,680 4.3   
5103_5102L_PH02_P02_L09 19,637    4.8     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L01 61,679    5.5     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L12 60,167 6.2   
5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L01 91,633    5.4     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S03_L01 24,121    7.9     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S01_L02 22,031    4.9     5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L13 94,398 5.7   
5103_5102L_PH02_S02_L02 49,487    4.3     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S03_L02 94,414    6.3     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   
5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -     5103_5102L_PH02_S00_L00 -      -   

























































5103_5102L_PH03_P01_L01 2,740     4.6     
5103_5102L_PH03_P04_L01 41,410    7.5     
5103_5102L_PH03_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_P01_L02 55,063    5.9     
5103_5102L_PH03_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_P00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S01_L01 33,862    4.3     
5103_5102L_PH03_S02_L01 48,854    4.7     
5103_5102L_PH03_S04_L01 36,288    4.7     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S01_L02 77,399    4.6     
5103_5102L_PH03_S02_L02 18,316    4.1     
5103_5102L_PH03_S04_L02 74,430    5.8     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S01_L03 36,336    5.6     
5103_5102L_PH03_S02_L03 78,876    4.9     
5103_5102L_PH03_S04_L03 18,822    6.2     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S01_L04 59,177    5.1     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S01_L05 42,375    7.1     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
5103_5102L_PH03_S00_L00 -        -     
Mining 
Sequence





































5102_Long_STP01_L01 12,544    9.3     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP01_L02 22,236    11.6   
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP01_L03 14,256    12.0   
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP01_L04 7,894     10.2   
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP02_L01 8,197     6.7     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP02_L02 4,362     6.4     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     
5102_Long_STP00_L00 -        -     












































6.1.4 Lower 5103 and Middle 5103 Longitudinal 
Lower 5103 and Middle 5103 Longitudinal areas are mined using the longitudinal long 
hole stope mining method.  The Middle 5103 longitudinal consists of two mining areas and the 
Lower 5103 Longitudinal has one. Each lode is divided by stope and each stope consist of a 









Figure 6.7 Middle 5103 – Mining Area (Long View) 
 
The sequencing is as follow: 
 Stope 1 is to be completed before stope 2 and 2 before stope3. 











STP: Stope  
L: Lift  
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6.1.4.1 Lower 5103 and Middle5103 Longitudinal mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe in section 6.1.2 the mining and 
stopes sequencing of Lower 5103 and Middle 5103 Longitudinal are given in Table 6.4 and 
Table 6.5. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined by ordinary kriging (Au Ok) for each stope 
sequences are given as well. 
Table 6.4 Lower 5103 Longitudinal mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
 
Table 6.5 5103 Middle Longitudinal mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
12 L_5103_Long_STP01_L01 14,986   5.7
11 L_5103_Long_STP01_L02 26,787   5.7
10 L_5103_Long_STP01_L03 33,755   6.6
9 L_5103_Long_STP01_L04 39,787   8.2
8 L_5103_Long_STP01_L05 45,509   8.5
7 L_5103_Long_STP01_L06 18,264   7.8
6 L_5103_Long_STP02_L01 12,923   8.9
5 L_5103_Long_STP02_L02 32,289   7.4
4 L_5103_Long_STP02_L03 23,785   6.7
3 L_5103_Long_STP02_L04 17,607   7.0
2 L_5103_Long_STP03_L01 13,716   7.5






















Stopes sequencing Tonnes 
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L01 21,925      5.1        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA02_STP01_L01 7,581       3.9        
M_5103_LongA02_STP01_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L02 44,166      6.2        
M_5103_LongA02_STP01_L02 12,452      3.8        
M_5103_LongA02_STP01_L03 27,344      5.0        
M_5103_LongA02_STP01_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L03 45,837      6.0        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L04 22,408      6.6        
M_5103_LongA01_STP01_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA01_STP02_L01 33,273      5.0        
M_5103_LongA01_STP02_L00 -          -        
M_5103_LongA01_STP02_L02 48,183      4.4        
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6.2 Lode 5105 
As shown in Figure 6.8. Lode 5105 is divided into two main mining areas, 5105 Upper and 5105 
Lower. The 5105 Upper is mined using the longitudinal longhole stopping method and the 5105 






Figure 6.8 5105 Lode (Long View) 
 
As shown in Figure.6.9, the 5105 Upper is mined from left to right, bottom up using 
longitudinal longhole stopping and the numbers represent the order in which each stope is mined. 
On the other hand, 5105 Lower is mined mainly using transversal stoping, however a 




Lower 5105 is mined by phase and and follows the same sequence logic as describe above (see 
5103 Lower transversal and Figure 6.10). 
 
Figure 6.9 5105 Upper (Long View) 
 
Figure 6.10 5105 Lower (Long View) 
6.2.1 Lode 5105 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe in section 6.2, Lode 5105 
mining and stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.6, Table 6.7, and Table 6.8. The tonnages and 










31 5105U_Longit_S01 27,452   2.9        
30 5105U_Longit_S02 55,617   3.1        
29 5105U_Longit_S03 17,791   3.7        
28 5105U_Longit_S04 19,300   3.7        
27 5105U_Longit_S05 47,057   3.5        
26 5105U_Longit_S06 13,493   3.7        
25 5105U_Longit_S07 17,150   3.2        
24 5105U_Longit_S08 18,505   3.5        
23 5105U_Longit_S09 44,629   3.3        
22 5105U_Longit_S10 16,330   3.5        
21 5105U_Longit_S11 5,893     2.8        
20 5105U_Longit_S12 12,743   3.4        
19 5105U_Longit_S13 19,067   4.1        
18 5105U_Longit_S14 40,174   2.8        
17 5105U_Longit_S15 7,431     2.8        
16 5105U_Longit_S16 13,323   3.4        
15 5105U_Longit_S17 10,880   3.5        
14 5105U_Longit_S18 18,556   4.8        
13 5105U_Longit_S19 35,311   3.0        
12 5105U_Longit_S20 39,005   2.5        
11 5105U_Longit_S21 18,133   3.9        
10 5105U_Longit_S22 15,935   3.5        
9 5105U_Longit_S23 31,155   5.2        
8 5105U_Longit_S24 16,202   4.9        
7 5105U_Longit_S25 30,206   3.9        
6 5105U_Longit_S26 5,404     2.3        
5 5105U_Longit_S27 26,893   3.9        
4 5105U_Longit_S28 16,808   5.0        
3 5105U_Longit_S29 10,352   5.0        
2 5105U_Longit_S30 34,146   3.9        
































5105L_PH00_Long_L01 40,540   4.4        5105L_PH00_Long_L10 13,276   3.2        5105L_PH01_S04_L01 43,334   3.7        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P02_L05 49,745   3.3        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L02 7,159     3.6        5105L_PH01_P03_L03 49,450   5.1        5105L_PH01_S02_L02 46,225   3.9        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P01_L02 27,064   3.1        5105L_PH01_S01_L03 53,854   4.3        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P02_L02 28,172   4.8        5105L_PH01_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L03 4,352     3.8        5105L_PH01_P02_L03 27,277   4.4        5105L_PH01_S04_L02 40,326   4.0        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S01_L01 27,814   4.4        5105L_PH01_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S03_L02 26,388   4.1        5105L_PH01_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L04 6,983     7.3        5105L_PH01_S03_L02 21,554   3.8        5105L_PH01_S01_L04 65,212   3.6        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S02_L03 45,437   3.3        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L05 10,332   5.9        5105L_PH01_S03_L03 44,603   5.1        5105L_PH01_S02_L04 46,416   4.4        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S04_L03 31,043   3.4        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L06 7,346     5.8        5105L_PH01_S02_L01 47,102   5.5        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_S01_L02 26,396   2.5        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L07 10,435   4.5        5105L_PH01_P02_L04 31,264   4.0        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L08 1,304     3.4        5105L_PH01_P04_L02 23,019   4.7        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH01_P03_L01 30,415   4.4        5105L_PH01_P04_L03 9,726     4.6        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH01_P03_L02 27,789   4.2        5105L_PH01_P04_L04 32,276   4.3        
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L00 -        -       5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH00_Long_L09 14,762   3.3        5105L_PH01_P04_L05 19,082   4.0        
5105L_PH01_P01_L01 22,070   3.3        5105L_PH01_P00_L00 -        -       
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11 5105L_PH02_P03_L01 14,308   3.9        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
10 5105L_PH02_S04_L01 40,531   5.4        
5105L_PH02_P03_L02 14,237   4.3        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
9 5105L_PH02_P03_L03 40,373   4.2        
5105L_PH02_S04_L02 57,271   3.9        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
8 5105L_PH02_S01_L01 43,250   2.6        
5105L_PH02_S03_L01 47,598   5.2        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
7 5105L_PH02_S04_L03 24,060   4.8        
5105L_PH02_S03_L02 41,891   4.3        
5105L_PH02_P02_L01 29,213   2.7        
6 5105L_PH02_P02_L02 27,291   4.1        
5105L_PH02_S03_L03 42,647   4.0        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
5 5105L_PH02_P02_L03 62,207   3.2        
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH02_P00_L00 -        -       
4 5105L_PH02_S02_L01 26,126   3.9        
5105L_PH02_S01_L02 36,690   2.5        
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
3 5105L_PH02_S02_L02 41,158   3.4        
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
2 5105L_PH02_S01_L03 16,668   3.1        
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
1 5105L_PH02_S02_L03 33,226   3.6        
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       
5105L_PH02_S00_L00 -        -       

















6.3 Lode 5107 Longitudinal sequencing 
Lode 5107 is mined using longitudinal long hole stoping and divided into two phases. 
The first phase, Phase1, is accessed on the left side and the second phase accessed through the 
right side (see Figure 6.11). Phase1 has to be completed before phase2 and the numbers represent 
the sequence in which each stope should be mined. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Lode 5107 Longitudinal (Long View) 
 
6.3.1 Lode 5107 Longitudinal mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe, 5107 longitudinal Lode mining 
and stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.8. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined by ordinary 







Table 6.8 5107 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
Table 6.8 5107 mining sequencing and stopes sequences (continued) 
 
42 5107_PH01_STP01 21         2.5        
41 5107_PH01_STP02 24         3.4        
40 5107_PH01_STP03 7           5.3        
39 5107_PH01_STP04 20         2.6        
38 5107_PH01_STP05 20         2.9        
37 5107_PH01_STP06 13         4.1        
36 5107_PH01_STP07 13         2.7        
35 5107_PH01_STP08 17         2.7        
34 5107_PH01_STP09 24         4.9        
33 5107_PH01_STP10 16         3.0        
32 5107_PH01_STP11 15         2.8        
31 5107_PH01_STP12 28         5.0        
30 5107_PH01_STP13 4           2.8        
29 5107_PH01_STP14 6           2.8        
28 5107_PH01_STP15 28         3.9        
27 5107_PH01_STP16 8           4.3        
26 5107_PH02_STP01 36         2.5        
25 5107_PH02_STP02 28         2.7        
24 5107_PH02_STP03 25         3.1        
23 5107_PH02_STP04 26         2.9        
22 5107_PH02_STP05 19         2.7        
21 5107_PH02_STP06 18         2.8        
20 5107_PH02_STP07 30         3.1        













19 5107_PH02_STP08 29         2.9
18 5107_PH02_STP09 16         2.6
17 5107_PH02_STP10 27         3.2
16 5107_PH02_STP11 28         3.7
15 5107_PH02_STP12 29         3.2
14 5107_PH02_STP13 35         3.0
13 5107_PH02_STP14 26         3.8
12 5107_PH02_STP15 33         3.8
11 5107_PH02_STP16 37         3.1
10 5107_PH02_STP17 19         3.6
9 5107_PH02_STP18 29         3.9
8 5107_PH02_STP19 30         3.1
7 5107_PH01_STP17 31         5.3
6 5107_PH02_STP20 14         3.2
5 5107_PH02_STP21 25         3.4
4 5107_PH02_STP22 7           3.2
3 5107_PH01_STP18 15         5.4
2 5107_PH02_STP23 33         3.3
1 5107_PH02_STP24 5           3.8














6.4 Lode 9105 
Lode 9105 is divided into two mining regions; the 9105 Upper and the 9105 Lower (see 
Figure 6.12). 
 
Figure 6.12 Lode 9105 (Long View) 
 
Both 9105 Lower longitudinal and 9105 Upper longitudinal are mined from left end to right, 
bottom up. As regard to the sequencing, stope01 has to be mined before stope2 and stope2 before 
stope3… In each stope lift1 has to be mined before 2 and 2 before3.etc. (see Figure 6.13 & 6.14). 
 
Figure 6.13 9105 Lower longitudinal stope (Long view) 








STP: Stope  






Figure 6.14 9105 Upper longitudinal stope (Long view) 
6.4.1 Lode 9105 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe the 9105 Lode mining and 
stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.9, and Table 6.10. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined 
by ordinary kriging (Au Ok) for each stope sequences are given as well. 
Table 6.9 9105 Upper mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
 
15 U_9105_STP01_L01 38,991   3.1
14 U_9105_STP01_L02 46,932   3.9
13 U_9105_STP01_L03 10,860   4.2
12 U_9105_STP02_L01 36,399   2.7
11 U_9105_STP02_L02 36,187   4.1
10 U_9105_STP02_L03 6,483     4.6
9 U_9105_STP03_L01 43,375   3.2
8 U_9105_STP03_L02 31,220   4.1
7 U_9105_STP03_L03 1,793     4.4
6 U_9105_STP04_L01 12,519   4.5
5 U_9105_STP04_L02 38,358   4.6
4 U_9105_STP04_L03 14,026   4.5
3 U_9105_STP05_L01 37,428   6.9
2 U_9105_STP05_L02 36,387   5.5
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STP: Stope  
L: Lift  
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Table 6.10 9105 Lower mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
100 9105L_STP_01_1 15,963        3.1 50 9105L_STP_15_1 36,329   7.1
99 9105L_STP_01_2 11,864        2.7 49 9105L_STP_15_2 26,704   10.0
98 9105L_STP_01_3 5,343          3.4 48 9105L_STP_15_3 26,684   9.4
97 9105L_STP_02_1 46,693        2.2 47 9105L_STP_15_4 7,098     9.7
96 9105L_STP_02_2 33,433        2.3 46 9105L_STP_16_1 53,420   5.5
95 9105L_STP_02_3 14,619        4.4 45 9105L_STP_16_2 33,814   6.9
94 9105L_STP_03_1 72,284        2.9 44 9105L_STP_16_3 34,265   9.7
93 9105L_STP_03_2 38,238        3.2 43 9105L_STP_16_4 27,370   8.8
92 9105L_STP_03_3 14,157        4.7 42 9105L_STP_16_5 17,336   5.7
91 9105L_STP_04_1 43,356        5.0 41 9105L_STP_17_1 22,010   4.3
90 9105L_STP_04_2 30,306        5.3 40 9105L_STP_17_2 26,788   9.1
89 9105L_STP_04_3 12,156        5.5 39 9105L_STP_17_3 28,528   9.3
88 9105L_STP_05_1 31,687        4.4 38 9105L_STP_17_4 18,914   7.9
87 9105L_STP_05_2 41,399        5.8 37 9105L_STP_18_1 26,095   7.3
86 9105L_STP_05_3 34,714        7.4 36 9105L_STP_18_2 31,660   8.4
85 9105L_STP_05_4 11,446        5.4 35 9105L_STP_18_3 27,435   7.4
84 9105L_STP_06_1 42,635        4.7 34 9105L_STP_18_4 15,852   6.8
83 9105L_STP_06_2 42,299        6.2 33 9105L_STP_19_1 23,604   8.7
82 9105L_STP_06_3 34,137        8.0 32 9105L_STP_19_2 29,741   8.7
81 9105L_STP_06_4 15,718        5.0 31 9105L_STP_19_3 30,030   8.9
80 9105L_STP_07_1 54,947        4.8 30 9105L_STP_19_4 21,853   7.3
79 9105L_STP_07_2 45,663        5.9 29 9105L_STP_20_1 21,177   8.9
78 9105L_STP_07_3 31,907        7.4 28 9105L_STP_20_2 23,223   10.3
77 9105L_STP_07_4 25,682        4.8 27 9105L_STP_20_3 28,840   7.4
76 9105L_STP_07_5 13,451        5.9 26 9105L_STP_20_4 26,330   8.3
75 9105L_STP_08_1 60,349        4.1 25 9105L_STP_20_5 9,478     7.3
74 9105L_STP_08_2 42,645        6.1 24 9105L_STP_21_1 21,711   9.6
73 9105L_STP_08_3 34,343        6.3 23 9105L_STP_21_2 26,289   9.3
72 9105L_STP_08_4 35,851        5.2 22 9105L_STP_21_3 25,231   7.5
71 9105L_STP_08_5 20,662        6.4 21 9105L_STP_21_4 20,908   7.2
70 9105L_STP_09_1 30,525        5.5 20 9105L_STP_21_5 596        6.6
69 9105L_STP_09_2 30,475        5.8 19 9105L_STP_22_1 21,600   7.3
68 9105L_STP_09_3 32,588        5.5 18 9105L_STP_22_2 28,063   7.4
67 9105L_STP_09_4 20,758        5.7 17 9105L_STP_22_3 25,907   7.4
66 9105L_STP_10_1 32,545        5.8 16 9105L_STP_22_4 13,608   6.7
65 9105L_STP_10_2 32,243        6.0 15 9105L_STP_23_1 29,678   4.7
64 9105L_STP_10_3 12,615        5.7 14 9105L_STP_23_2 38,430   5.2
63 9105L_STP_11_1 36,136        6.1 13 9105L_STP_23_3 27,061   7.2
62 9105L_STP_11_2 41,710        6.7 12 9105L_STP_23_4 5,993     6.5
61 9105L_STP_11_3 23,091        8.3 11 9105L_STP_24_1 35,269   3.8
60 9105L_STP_12_1 44,253        5.8 10 9105L_STP_24_2 46,356   4.4
59 9105L_STP_12_2 35,651        8.1 9 9105L_STP_24_3 31,369   6.8
58 9105L_STP_12_3 28,714        8.1 8 9105L_STP_25_1 33,055   4.3
57 9105L_STP_13_1 35,407        7.8 7 9105L_STP_25_2 40,084   4.7
56 9105L_STP_13_2 35,508        9.3 6 9105L_STP_25_3 23,361   5.5
55 9105L_STP_13_3 22,891        8.8 5 9105L_STP_26_1 48,433   3.1
54 9105L_STP_14_1 30,822        7.7 4 9105L_STP_26_2 33,210   4.1
53 9105L_STP_14_2 31,170        9.7 3 9105L_STP_26_3 9,219     4.4
52 9105L_STP_14_3 32,531        9.2 2 9105L_STP_27_1 39,033   3.1
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6.5 9101 Lode and 9102 
Both 9101 and 9102 lodes are divided into 2 mining regions (see Figure 6.15). The Upper 
9101 and the Upper 9102 are mined using advance transverse long hole stoping and the Lower 
9101 and the Lower 9102 are mined using longitudinal longhole stoping methods. The Lower 
9101 and 9102 Lower are mined using the same logic as 5103 Lower Longitudinal. The Upper 
9101 should be mined in accordance with 9102 (see section 6.14) and the sequencing between 




Figure 6.15 9101 and 9102 Lodes (3D View) 
 
110 
Both 9101 and 9102 Upper are mined by the transverse advance facing method. The 
sequence is as follows: 
 All phase 1 has to be completed before phase 2 and phase 2 before phase 3.etc. 
 Stope’s located in different raw in a given phase can be independently mined 
 In each stope, lift 1 has to be mined before lift 2 and lift 2 before lift 3.etc. For the long 
term sequencing purposes lift located in the same stope are merged. 
Figure.6.16. shows a plan view of 9101 transverse advance facing and the stope sequence are 
organized by raw and by phase, the number on each stope represents the phase sequence (e.g. 1 
represent phase1) in which each stope is mined. 
 





















6.5.1 9101 and 9102 Lode 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe above, the 9101 and 9102 Lode 
mining and stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.11, Table 6.12, and Table 6.13. The tonnages 
and the grade (g/t) defined by ordinary kriging (Au Ok) for each stope sequences are given as 
well. 
Table 6.11 9101 Lower mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
 
9101L_PH01_R01_M 26,973   2.9     
9101L_PH01_R02 31,866   3.1     
9101L_PH01_R03 6,678     3.5     
9101L_PH01_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH01_R00_D02 -        -     
9101L_PH01_R00_D03 -        -     
9101L_PH02_R01 15,982   2.9     
9101L_PH02_R02 23,653   3.0     
9101L_PH02_R03_M 79,995   3.2     
9101L_PH02_R04 28,527   2.6     
9101L_PH02_R05 647        2.6     
9101L_PH02_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH03_R04 29,728   2.7     
9101L_PH03_R05 14,881   2.7     
9101L_PH03_R06 8,239     2.7     
9101L_PH03_R07 12,235   2.7     
9101L_PH03_R08 13,134   2.5     
9101L_PH03_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH04_R04 27,804   2.8     
9101L_PH04_R06 19,430   2.9     
9101L_PH04_R07 17,971   2.8     
9101L_PH04_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH04_R00_D02 -        -     
9101L_PH04_R00_D03 -        -     
9101L_PH05_R04 22,624   2.9     
9101L_PH05_R06 19,581   2.6     
9101L_PH05_R07 21,104   2.5     
9101L_PH05_R08 8,489     2.6     
9101L_PH05_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH05_R00_D02 -        -     
9101L_PH06_R01 13,333   3.6     
9101L_PH06_R02 30,230   3.3     
9101L_PH06_R03 33,770   3.1     
9101L_PH06_R06 7,013     2.6     
9101L_PH06_R07 9,416     2.4     
9101L_PH06_R08 21,686   2.4     
9101L_PH07_R02 25,189   3.4     
9101L_PH07_R03 24,789   3.1     
9101L_PH07_R00_D01 -        -     
9101L_PH07_R00_D02 -        -     
9101L_PH07_R00_D03 -        -     



















Table 6.12 9101 Upper mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
  
9101U_PH01_R01_L01 8,786     3.1     9101U_PH05_R01_M00 47,767    2.8     9101U_PH09_R01_M00 27,960    2.2     
9101U_PH01_R02_M00 29,974    3.4     9101U_PH05_R02_M00 23,336    3.7     9101U_PH09_R02_L01 25,692    3.1     
9101U_PH01_R03_M00 31,652    3.9     9101U_PH05_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R04_L01 19,479    3.3     9101U_PH05_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D07 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D08 -        -     
9101U_PH01_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH05_R00_D09 -        -     9101U_PH09_R00_D09 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R01_M00 30,806    3.2     9101U_PH06_R01_M00 59,105    3.0     9101U_PH10_R01_L01 3,793     3.1     
9101U_PH02_R02_M00 72,979    3.4     9101U_PH06_R02_M00 27,785    3.3     9101U_PH10_R02_M00 24,456    2.8     
9101U_PH02_R03_M00 50,581    3.8     9101U_PH06_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH10_R03_M00 44,109    4.3     
9101U_PH02_R04_M00 45,909    3.5     9101U_PH06_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH10_R04_M00 33,742    3.9     
9101U_PH02_R05_L01 18,290    3.3     9101U_PH06_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH10_R07_M00 60,716    6.2     
9101U_PH02_R06_M00 32,003    4.9     9101U_PH06_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH06_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH06_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH06_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH06_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH02_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH06_R00_D09 -        -     9101U_PH10_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R01_M00 12,569    3.3     9101U_PH07_R01_M00 53,570    2.8     9101U_PH11_R03_M00 56,496    4.3     
9101U_PH03_R02_M00 23,039    3.6     9101U_PH07_R02_L01 21,658    3.8     9101U_PH11_R04_M00 56,257    4.4     
9101U_PH03_R05_M00 36,548    3.6     9101U_PH07_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH11_R05_M00 49,584    3.9     
9101U_PH03_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH11_R06_M00 45,333    4.7     
9101U_PH03_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH11_R08_M00 68,218    6.9     
9101U_PH03_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH03_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH07_R00_D09 -        -     9101U_PH11_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH04_R01_L01 28,340    2.9     9101U_PH08_R01_M00 50,206    2.7     9101U_PH12_R02_M00 15,534    3.1     
9101U_PH04_R02_M00 25,669    3.6     9101U_PH08_R02_M00 22,484    3.2     9101U_PH12_R03_M00 84,215    4.2     
9101U_PH04_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH12_R04_M00 107,662  4.4     
9101U_PH04_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH12_R05_M00 50,318    4.5     
9101U_PH04_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH12_R06_M00 36,742    4.5     
9101U_PH04_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH12_R07_L01 27,607    7.8     
9101U_PH04_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH12_R08_M00 32,977    9.7     
9101U_PH04_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH12_R09_M00 61,989    6.7     
9101U_PH04_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH12_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH04_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D08 -        -     9101U_PH12_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH04_R00_D09 -        -     9101U_PH08_R00_D09 -        -     9101U_PH12_R00_D03 -        -     



























Table 6.12 9101 Upper mining sequencing and stopes sequences (continued) 
 
 
9101U_PH13_R03_L01 22,826    4.5     9101U_PH17_R04_M00 21,015    4.6     9101U_PH21_R07_M00 39,181    4.9     
9101U_PH13_R04_M00 46,723    4.7     9101U_PH17_R05_M00 67,581    4.1     9101U_PH21_R08_M00 45,949    6.5     
9101U_PH13_R05_M00 58,110    4.5     9101U_PH17_R06_M00 62,926    5.2     9101U_PH21_R09_M00 72,552    11.7   
9101U_PH13_R06_M00 41,983    4.2     9101U_PH17_R07_M00 55,246    6.1     9101U_PH21_R11_M00 45,698    9.3     
9101U_PH13_R07_M00 23,576    5.9     9101U_PH17_R08_L01 30,269    7.5     9101U_PH21_R13_L01 27,788    9.6     
9101U_PH113_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH17_R09_M00 59,352    11.0   9101U_PH21_R14_L01 19,222    7.7     
9101U_PH113_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH17_R10_M00 32,389    11.4   9101U_PH21_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH113_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH17_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH21_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH113_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH17_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH21_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH113_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH17_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH21_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH113_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH17_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH21_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R03_M00 30,678    3.6     9101U_PH18_R03_M00 38,058    4.2     9101U_PH22_R07_M00 7,488     4.9     
9101U_PH14_R04_M00 34,780    4.5     9101U_PH18_R04_L01 23,238    4.0     9101U_PH22_R08_M00 44,361    6.1     
9101U_PH14_R05_M00 60,915    4.8     9101U_PH18_R05_M00 45,368    5.1     9101U_PH22_R09_M00 56,690    9.7     
9101U_PH14_R06_M00 42,306    4.9     9101U_PH18_R06_M00 46,602    4.5     9101U_PH22_R10_M00 58,592    11.3   
9101U_PH14_R07_L01 10,211    6.5     9101U_PH18_R07_M00 39,220    6.8     9101U_PH22_R12_M00 41,828    9.2     
9101U_PH14_R08_L01 18,972    11.3   9101U_PH18_R08_M00 34,760    7.1     9101U_PH22_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH18_R10_L01 26,791    10.6   9101U_PH22_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH18_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH22_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH18_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH22_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH18_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH22_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH14_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH18_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH22_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R03_M00 70,693    4.0     9101U_PH19_R03_L01 5,884     3.6     9101U_PH23_R08_M00 54,908    5.4     
9101U_PH15_R04_M00 85,066    4.7     9101U_PH19_R04_M00 20,878    4.2     9101U_PH23_R09_M00 40,757    6.4     
9101U_PH15_R05_M00 45,857    4.2     9101U_PH19_R05_M00 24,512    3.8     9101U_PH23_R10_M00 57,596    12.6   
9101U_PH15_R06_M00 54,534    5.4     9101U_PH19_R06_M00 114,284  4.5     9101U_PH23_R11_M00 55,231    10.6   
9101U_PH15_R07_M00 25,071    6.0     9101U_PH19_R07_M00 97,018    5.2     9101U_PH23_R13_M00 40,472    7.9     
9101U_PH15_R08_M00 27,818    9.7     9101U_PH19_R08_L01 27,310    8.8     9101U_PH23_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R09_M00 25,237    10.3   9101U_PH19_R09_M00 30,173    8.6     9101U_PH23_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R10_M00 15,059    4.5     9101U_PH19_R10_M00 30,849    10.5   9101U_PH23_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH19_R11_M00 24,990    5.7     9101U_PH23_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH19_R12_L01 7,981     9.1     9101U_PH23_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH15_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH19_R13_L01 11,707    10.5   9101U_PH23_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH16_R04_M00 21,974    5.7     9101U_PH20_R06_M00 19,685    3.7     9101U_PH24_R09_M00 42,092    6.1     
9101U_PH16_R05_M00 40,658    4.1     9101U_PH20_R07_M00 48,119    5.1     9101U_PH24_R10_M00 50,816    9.1     
9101U_PH16_R06_M00 62,270    5.2     9101U_PH20_R08_M00 59,325    7.4     9101U_PH24_R11_M00 51,635    8.7     
9101U_PH16_R07_M00 41,824    5.7     9101U_PH20_R09_M00 50,717    9.4     9101U_PH24_R12_M00 55,117    8.7     
9101U_PH16_R08_M00 24,202    10.1   9101U_PH20_R10_M00 39,046    10.3   9101U_PH24_R14_M00 42,346    6.6     
9101U_PH16_R09_M00 29,528    14.5   9101U_PH20_R12_M00 32,931    10.1   9101U_PH24_R15_L01 5,465     3.3     
9101U_PH16_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH20_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH24_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH16_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH20_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH24_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH16_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH20_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH24_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH16_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH20_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH24_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH16_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH20_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH24_R00_D05 -        -     
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Table 6.12 9101 Upper mining sequencing and stopes sequences (continued) 
 
 
9101U_PH25_R10_M00 49,501    7.4     9101U_PH29_R12_M00 18,739    7.3     9101U_PH33_R15_M00 23,170    10.1   
9101U_PH25_R11_M00 53,329    8.2     9101U_PH29_R13_M00 23,847    9.0     9101U_PH33_R16_M00 20,234    6.6     
9101U_PH25_R12_M00 50,517    7.0     9101U_PH29_R14_M00 43,300    7.2     9101U_PH33_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R13_M00 54,965    7.8     9101U_PH29_R15_M00 36,477    7.0     9101U_PH33_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH29_R16_M00 10,797    6.5     9101U_PH33_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D07 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D08 -        -     
9101U_PH25_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH29_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH33_R00_D09 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R11_M00 56,380    8.2     9101U_PH30_R13_M00 27,996    8.7     9101U_PH34_R15_L01 8,971     10.0   
9101U_PH26_R12_M00 52,885    8.0     9101U_PH30_R14_M00 36,355    8.9     9101U_PH34_R16_L01 15,719    5.8     
9101U_PH26_R13_M00 52,178    7.1     9101U_PH30_R15_M00 46,010    7.1     9101U_PH34_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R14_M00 55,453    6.3     9101U_PH30_R16_L01 18,121    7.4     9101U_PH34_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D07 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D08 -        -     
9101U_PH26_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH30_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH34_R00_D09 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R11_M00 16,223    7.2     9101U_PH31_R13_L01 374        8.5     
9101U_PH27_R13_M00 30,186    6.8     9101U_PH31_R14_M00 33,780    9.7     
9101U_PH27_R14_M00 49,128    5.9     9101U_PH31_R15_M00 34,494    8.2     
9101U_PH27_R15_L01 17,862    4.4     9101U_PH31_R16_L01 27,045    6.4     
9101U_PH27_R16_L01 7,467     4.6     9101U_PH31_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH27_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH31_R00_D07 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R12_M00 30,772    6.9     9101U_PH32_R14_M00 14,955    10.1   
9101U_PH28_R13_M00 32,809    6.9     9101U_PH32_R15_M00 39,240    7.9     
9101U_PH28_R14_L01 23,821    7.0     9101U_PH32_R16_M00 32,151    5.2     
9101U_PH28_R15_L01 17,155    6.5     9101U_PH32_R00_D01 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D01 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D02 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D02 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D03 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D03 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D04 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D04 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D05 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D05 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D06 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D06 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D07 -        -     
9101U_PH28_R00_D07 -        -     9101U_PH32_R00_D08 -        -     
Mining 
Sequence
Stopes sequencing Tonnes Au Ok 
Mining 
Sequence
Stopes sequencing Tonnes Au Ok 
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9102L_STP01_L01 6,834     5.4        9102L_STP03_L02 10,347   7.3        
9102L_STP01_L01_D01 -        -       9102L_STP03_L02_D01 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L01_D02 -        -       9102L_STP03_L02_D02 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L01_D03 -        -       9102L_STP03_L02_D03 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L01_D04 -        -       9102L_STP03_L02_D04 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L01_D05 -        -       9102L_STP03_L02_D05 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L02 8,207     5.1        9102L_STP04_L01 10,120   5.2        
9102L_STP01_L02_D01 -        -       9102L_STP04_L01_D01 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L02_D02 -        -       9102L_STP04_L01_D02 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L02_D03 -        -       9102L_STP04_L01_D03 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L02_D04 -        -       9102L_STP04_L01_D04 -        -       
9102L_STP01_L02_D05 -        -       9102L_STP04_L01_D05 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L01 8,814     4.3        9102L_STP05_L01 10,896   4.8        
9102L_STP02_L01_D01 -        -       9102L_STP05_L01_D01 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L01_D02 -        -       9102L_STP05_L01_D02 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L01_D03 -        -       9102L_STP05_L01_D03 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L01_D04 -        -       9102L_STP05_L01_D04 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L01_D05 -        -       9102L_STP05_L01_D05 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L02 12,806   6.0        9102L_STP06_L01 517        5.9        
9102L_STP02_L02_D01 -        -       9102L_STP06_L01_D01 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L02_D02 -        -       9102L_STP06_L01_D02 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L02_D03 -        -       9102L_STP06_L01_D03 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L02_D04 -        -       9102L_STP06_L01_D04 -        -       
9102L_STP02_L02_D05 -        -       9102L_STP06_L01_D05 -        -       
9102L_STP03_L01 6,777     4.6        9102L_STP07_L01 34,116   5.2        
9102L_STP03_L01_D01 -        -       9102L_STP07_L01_D01 -        -       
9102L_STP03_L01_D02 -        -       9102L_STP07_L01_D02 -        -       
9102L_STP03_L01_D03 -        -       9102L_STP07_L01_D03 -        -       
9102L_STP03_L01_D04 -        -       9102L_STP07_L01_D04 -        -       








































9102_PH02_R01_M 45,502   3.5        9102_PH08_R03_M 33,111   5.7        
9102_PH02_R02_M 18,296   4.4        9102_PH08_R04_M 37,131   6.3        
9102_PH02_R00_D01 -        -       9102_PH08_R05_M 70,794   9.1        
9102_PH02_R00_D02 -        -       9102_PH08_R06_M 37,109   9.2        
9102_PH02_R00_D03 -        -       9102_PH08_R07_M 25,332   10.4      
9102_PH02_R00_D04 -        -       9102_PH08_R00_D01 -        -       
9102_PH03_R01_M00 16,255   3.7        9102_PH09_R03 18,517   7.0        
9102_PH03_R02 19,057   3.7        9102_PH09_R04_M 36,643   4.9        
9102_PH03_R00_D01 -        -       9102_PH09_R05_M 48,555   12.2      
9102_PH03_R00_D02 -        -       9102_PH09_R06_M 54,527   9.1        
9102_PH03_R00_D03 -        -       9102_PH09_R08_M 18,312   7.8        
9102_PH03_R00_D04 -        -       9102_PH09_R00_D01 -        -       
9102_PH04_R01_M 28,645   4.6        9102_PH10_R04_M 22,152   4.6        
9102_PH04_R02_M 32,705   3.8        9102_PH10_R05_M 36,567   7.6        
9102_PH04_R03 8,744     4.5        9102_PH10_R06_M 42,726   9.9        
9102_PH04_R00_D01 -        -       9102_PH10_R07 32,687   10.7      
9102_PH04_R00_D02 -        -       9102_PH10_R08 23,224   9.9        
9102_PH04_R00_D03 -        -       9102_PH10_R00_D01 -        -       
9102_PH05_R01 11,062   6.2        9102_PH11_R05_M 37,713   3.8        
9102_PH05_R02_M 152,857  4.9        9102_PH11_R06_M 34,954   8.6        
9102_PH05_R03_M 41,320   4.0        9102_PH11_R07_M 76,077   8.8        
9102_PH05_R04_M 66,439   6.4        9102_PH11_R08_M 35,478   9.1        
9102_PH05_R05_M 26,883   8.3        9102_PH11_R09_M 4,793     7.8        
9102_PH05_R00_D01 -        -       9102_PH11_R00_D01 -        -       
9102_PH06_R02_M 40,680   6.1        9102_PH12_R05_M 37,686   5.1        
9102_PH06_R03_M 86,653   5.6        9102_PH12_R06_M 21,905   7.3        
9102_PH06_R04_M 52,362   7.5        9102_PH12_R08_M 40,339   8.0        
9102_PH06_R06 20,370   9.9        9102_PH12_R09_M 15,052   7.6        
9102_PH06_R07_M 22,936   8.0        9102_PH12_R00_D01 -        -       
9102_PH06_R08 2,943     6.8        9102_PH12_R00_D02 -        -       
9102_PH07_R03 28,702   4.4        9102_PH13_R06_M 40,956   7.1        
9102_PH07_R04_M 53,484   7.0        9102_PH13_R07_M 18,572   9.1        
9102_PH07_R05_M 66,961   7.2        9102_PH13_R08 7,919     9.8        
9102_PH07_R00_D01 -        -       9102_PH13_R09 20,790   8.4        
9102_PH07_R00_D02 -        -       9102_PH13_R00_D01 -        -       
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6.6 Lode 3102: 
Lode 3102 is divided into 2 regions (see Figure 6.17). The first region is independent 
from the second region. The first region is accessed by the ramp that accessed 3101. The second 
region and the lower lifts of 3102 are accessed by an access drift that goes through one of the 









Figure 6.17 Plan view of 3102 Lode 
 
 
3102 Lode region 2 
3102 Lode region 1 
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Lode 3102 Region1 is mined using the transverse mining method, the stopes are classified by 
type and each stope is mined by lifts. Lode 3102 Region2 is divided into 2 phases and the 
sequence is as follows: 
 Phase1 has to be mined before phase2.  
 In Phase1, stope01 has to be mined before stope02 and stope02 before stope03.  
However, Stope01, 02, 03 are independent from primary01. In Phase2, secondary 01 and 
02 can be independently mined.   




Figure 6.18 Plan view of Lode 3102 Region1 
P: Primary Stope  
S: Secondary Stope 




Figure 6.19 Plan view of 3102 Region 2 
 
6.6.1 Lode 3102 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe in section 6.6, Lode 3101 and 
3102 mining and stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.14, Table 6.15, and Table 6.16. The 
tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined by ordinary kriging (Au Ok) for each stope sequences are 




P: Primary Stope  
S: Secondary Stope 














3102R01_P01_L01 41,979   6.0        3102R01_S01_L01 45,856   5.5        
3102R01_P02_L01 37,388   4.7        3102R01_S02_L01 37,494   4.8        
3102R01_P03_L01 29,032   5.4        3102R01_S03_L01 25,101   5.0        
3102R01_P04_L01 22,288   3.7        3102R01_S04_L01 34,964   3.8        
3102R01_P01_L02 10,923   6.8        3102R01_S01_L02 49,434   6.2        
3102R01_P02_L02 7,550     5.3        3102R01_S02_L02 14,806   6.7        
3102R01_P03_L02 39,448   4.3        3102R01_S03_L02 43,772   5.3        
3102R01_P04_L02 22,911   4.1        3102R01_S04_L02 41,894   4.3        
3102R01_P01_L03 36,538   5.3        3102R01_S01_L03 32,480   4.5        
3102R01_P02_L03 22,792   6.2        3102R01_S02_L03 28,266   4.3        
3102R01_P03_L03 27,137   3.6        3102R01_S03_L03 20,156   4.1        
3102R01_P00_L03 -        -       3102R01_S04_L03 28,908   3.9        
3102R01_P01_L04 42,324   5.6        3102R01_S02_L04 42,605   5.5        
3102R01_P02_L04 50,062   5.1        3102R01_S03_L04 30,545   5.8        
3102R01_P00_L04 -        -       3102R01_S00_L04 -        -       
3102R01_P00_L04 -        -       3102R01_S00_L04 -        -       
3102R01_P01_L05 15,024   6.6        3102R01_S02_L05 26,742   7.2        
3102R01_P02_L05 8,767     4.4        3102R01_S03_L05 22,706   4.4        
3102R01_P00_L05 -        -       3102R01_S00_L05 -        -       
3102R01_P00_L05 -        -       3102R01_S00_L05 -        -       
3102R01_P01_L06 33,454   4.1        3102R01_S02_L06 30,669   5.9        
3102R01_P02_L06 20,164   5.1        3102R01_S00_L06 -        -       
3102R01_P00_L06 -        -       3102R01_S00_L06 -        -       
3102R01_P00_L06 -        -       3102R01_S00_L06 -        -       
3102R01_P01_L07 15,929   3.8        3102R01_S02_L07 32,401   3.7        
3102R01_P02_L07 32,387   4.4        3102R01_S00_L07 -        -       
3102R01_P00_L07 -        -       3102R01_S00_L07 -        -       
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3102R02_PH01_STP_01 16,754   6.7        
3102R02_PH01_STP_00 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_02 27,028   7.2        
3102R02_PH01_STP_00 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_03 29,395   4.9        
3102R02_PH01_STP_00 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR01_L01 53,718   4.6        
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR00_L01 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR01_L02 13,350   2.7        
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR00_L02 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR01_L03 26,563   4.1        
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR00_L03 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR01_L04 35,094   2.9        
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR00_L04 -        -       
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR01_L05 28,414   3.0        
3102R02_PH01_STP_PR00_L05 -        -       
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC01_L01 9,834     5.6        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC02_L01 39,957   6.6        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC01_L02 38,903   4.7        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC02_L02 17,777   3.1        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC01_L03 32,642   3.2        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC02_L03 21,838   4.0        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC01_L04 11,287   3.0        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC02_L04 24,055   2.8        
3102R02_PH02_STP_SEC01_L05 11,979   3.2        








































25 3101_STP01_L01 22,732   8.4        
24 3101_STP02_L01 10,369   4.3        
23 3101_STP02_L02 19,572   8.2        
22 3101_STP03_L01 9,987     2.9        
21 3101_STP03_L02 17,401   6.3        
20 3101_STP03_L03 19,627   8.9        
19 3101_STP04_L01 13,235   3.0        
18 3101_STP04_L02 14,542   3.3        
17 3101_STP04_L03 15,875   5.7        
16 3101_STP04_L04 18,345   7.4        
15 3101_STP05_L01 16,857   4.1        
14 3101_STP05_L02 15,669   5.1        
13 3101_STP06_L01 13,923   2.7        
12 3101_STP06_L02 13,881   2.8        
11 3101_STP06_L03 17,220   2.8        
10 3101_STP07_L01 27,948   2.6        
9 3101_STP07_L02 20,505   3.1        
8 3101_STP07_L03 24,403   3.4        
7 3101_STP08_L01 26,322   2.9        
6 3101_STP08_L02 19,052   2.9        
5 3101_STP08_L03 12,096   3.4        
4 3101_STP09_L01 18,996   4.0        
3 3101_STP09_L02 44,517   3.0        
2 3101_STP10_L01 10,373   4.1        
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6.7 Lode 5005 
Lode 5005 is divided into 2 mining regions. The first region will be mined using 
advancing face longitudinal stoping and the second using transverse stoping (see Figure 6.20). 
 
          
 
 
Figure 6.20 Lode 5005 Region01 and 02 (Long view) 
 
6.7.1 Lode 5005 Region1 





Figure 6.21 Lode 5005 Region01 area1, 2 and 3 (Long view) 
5005 Region01 5005 Region02 
5005 Region01 Area3 5005 Region01 Area2 
5005 Region01 Area1 
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Lode 5005 Region01 Area2 stopes are accessed with the same ore drift as the one accessing 5005 
Region1 Area3 therefore those stopes in front should be mined first. Figure 6.22 shows the 





Figure 6.22 Lode 5005 Region01 Area1 & 2 (Plan view) 
 
6.8.1.1 Lode 5005 Region1 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe in section 6.8, 5005 Region1 
mining and stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.17. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined by 




5005 Region01 Area3 
 












30 5005R01_A01_STP01_L01 12,502   3.5        
29 5005R01_A01_STP01_L02 17,543   3.4        
28 5005R01_A01_STP02_L01 10,097   3.2        
27 5005R01_A01_STP02_L02 24,653   3.2        
26 5005R01_A01_STP03_L01 20,993   3.0        
25 5005R01_A01_STP03_L02 26,737   3.3        
24 5005R01_A03_STP01_L01 5,278     8.9        
23 5005R01_A03_STP02_L01 9,764     7.6        
22 5005R01_A02_STP01_L01 5,152     5.6        
21 5005R01_A02_STP02_L01 3,901     4.0        
20 5005R01_A02_STP01_L02 4,865     4.9        
19 5005R01_A03_STP03_L01 8,269     4.5        
18 5005R01_A02_STP02_L02 2,997     3.5        
17 5005R01_A02_STP03_L01 3,439     3.2        
16 5005R01_A03_STP03_L02 3,992     6.9        
15 5005R01_A02_STP03_L02 1,737     3.4        
14 5005R01_A02_STP04_L01 1,771     3.2        
13 5005R01_A02_STP04_L02 757        3.7        
12 5005R01_A03_STP04_L01 10,880   5.1        
11 5005R01_A03_STP04_L02 4,216     6.0        
10 5005R01_A03_STP05_L01 14,764   6.3        
9 5005R01_A03_STP05_L02 9,453     6.6        
8 5005R01_A03_STP06_L01 16,516   4.3        
7 5005R01_A03_STP07_L01 13,980   4.6        
6 5005R01_A03_STP06_L02 16,146   6.4        
5 5005R01_A03_STP06_L03 6,049     7.4        
4 5005R01_A03_STP07_L02 16,128   4.9        
3 5005R01_A03_STP07_L03 13,381   5.0        
2 5005R01_A03_STP08_L01 9,282     4.0        
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6.7.2 Lode 5005 Region2 
Lode 5005 Region2 is accessed by an access drift passing through 5103 Lode. This lode 
consists of three mining areas (Figure 6.23). Due to its shape, 5005 Region2 will be mined using 








Figure 6.23 5005 Lode Region02 Area1, 2 and 3 (Long section) 
5005 Region02 Area1 
5005 Region02 Area2 
5005 Region02 Area3 
STP01 





STP01 STP02 STP03 
STP: Stope  
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6.8.1.1 Lode 5005 Region2 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
Based on the organization and sequencing rules describe above 5005 Region1 mining and 
stopes sequencing is given in Table 6.18. The tonnages and the grade (g/t) defined by ordinary 
kriging (Au Ok) for each stope sequences are given as well. 
 
Table 6.18 5005 Region02 mining sequencing and stopes sequences 
 
17 5005R02_A02_STP02_L01 19,360      8.1        
5005R02_A01_STP01_L01 19,105      8.6        
16 5005R02_A02_STP02_L02 20,538      6.4        
5005R02_A01_STP02_L01 10,356      9.1        
15 5005R02_A01_STP03_L01 18,105      7.5        
5005R02_A01_STP05_L01 16,688      7.0        
14 5005R02_A01_STP03_L02 15,489      7.8        
5005R02_A01_STP03_L00 -          -        
13 5005R02_A01_STP06_L01 14,879      6.1        
5005R02_A01_STP06_L00 -          -        
12 5005R02_A01_STP06_L02 9,474       7.0        
5005R02_A01_STP06_L00 -          -        
11 5005R02_A02_STP01_L01 20,974      7.5        
5005R02_A02_STP01_L00 -          -        
10 5005R02_A02_STP01_L02 15,121      6.0        
5005R02_A02_STP01_L00 -          -        
9 5005R02_A01_STP04_L01 23,381      8.1        
5005R02_A01_STP04_L00 -          -        
8 5005R02_A02_STP01_L03 12,441      7.6        
5005R02_A02_STP01_L00 -          -        
7 5005R02_A03_STP01_L01 7,773       6.3        
5005R02_A03_STP01_L00 -          -        
6 5005R02_A02_STP01_L04 20,255      6.0        
5005R02_A02_STP01_L00 -          -        
5 5005R02_A01_STP04_L02 31,344      8.1        
5005R02_A01_STP04_L00 -          -        
4 5005R02_A03_STP01_L02 10,630      7.2        
5005R02_A03_STP01_L00 -          -        
3 5005R02_A01_STP04_L03 17,912      7.9        
5005R02_A01_STP04_L00 -          -        
2 5005R02_A03_STP02_L01 12,426      6.1        
5005R02_A03_STP02_L00 -          -        
1 5005R02_A03_STP02_L02 10,875      6.4        
5005R02_A03_STP02_L00 -          -        




















6.8 5102 & 3102 Lode sequencing 
As shown in Figure 6.24., Lodes 5102 and 3102 are spatially related. The cross cuts 
accessing Lode 3102 go through 5102 stopes. Lode 5102 ore drive convert into an access drift 
for reaching 3102 stopes. The sequence between The 5102 stopes and 3102 is as follow: 
 where the 3102 access drift goes through 5102, those stope of 5102 cannot be mined until 
after mining completely those 3102 stopes. 
For example, 5103_5102L_PH03_S02_L03, cannot be mined until after mining 
completely those stope that access goes through it such as 3102 Lode region2 and some 
stopes of 3102 Lode region1. 
Similarly, 5103_5102L_PH03_S04_L03, cannot be mined until after completely mining 
part of 3102 Lode region1. 
6.9 Middle 5103 & Middle 5103 Longituinal, Lode 5005 sequencing 
Middle 5103 & Middle 5103 Longituinal and Lode 5005 sequencing is as follow: 
 Middle 5103 Longitudinal and Lode 5005 region have to be mined before some stopes of 
5103M can be mined. 
The first, 5103M_Longitudinal has to be mined before 5103M_PH01_P06_L05 stope. 
The second, Lode 5005 region 1 and 2, must be mined before 5103M_PH02_S01_L17 
stope. 
 For a data organization purposes in the OptiMine® program, all the stope above 
5103M_PH02_S01_L17 are considered as phase 3 and will be mined only after  Lode 
5005 regions 1 and 2. 
 All the stopes above 5005R02_A02_STP03_L01, are considered as Lode 5005 region2 
Phase 2 and will be mined only after 5005 Lode region1 







Figure 6.24 5102 & 3102 Lode sequencing (Plan View 5525RL) 
 
3102 Lode region 2 
3102 Lode region 1 






P: Primary Stope  












Figure 6.25 Middle 5103 & Middle 5103 Longituinal, Lode 5005  sequencing 
(Plan View 5490RL) 
 
5103M_PH02_S01_L17  
5005 Lode region 2 Phase1 










P: Primary Stope  
S: Secondary Stope  
L: Lift 
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6.10 Lode 5005 region1 & Lode 5005 region2 sequencing 
As shown in the Figure 6.26, Lode 5005 region 1 has to be mined before Lode 5005 





Figure 6.26 5005 Lode region1 & 5005 Lode region2 sequencing (Plan View 5490RL) 
6.11 Lode 5005 region1 area 3 & Lode 5005 region1 area 1 sequencing 
As shown in the Figure 6.27, Lode 5005 Region01 Area2 has to be mined before 5005 
Region01 Area3.  
 
 
Figure 6.27 5005 Lode region1 area 3&5005 Lode region1 area1 sequencing                             
(Plan View 5490RL) 
5005R02_A02_STP03_L01 
5005 Lode region 2 
5005 Lode region 1 
5005 Region01 Area3 
 
5005 Region01 Area2 
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6.12 Lower 5103 & Lower 5103 Longituinal sequencing 
As represented in the Figure.6.28, 5103Lower longitudinal is mined only after 
5103&5102Lower Phase01 has been completely mined. 
 
Figure 6.28 5103Lower & 5103Lower Longituinal sequencing (Long view) 
6.13 Lodes 5103_5102L & 5102Upper Longituinal sequencing 
As shown in Figure 6.29, 5102Upper longitudinal is mined only after 5103 & 5102Lower 
has been completely mined. 
 







6.14 Lodes  9101 & 9102 advance transverse face sequencing 
As presented in Figure 6.30, lode 9102 are located in front of Lode 9101. Both 9102 and 
9101 are acceccessed through the same ore drive, therefore 9102 stopes that are accessed using 
the same ore drive as 9101 stopes have to be mined first before mining 9101’s.  
Lodes 9101 and 9102 use a common ore drive at eight level including (5375, 5350, 5330, 5305, 




Figure 6.30 9101 & 9102 advance transverse face sequencing (Plan View 5375RL) 
9102 Lode 9101 Lode 
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6.15 5107 Stope & 9105 Upper Longitudinal sequencing 
Lode 9105 Upper is mined only after completely mining Lode 5107 phase02. The 




















TRANSITION DEPTH DETERMINATION THROUGH LIFE OF 
MINE PLAN OPTIMISATION AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter, the transition depth determination approach used in this thesis is 
presented. The impact of the transition depth on the open pit and underground reserves, the 
technical and economic assumptions as well as the financial analysis technique used are 
discussed. 
For defining the transition depth through life of mine plan optimisation, the mixed integer 
programming “MILP” based optimization software OptiMine® is used. OptiMine®, was 
developed at the Mining Engineering department of Colorado School of Mines by Dr. Kadri 
Dagdelen and his graduate students during the last 15years, to adopt a global long-term planning 
strategy for optimizing the cutoff grade and production schedule of open pits and underground 
mines.  
During these studies, the major underground development design such as declines, vent 
raises, ore passes, shafts as provided in the original underground development plan was kept 
intact since they were assumed to not be affected by the open pit depth scenario analyzed. 
However, the access drifts and cross cuts of impacted lode stopes was excluded and the stopes 
were sequenced as described in Chapter 6. The development and production rates were kept as it 
is in the origianal schedule and the underground schedule used was similar to the one that were 
provided  
For determining the best transition depth from KCD open pit to underground, different 
scenarios are investigated through life of mine production scheduling and cutoff grade 
optimization including: the base case scenario, 5620 case scenario, 5585 case scenario, 5545 case 
scenario. 




Figure 7.1 KCD grade model with base case, 5620, 5585, 5545 case scenarios (Cross section) 
Base case 5620 5585 5545 
Underground 
Stopes 
UG Stopes that will be 
included in open pit 
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Base case 
Before analyzing any scenario, a baseline schedule was developed using OptiMine® that 
imitated and optimized the existing Life of Mine plan. The base case was created by making 
OptiMine ® to use the maximum and minimum capacity constraints to mine the open pits and 
underground mines in a similar sequence as the one in the existing life of mine plan .This was 
done so that the Net Present Value “NPV” for different scenarios would be comparable to the 
initial plan developed. The base case pit bottom is at 5685 elevation. 
5620 Elevation scenario 
The first scenario analyzed, the 5620 elevation scenario, was developed by increasing the 
KCD open pit depth to elevation 5620 (about 65m deeper than the base case), and optimizing the 
production schedule of the life of mine plan. During that process, the open pit mining rate was 
increased, the underground mine was adjusted by excluding those stopes that will be included in 
the open pit and left in the crown pillar, and the NPV was generated.  
5585 Elevation scenario 
The second scenario analyzed, the 5585 elevation scenario, was developed by increasing 
the KCD open pit depth to elevation 5585 (about 100m deeper than the base case) and 
optimizing the production schedule of the life of mine plan. During that process, the open pit 
mining rate was increased, the underground mine was adjusted by excluding those stopes that 
will be included in the open pit and left in the crown pillar, and the NPV was generated.  
5545 Elevation scenario 
The third scenario analyzed, the 5545 elevation scenario, was developed by increasing 
the KCD open pit depth to elevation 5545 (about 140m deeper than the base case) and 
optimizing the production schedule of the life of mine plan. During that process, the open pit 
mining rate was increased, the underground mine was adjusted by excluding those stopes that 




7.1 Approach for determining the best transition depth 
The methodology used for defining the best transition depth is an iterative process that 
consists of two parts. The general steps for the first part is as follows: 
0. Generate the base ultimate pit limit using the Lerch-Grossman algorithm (Whittle 
software) 
1. Design the underground mine  
2. Choose the discount rate, the mining and processing capacity 
3. Optimize the life of mine schedule for the base case 
4. Generate the net present value 
 
In the second part the best transition depth that achieves the maximum net present value is 
determined.  The steps can be written as follow: 
0. Increase strategically the open pit depth (Whittle software) 
1. Adjusted the underground mine by excluding the material that will be now mined by 
open pit and the one that will be left in the crown pillar 
2. Increase strategically the open pit mining rate and adjust the underground mining rate 
3. Optimize the life of mine schedule 
4. Generate the net present value 
5. If the net present value is more than the previous one, GO TO step0.  
6. If the net present value is less than the previous one, the best transition depth is reached,  




7.2 Impact of the transition depth on the open pit and underground reserves 
Deepening the KCD open pit, affects both the open pit and the underground reserves. The 
open pit reserve will increase and the underground reserve will decrease. Some underground 
stopes will be mined by open pit and others will be left in the crown pillar. During this study it 
was assumed a permanent crown pillar of 30m between the open pit and the underground mine. 
Prior to deciding the transition depth, the location of the crown pillar must be very closely 
analyzed. As shown in the Figure7.1, the location of the crown pillar may be very critical for 
defining the best transition depth of KCD since it is a continuous deposit.  
As can be seen in Figure7.1, in the base case much higher grade material may be left in 
the crown pillar. In order to protect the underground mine workings some high grade material is 
left as buffer along the edges of the pit as well as the crown pillar. 
On the other hand, for the 5620, the 5585, and the 5545 case scenarios the high grade 
material is left as crown pillar just at the bottom of the pit. 
Also, it appears that by deepening KCD from the base case to any of the other scenarios, 
the KCD pit reserves may increase since there will be the opportunity to mine some lower grade 
material of the deeper pit on the way down to reaching higher grade underground material 
towards the bottom that will be included in the added phase of the pit (see Figure 7.1). 
7.3 Economic assumptions used in life of mine production schedule optimization 
Various input parameters are used for different scenarios during the production 
scheduling optimization of the overall Kibali project such as the commodity price, mining costs, 
processing costs, general & administrative cost, royalty, and processing recovery. These will be 
discussed next. 
7.3.1 Commodity price 
Commodity price is one of the most important inputs used during the optimization since 
the value of the project depends on it. The gold price used in this study was US$1,200/oz. 
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7.3.2 Mining costs 
The mining costs are usually divided into two main categories, capital cost and operating 
cost. The first, the capital cost, includes infrastructure, exploration, property acquisition, 
development, and contingency. 
The open pit mining operating cost is often expressed as mining cost per tonne. It is 
considered as variable and includes equipment operating costs (fuel, tires…), drill & blast, 
assaying and sampling, dewatering, mobilization, salaries, mine services (grade control, 
surveying, mine administration…).  
The open pit mining costs by pit and by bench given in Chapter 4 are also used here for 
schedule optimization. 
The underground mining costs used during the optimization include the underground 
development costs, operating costs and backfilling costs. The average cost of US$50.1/tonne of 
ore mined was used during the optimization. 
7.3.3 Processing costs and recoveries 
The processing cost is often expressed as processing cost per tonne and includes crushing 
and grinding, maintenance, and mill services treatment plant reagents. 
The processing costs and recoveries used in this study are shown in Table.7.1. 
 
Table 7.1 Processing costs and recoveries used for production scheduling 
 
Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%) Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%) Costs ($/tons) Recovery (%)
KCD 11.10 85.80 16.04 90.10 16.04 86.00
Mengu Hill 11.10 89.30 16.04 89.30 16.04 71.60
Pakaka 11.10 88.70 16.04 81.70 16.04 81.70
Pamao 11.10 90.90 16.04 85.00 16.04 85.00
Kombokolo 11.10 95.60 16.04 85.90 16.04 74.60
Sessenge 11.10 85.80 16.04 90.10 16.04 86.00
KCD Underground 16.04 86.00
Oxide Material Transition Material Fresh Material
Processing Costs & Recoveries
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7.3.4 Rehandling costs: 
The rehandling cost of US$0.6/ton was used during the optimization. 
7.3.5 General and administrative costs 
The general and administrative cost of US$6.42/ton was used. 
7.4 Financial analysis  
Using the life of mine production schedule, a detail after-tax financial analysis is 
undertaken to evaluate the profit potential for each scenario. The financial analysis methodology 
and the key economic assumptions are discussed in this section. 
7.4.1 Methodology 
The methodology used for generating the discount cash flow is as follow: 
From the revenues, 2.5% royalties are taken from leaving net revenue. From net revenue, mine 
cash operating costs, and total non-cash costs are considered to provide a value for the taxable 
income. From the taxable income, national taxes are subtracted to return a value for net income 
after taxes. From net income after taxes, depreciable non-cash costs are added and capital costs 
are subtracted to give you an after tax cash flow that is available for net present value (NPV) 




-Total Cash Operating Costs 
-Total Non-Cash Costs  
Taxable Income 
-National Tax 
Net Income After Tax 
+Total Non-Cash Costs 
-Capital Cost 
After Tax Cash Flow 
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7.4.2 Economic assumptions 
Various economic assumptions are made during the financial analysis such as gold price, 
inflation rate, mining operating cash costs, mining royalties, corporate tax, capital costs, 
depreciation… 
7.4.2.1 Gold price escalation 
The base gold price used was US$1,200/oz. However it was yearly escalated by 2%.  
7.4.2.2 Inflation rate 
The inflation rate of 2% was used during this financial analysis. 
7.4.2.3 Mine cash operating cost 
The mine cash operating cost include the mining cost of open pit, the underground mining 
cost including the ore development cost, the processing cost, the rehandling cost, the general and 
administrative expenses,  
 The open pit mining costs vary by pit, by bench. (see Chapter4) 
 The average underground mining cost including the capital and operating costs of 
US$50.1 /ore tonne were used. 
 The processing costs vary by rock type and are discussed in section 7.1. 
 The average rehandling cost of US$0.6/tonne were used 
 The average general and administrative expenses of US$6.42/tonne were used. 
7.4.2.4 Mining royalties 
As stated in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) Fiscal Guide (2011), the mining 
royalties for precious metal is 2.5%. 
7.4.2.5 Corporate tax 
As stated in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) Fiscal Guide (2011), the corporate 
income tax is 30%. 
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7.4.2.6 Capital costs 
Current project construction capital cost estimates are assumed to be US$ 1billion (Phase 
1) and US$ 0.7billion (Phase 2) –excluding contingencies or escalation.  
The phase2 capital costs mainly consist of the development of the underground mine and were 
excluded from the cash flow analysis since it was included in the average underground mining 
costs. 
The acquisition costs were not included in this study. 
7.4.2.7 Depreciation 
The project construction capital of US$ 1billion was depreciated using units of 
production depreciation method. It was assumed that cost include metallurgical plant, tailings, 
power plant and mine infrastructure, as well as mine development costs. 
Units of production depreciation deducts asset cost over the estimated producing life of 
the asset by taking annual depreciation deductions equal to the product of the asset cost or other 
basis times units produced in a depreciation year divided by expected asset lifetime units of 
production. This method permits the asset to be depreciated for tax purposes in direct proportion 
to asset use (Stermole, 1982).  
However the underground mine development cost were excluded since the average mining 
capital and operating cost were used during the production schedule optimization and was treated 
as a cash cost.  
7.4.2.8 Additional assumptions 
The following costs were excluded from the financial analysis: 
 Severance tax was excluded 
 Mine closure costs were unknown therefore was excluded. 
 The deposit were not Depleted. It was assumed that Congolese tax regime doesn’t allow 
such tax deduction over the life of mine.   
 No write down were considered. 




BASE CASE SCENARIO 
 
In this chapter the life of mine production schedule as well as the after tax cash flow 
analysis for the base case are discussed. 
8.1 Life of mine production scheduling for the base case scenario 
The total material moved from the open pits comes from KCD, Mengu Hill, Pakaka, 
Pamao, Kombokolo and Sessenge. The ore and waste material were differentiated using the 
cutoff grades.The KCD pit consists of 3 pushbacks, Mengu Hill of 1 pushback, Pakaka of 3 
pushbacks, Pamao of 1 pushback, Kombokolo of 1 pushback and Sessenge of 1 pushback.   
The yearly ore and waste tonnes produced from all the open pits included in the Kibali 
operation based case are presented in Figure 8.1 and Table 8.1. 
 



































Table 8.1 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (base case scenario) 
 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11
KCD
Ore (ktons) 212          3,770         6,297         4,604            3,580            1,842         -             -             -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined 2.12 2.37 3.10 2.51 2.77 2.37 -             -             -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) 5,088       17,119       22,282       14,524          14,018          4,978         -             -             -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       20,889       28,579       19,128          17,598          6,820         -             -             -            -           -           
Mengu Hill
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             4,219            3,783            -             -             -             -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             2.09 2.84 -             -             -             -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             6,934            5,905            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             11,153          9,688            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Pakaka
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               2,459         5,552         1,051         -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               2.00 2.62 3.68 -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               18,290       21,251       15,924       -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               20,749       26,803       16,975       -            -           -           
Pamao
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1,642         4,435         -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1.30 1.54 -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             4,309         5,321         -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             5,950         9,756         -           -           
Kombokolo
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1,518        -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            2.11 -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             604            4,861        -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             604            6,379        -           
Sessenge
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            890           3,904       
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.71 1.65
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            4,020        7,518       
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            4,910        11,422     
Ore (ktons) 212          3,770         6,297         8,823            7,363            4,301         5,552         2,693         4,435         2,408        3,904       
Waste (ktons) 5,088       17,119       22,282       21,458          19,924          23,268       21,251       20,232       5,925         8,881        7,518       
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       20,889       28,579       30,281          27,287          27,569       26,803       22,925       10,360       11,288      11,422     
Average Grade 2.12 2.37 3.10 2.31 2.81 2.16 2.62 2.23 1.54 1.96 1.65
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As shown in Figure 8.1 the mining started at the Kibali gold operation in July 2012 
(Period1) and about 5.3Mtons of material are mined in that period. The total material mined 
ramps up to about 22Mtons in period2 and gradually increases and reaches the maximum 
capacity of about 30Mtons before starting to decrease. 
The yearly pit sequencing from all the open pits included in the Kibali operation is 
presented in Figure 8.2.  
 
Figure 8.2 Open pit sequencing (base case scenario) 
As represented in Figure 8.2, in the first three periods, all the material mined from open 
pits comes from KCD. The total material mined from the open pits is mined from KCD and 
Mengu Hill in periods 4 and 5.  KCD is mined out in period 6 and Pakaka is started in that 
period. Pakaka will be mined in periods 6, 7, 8 and Pamao in periods 8 and9. Kombokolo will be 
mined in periods 9, 10 and Sessenge in periods 10 and 11. 
The open pit mining sequencing for KCD, Mengu Hill, Pakaka, Pamao, Kombokolo and 















































































Ore: 212Ktons @ 2.12g/t
Waste: 5,088Ktons Period 2:
Ore: 3,770Ktons @ 2.37g/t
Waste: 17,119Ktons
Period 3:
Ore: 6,297Ktons @ 3.10g/t
Waste: 22,282Ktons
Period 5:









































Ore: 4,219Ktons @ 2.09g/t
Waste: 6,934Ktons
Period 5:






Figure 8.5 Pakaka open pit sequential mining 
 
 
























Ore: 2,459Ktons @ 2g/t
Waste: 18,290Ktons
Period 7:
Ore: 5,552Ktons @ 2.62g/t
Waste: 21,251Ktons
Period 8:

















Ore: 1,642Ktons @ 1.3g/t
Waste: 4,309Ktons
Period 9:








Figure 8.7 Kombokolo sequential mining 
 
 







































Ore: 890Ktons @ 1.71g/t
Waste: 4,020Ktons
Period 11:






The yearly ore tonne produced from the underground operation for the base case is 
presented in Table 8.2 and the graph is presented on Figure 8.9. The yearly average grade is 
between 5 and 7g/t and the maximum underground capacity is 3,5Mtons a years. As can be seen 
in Figure 8.3, major underground stope mining take place between period 7 and period 15. 
Table 8.2 Underground mine schedule (base case scenario)
 
Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21
5103_Upper
Ore (ktons) 158      694      674      370      35        -      69          48          58          38          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined 8.36     6.91     7.50     6.36     4.51     -      4.98       6.26       5.34       6.14       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103_Middle
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      211      244      404      570        573        450        485        641        553        106        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      6.43     6.87     6.12     7.67       6.20       6.70       8.52       7.71       8.62       7.23       -        -        -        -        -        
5103_MidL
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      -      138        45          34          96          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      -      5.41       6.24       4.96       4.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103&5102_L
Ore (ktons) -      -      483      1,150   880      853      631        632        663        677        485        226        290        152        2            -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      6.50     6.01     6.80     7.01     5.81       5.13       5.52       4.58       5.17       6.02       5.57       6.09       6.41       -        -        -        
5105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -      -      42        37        128      235      33          111        80          94          271        296        247        146        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      4.39     5.43     4.31     4.35     4.99       4.33       4.24       3.55       3.81       4.20       3.74       3.28       -        -        -        -        
5105_Up_L
Ore (ktons) -      17        108      108      90        90        108        37          102        37          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      2.91     3.31     3.43     3.46     3.43     3.17       5.09       4.13       3.79       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -      -      99        204      301      313      85          4            -        -        8            91          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      5.08     4.89     4.87     4.90     5.63       5.94       -        -        5.94       5.14       -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -      -      39        30        -      -      136        39          -        52          20          156        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      6.97     5.26     -      -      3.88       4.19       -        5.72       4.19       3.25       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      72        42        -      6            51          28          52          50          8            -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      3.30     3.47     -      8.30       5.07       6.13       5.28       4.87       3.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      40        143        92          46          12          -        18          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      8.32     7.13       7.41       7.13       6.79       -        6.14       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5107
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      14        92        112      71          128        58          136        134        168        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      2.55     3.30     3.80     3.30       2.80       2.98       3.20       3.59       3.87       -        -        -        -        -        -        
9101_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      55        349      211      175        489        727        697        753        632        560        566        543        438        320        73          
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      5.47     6.30     6.66     5.25       5.02       6.27       6.65       6.28       5.30       6.15       5.69       6.12       5.43       5.64       6.58       
9105_Upper
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      -      -        -        -        -        -        39          137        141        74          -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      -      -        -        -        -        -        3.07       3.67       4.00       6.21       -        -        -        
9105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      129      268      278      287        254        232        198        268        238        278        240        215        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      2.70     4.23     5.92     5.63       5.92       7.80       8.80       7.53       8.11       7.98       5.15       3.93       -        -        -        
9102_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      62        77        200        277        334        388        315        184        44          -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      5.53     4.58     4.43       5.67       6.71       8.45       8.26       7.28       8.06       -        -        -        -        -        
3101
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      -      -        34          31          16          44          81          86          102        68          -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      -      -        7.14       6.34       6.34       5.67       5.13       2.83       3.26       3.33       -        -        -        
9003
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      -      -        -        -        40          5            10          108        41          -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      -      -        -        -        3.07       2.51       3.65       3.99       2.78       -        -        -        -        
5103_Low_L
Ore (ktons) -      -      -      -      -      -      12          104        97          12          46          17          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -      -      -      -      -      -      5.73       6.96       8.19       7.44       6.89       7.04       -        -        -        -        -        -        
Devel_Ore
Ore (ktons) 147      188      277      392      502      318      338        390        333        200        190        356        294        73          49          35          23          2            
   Avg Grade Mined 4.90     4.53     5.67     3.42     4.24     4.62     5.35       5.08       5.37       5.78       5.74       5.84       6.21       7.11       7.09       7.64       8.09       7.90       
Total Ore (ktons) 305      899      1,721   2,772   2,992   2,930   3,002     3,309     3,273     3,231     3,229     3,072     2,150     1,461     951        473        343        75          
















































































































Averade grade Mined (g/t)
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The mining sequence of the open pits and the underground for base case scenario are 
shown in Figure 8.10. Table 8.3 shows in detail the sequencing of the pit and mining benches as 
well as the lodes and stopes sequences. 
Table 8.3 Mine sequencing (base case scenario)
 
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Mines Phases TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10 TP11 TP12 TP13 TP14 TP15 TP16 TP17 TP18 TP19 TP20 TP21 TP22 Bench Height #Bench
KCD KCD 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5940 20 10
5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
KCD 2 Mined out to 5880 5860 5760 5740 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 Top 5920 20 13
5900 5860 5840 5740 5720 Bottom 5680
KCD 3 Mined out to 5880 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 12
5940 5940 5940 5940 5860 Bottom 5740
KCD 4 Mined out to Top 5960 20 18
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5620
KCD 5 Mined out to Top 5960 20 20
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5580
KCD 6 Mined out to Top 5960 20 22
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5540
Mengu Hill Mengu Hill 1 Mined out to 5860 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 13
5940 5940 5940 5840 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Bottom 5720
Pakaka Pakaka 1 Mined out to 5860 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5880 20 7
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5760
Pakaka 2 Mined out to 5760 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5880 20 8
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5740 Bottom 5740
Pakaka 3 Mined out to 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 Top 5880 20 10
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5700
Pamao Pamao 1 Mined out to 5860 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Top 5880 20 6
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5780
Kombokolo Kombokolo 1 Mined out to 5920 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 Top 5960 20 10
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5900 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Bottom 5780
Sessenge Sessenge 1 Mined out to 5840 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5900 20 8
5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5820 Bottom 5760
5103_Upper 5103_Upper 1 Mined out to 10 8 5 5 5 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 17 1 17
16 16 16 16 9 7 4 4 4 3 3 2 Bottom 1
5103_Middle 5103_Middle 1 Mined out to 68 66 63 55 50 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 Top 69 1 27
68 68 68 68 68 68 67 65 62 54 49 Bottom 43
5103_Middle 2 Mined out to 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Top 42 1 6
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 Bottom 37
5103_Middle 3 Mined out to 36 26 19 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Top 36 1 32
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 25 18 8 Bottom 5
5103_Middle 4 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 4 1 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_MidL 5103_MidL Mined out to 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 8 1 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2 1 Bottom 1
5103&5102_L 5103&5102_L 1 Mined out to 47 41 37 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Top 49 1 20
48 48 48 48 48 46 40 36 32 Bottom 30
5103&5102_L 2 Mined out to 28 21 17 13 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 29 1 22
28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 20 16 12 Bottom 8
5103&5102_L 3 Mined out to 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 7 1 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 Bottom 1
5102_Up_L 4 Mined out to 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 Top 6 1 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 1 Bottom 1
5105_Lower 5105_Lower 1 Mined out to 38 33 28 24 23 21 17 16 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 Top 38 1 27
37 37 37 37 37 37 32 27 23 22 20 16 15 12 Bottom 12
5105_Lower 2 Mined out to 9 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 11 1 11
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 4 Bottom 1
5105_Up_L 5105_Up_L 1 Mined out to 28 24 19 14 10 9 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 31 1 31
30 30 30 30 30 27 23 18 13 9 8 2 Bottom 1
3102_Reg1 3102_Reg1 1 Mined out to 12 8 6 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 14 1 14
13 13 13 13 13 13 11 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
3102_Reg2 3102_Reg2 1 Mined out to 13 12 12 12 7 6 6 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 13 1 13
12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 6 5 5 4 4 Bottom 1
5005_Reg1 5005_Reg1 1 Mined out to 27 25 25 24 13 10 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 30 1 30
29 29 29 29 29 29 26 24 24 23 12 9 5 1 Bottom 1
5005_Reg2 5005_Reg2 1 Mined out to 19 12 8 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Top 19 1 17
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 7 3 Bottom 3
5005_Reg2 2 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5107 5107 Phase 1 Mined out to 37 31 27 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Top 42 1 23
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 36 30 26 20 Bottom 20
5107 Phase 2 Mined out to 19 14 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 19 1 19
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 13 9 Bottom 1
9101_Low&Up 9101_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 35 33 33 30 26 22 18 15 11 9 6 4 2 1 1 Top 35 1 35
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 29 25 21 17 14 10 8 5 3 1 Bottom 1
9105_Upper 9105_Upper 1 Mined out to 15 10 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 15 1 15
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 9 3 Bottom 1
9105_Lower 9105_Lower 1 Mined out to 95 88 80 71 63 56 49 39 29 16 8 1 1 1 1 1 Top 100 1 100
99 99 99 99 99 99 94 87 79 70 62 55 48 38 28 15 7 Bottom 1
9102_Low&Up 9102_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 17 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 22 1 10
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 16 Bottom 13
9102_Low&Up 2 Mined out to 10 9 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 9 8 7 4 3 1 Bottom 1
3101 3101 Phase 1 Mined out to 24 22 21 19 14 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 25 1 25
24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23 21 20 18 13 8 3 Bottom 1
9003 9003 Phase 1 Mined out to 10 9 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 10 1 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 2 Bottom 1
5103_Low_L 5102_Up_L Mined out to 9 6 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 8 5 4 2 Bottom 1
Devel_Ore Devel_Ore 1 Mined out to 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 Top 22 1 22
21 21 21 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 Bottom 1
Base Case Scenario
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The maximum total processing capacity is 6.6Mt of ore per years (see Figure 8.11).  
 
Figure 8.11 Processing input tonnes and average grade (base case scenario) 
As shown in Figure 8.11, the plant started commissioning in late September 2013 (Period 
2) and roughly 750Ktons at an average grade of 3.50g/t will be processed by the end of the year. 
About 6Mtons at an average grade of 3.55g/t in period 3 and 6.3Mtons at an average grade of 
3.38g/t in period 4. The plant will reach its full capacity and process 6.6Mtons of ore in period 5 
and will be operated at that rate till period 13. The processing rate gradually decreases from 
period 14 till the end of the mine life. The average head grade is roughly steady between 3.3g/t 
and 4.0g/t from period 2 to period 14. From period 14 up to the end of the mine life the average 
head grade gradually increases. The processing cutoffs by periods from different open pits are 


















































Base Case scenario 
Mill Feed (Ktons) Average Mill Head Grade (g/t)
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Table 8.4 Milling cutoffs by periods from different open pits (base case scenario) 
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Oxide 16 8 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition 16 9 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh 17 9 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide 19 8 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Transition 18 9 11 - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 12 9 6 - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 8 6 - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 9 6 - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 9 7 - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 11 9 - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 12 10 - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 13 11 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - 8 11 - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - 10 13 - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - 10 12 - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 11 - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 13 - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 13 10 - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 6 - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 16 - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 8 - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 8 7 - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 10 9 - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 10 10 - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - 7 - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 8 - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 10 - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - 8 9 - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 9 10 - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 10 10 - - -
Oxide 17 20 - 15 - 14 13 11 - 8 5 4
Transition 18 20 - 16 - 14 13 11 11 9 7 6
Fresh - 20 - 16 - 15 14 11 11 10 8 7
Oxide 11 11 9 7 6
Transition - - 10 9 8
Fresh - - 11 10 10
Oxide 11 10 8 6 4
Transition 12 - 10 9 8







Oxide 8 6 4
Transition 9 8 6
Fresh 9 8 6
Mat TypesSources
* Please see Chapter4 - Table  4.10, 4.11, 4.12 for grade interval cutoff

















































Base Case scenario  
Open Pit (Ktons) Underground (Ktons) Stockpile (Ktons)
Period 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Open Pit (Ktons) 750         5,730         5,730         5,723         4,751         3,952         3,092         3,275         2,235         3,105         -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -         -         -       
Underground (Ktons) -         -             300            882            1,721         2,648         2,992         2,930         2,729         3,306         3,269         3,243         3,238         3,066         2,156         1,451         946            472         341         79        
Stockpile (Ktons) -         288            270            2.3 129            -             516            395            1,636         188            3,331         3,357         1,774         -             -             -             -             -         -         -       
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The yearly total ounces produced are represented on the Figure 8.13. 
 
Figure 8.13 Total ounces produced (base case scenario) 
The yearly ounces produced varies between 600Koz and 670Koz from period 3 to period 
14 except 720Koz in period 7.The higher ounces production in period 7 is explained by the 
higher average mill head grade (see Figure 8.11) which in turn is due to the fact that all of the 
major underground lodes come into production. The 5103 Upper, the 5103 Middle, the 5103 































8.2 After-tax financial analysis of the base case 
Using the life of mine schedule generated and the assumptions made in Chapter 7, the after tax cash flow analysis was 
undertaken on the base case. The results of the financial analysis are presented in Table 8.5. 
Table 8.5 After-tax discounted cash flow financial analysis computations for the base case scenario (000’s US$) 
 
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Ounce Production (Koz) -            73         600       600       605       600       720          670          636          652          664          653          653          602          511       341       203       144       73         55       15       
 Escaleted Gold price                             
per Ounce (US$/oz)
1,200         1,224     1,248     1,273     1,299     1,325     1,351        1,378        1,406        1,434        1,463        1,492        1,522        1,552        1,583     1,615     1,647     1,680     1,714     1,748   1,783   
Revenue -            89,006   749,421 764,070 786,121 794,934 973,626    923,854    894,703    934,418    970,966    975,023    993,271    934,412    809,710 551,062 334,972 241,357 124,927 95,396 25,904 
 - 2.5%                         
Royalties                    
-            (2,225) (18,736) (19,102) (19,653) (19,873) (24,341) (23,096) (22,368) (23,360) (24,274) (24,376) (24,832) (23,360) (20,243) (13,777) (8,374) (6,034) (3,123) (2,385) (648)
Net                                    
Revenue 
-            86,781   730,686 744,968 766,468 775,061 949,285    900,757    872,336    911,057    946,691    950,647    968,439    911,051    789,467 537,285 326,598 235,323 121,804 93,011 25,257 
   Mine Cash                     
Operating Costs
(19,855) (104,475) (256,963) (289,286) (328,073) (369,943) (421,835) (429,239) (362,993) (380,163) (406,123) (362,937) (372,354) (329,952) (262,854) (187,966) (130,705) (86,955) (44,048) (32,514) (7,705)
   - Total Cash                       
Operating Costs
(19,855) (104,475) (256,963) (289,286) (328,073) (369,943) (421,835) (429,239) (362,993) (380,163) (406,123) (362,937) (372,354) (329,952) (262,854) (187,966) (130,705) (86,955) (44,048) (32,514) (7,705)
 -  Mine                         
Depreciation
-            (8,717) (69,976) (73,259) (76,832) (76,745) (76,747) (76,747) (76,746) (76,747) (76,748) (76,748) (76,747) (58,284) (35,649) (25,073) (16,868) (11,003) (5,484) (3,963) (919)
 - Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
-            (8,717) (69,976) (73,259) (76,832) (76,745) (76,747) (76,747) (76,746) (76,747) (76,748) (76,748) (76,747) (58,284) (35,649) (25,073) (16,868) (11,003) (5,484) (3,963) (919)
Taxable Income                   
before Depletion
(19,855.43) (26,411) 403,747 382,423 361,564 328,373 450,703    394,771    432,597    454,148    463,820    510,962    519,338    522,815    490,964 324,246 179,025 137,365 72,272   56,535 16,633 
 - 30% National                               
Income tax 
-            -        (121,124) (114,727) (108,469) (98,512) (135,211) (118,431) (129,779) (136,244) (139,146) (153,289) (155,801) (156,845) (147,289) (97,274) (53,707) (41,210) (21,681) (16,960) (4,990)
Net Income                                     
after Tax
(19,855.43) (26,411) 282,623 267,696 253,095 229,861 315,492    276,340    302,818    317,903    324,674    357,673    363,537    365,971    343,675 226,972 125,317 96,156   50,590   39,574 11,643 
 + Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
8,717     69,976   73,259   76,832   76,745   76,747      76,747      76,746      76,747      76,748      76,748      76,747      58,284      35,649   25,073   16,868   11,003   5,484     3,963   919      
 - Capital                               
Costs (Depreciable) 
(1,000,000)




5620 ELEVATION SCENARIO 
 
In this chapter, the impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5620 on the 
underground reserve, the life of mine production schedule as well as the after tax cash flow 
analysis for the 5620 case are discussed. 
9.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5620 on the underground lode  
As shown in Table 9.1, by increasing the open pit depth to elevation 5620, the 5105 lode, 
the 5107 lode and the 5103 Upper lode will be affected (see Figure 9.1.). Some of underground 
reserve will be converted to open pit (see Figures 9.1 & 9.2) and some will be left in the crown 
pillar. 1.8Mt of underground material at an average grade of 4.6g/t will be mine by open pit, 
1.2Mt at an average grade of 4.6g/t will be left in the crown pillar and 2.4Mt at an average grade 
of 5.4g/t of the impacted lode will be mined underground. 
Table 9.1 Stope impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5620 
 
 
Figure 9.1 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5620 (Long View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 1,842,303           1,202,769            2,378,779                        
Average grade (g/t) 4.6 4.6                       5.4                                   




5103 Upper Lode 
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Figure 9.2 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5620 (Plan View) 
9.1.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5620 on the 5103 Upper lode  
By increasing the open pit depth to elevation 5620, the 5103 Upper lode will be partially 
mined as an open pit. As shown in Table 9.2, about 517Ktons at an average grade of 6.4 g/t of 
5103 Upper stopes will be mined within the open pit (see Figures 9.3 & 9.5.), 536Ktons at an 
average grade of 5.6g/t will be left in the crown pillar (see Figure 9.4.) and the remaining of 
5103 upper lode, 1.1Mtons at an average grade of 7.5g/t, will be mined underground (see Figure 
9.3). 
Table 9.2 Impacted of the KCD extension into elevation 5620 on 5103 Upper Lode 
 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 516,517              536,229               1,089,883                        
Average grade (g/t) 6.4 5.6                       7.5                                   
5103 Upper stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5620 elevation
Impacted underground 
Lodes mined by Open Pit 
5105Lode 
5107 Lode 
5103 Upper Lode 
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Figure 9.3 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on                                                     
5103 Upper Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 9.4 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on                                                     
5103 Upper Lode (Long View)  
 
Figure 9.5 Impact of the KCD extension to Elevation 5620 on                                                     
5103 Upper Lode (Plan View) 
The 5103 Upper stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5620 are 
presented in Table 9.3, Table 9.4, and Table 9.5.  
5103 Upper Stopes 





by Open Pit 
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Table 9.3 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes mined by                                     
open pit (5620 case scenario) 
 
Table 9.4 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes                                                                   
left in crown pillar (5620 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P06_L01 41,106     6.4
5103U_PH01_P06_L02 7,521       6.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L03 22,943     8.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L04 23,969     6.3
5103U_PH01_P05_L05 17,929     8.4
5103U_PH01_S05_L02 59,250     7.1
5103U_PH01_P04_L05 31,716     4.8
5103U_PH01_P03_L08 16,218     6.4
5103U_PH01_P04_L06 24,372     6.1
5103U_PH01_S05_L03 24,771     8.6
5103U_PH01_S04_L04 46,108     6.5
5103U_PH01_S04_L05 4,455       10.2
5103U_PH01_S04_L06 29,990     3.7
5103U_PH01_S04_L07 47,158     7.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L08 50,579     5.2
5103U_PH01_S06_L01 30,711     6.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L09 37,722     6.1
Total Tonnes & average grade 516,517    6.4
5103 Upper stopes mined by open pit (5620 Case)
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P01_L03 17,784   5.3
5103U_PH01_P05_L02 41,945   6.9
5103U_PH01_P02_L05 34,080   6.4
5103U_PH01_P03_L04 6,863     5.8
5103U_PH01_P02_L06 10,959   5.3
5103U_PH01_P04_L03 13,724   5.3
5103U_PH01_S05_L01 29,355   5.8
5103U_PH01_P03_L06 28,685   4.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L04 29,515   5.1
5103U_PH01_P03_L07 24,680   5.7
5103U_PH01_S01_L04 40,070   6.8
5103U_PH01_S04_L02 16,719   4.9
5103U_PH01_S04_L03 48,572   5.5
5103U_PH01_S02_L05 78,837   5.9
5103U_PH01_S02_L06 43,327   4.8
5103U_PH01_S03_L06 45,113   4.8
5103U_PH01_S03_L07 26,002   4.7
Total Tonnes & average grade 536,229 5.6






Table 9.5 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes mined by                                 






Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_S02_L02 75,654     4.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L05 31,716     8.0
5103U_PH01_S02_L01 63,874     6.6
5103U_PH01_P03_L01 35,888     8.9
5103U_PH01_P02_L02 34,650     6.4
5103U_PH01_S02_L03 26,376     10.9
5103U_PH01_P03_L03 40,595     10.5
5103U_PH01_P03_L05 17,632     5.6
5103U_PH01_P03_L02 56,762     10.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L02 66,029     4.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L01 19,303     8.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L02 46,761     7.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L01 27,600     6.7
5103U_PH01_S02_L04 62,422     7.7
5103U_PH01_S03_L03 48,952     4.9
5103U_PH01_S04_L01 59,328     6.4
5103U_PH01_P02_L01 37,141     9.1
5103U_PH01_P02_L03 15,262     9.6
5103U_PH01_S07_L01 46,512     8.4
5103U_PH01_S07_L02 35,853     11.4
5103U_PH01_P01_L02 22,621     7.3
5103U_PH01_P01_L01 22,561     6.8
5103U_PH01_S01_L01 51,197     8.6
5103U_PH01_S01_L02 43,545     5.4
5103U_PH01_P02_L04 17,348     8.5
5103U_PH01_S01_L03 42,911     10.4
5103U_PH01_P07_L01 17,090     4.9
5103U_PH01_S03_L01 24,299     7.0
Total Tonnes & average grade 1,089,883 7.48
5103 Upper stopes mined by underground (5620 Case)
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9.1.2 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5620 on the 5107 lode  
The upper portion of 5107 will be included in the open pit, by deepening the KCD pit 
down to the 5620 elevation. The 5107 lode is affected as some underground material will be 
converted to open pit mining. As shown in Table 9.6, about 145Ktons at an average grade of 
4.8g/t will be mined by open pit (see Figures 9.6 & 9.8.), 89Ktonts at an average grade of 3.2g/t 
will be left in the crown pillar (see Figure 9.7.) and 679Ktons at an average grade of 3.1g/t will 
be mined underground (see Figure 9.6). 
Table 9.6 Impact of the KCD extension into elevation 5620 on 5107 Lode 
 
 
Figure 9.6 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5107 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 9.7 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5107 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 9.8 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5107 Lode (Plan View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 145,253              88,555                 678,748                           
Average grade (g/t) 4.8 3.2                       3.1                                   
5107 Lode stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5620 elevation
5107 Stopes left 






The 5107 Lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5620 are presented 
in Table 9.7, Table 9.8, and Table 9.9.  
 
Table 9.7 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                             




Table 9.8 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes                                                                   






Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP06 13,012     4.1
5107_PH01_STP09 23,542     4.9
5107_PH01_STP12 28,204     5.0
5107_PH01_STP15 27,504     3.9
5107_PH01_STP16 7,701       4.3
5107_PH01_STP17 30,646     5.3
5107_PH01_STP18 14,645     5.4
Total Tonnes & average grade 145,253    4.8
5107 Lode stopes mined by open pit (5620 Case)
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP02 23,701   3.4
5107_PH01_STP03 7,398     5.3
5107_PH01_STP05 20,097   2.9
5107_PH01_STP08 16,956   2.7
5107_PH01_STP11 14,539   2.8
5107_PH01_STP14 5,864     2.8
Total Tonnes & average grade 88,555   3.2





Table 9.9 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                 





Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP01 21,289     2.5
5107_PH01_STP04 20,185     2.6
5107_PH01_STP07 12,704     2.7
5107_PH01_STP10 16,289     3.0
5107_PH01_STP13 4,419       2.8
5107_PH02_STP01 36,103     2.5
5107_PH02_STP02 28,066     2.7
5107_PH02_STP03 25,414     3.1
5107_PH02_STP04 25,966     2.9
5107_PH02_STP05 19,351     2.7
5107_PH02_STP06 18,157     2.8
5107_PH02_STP07 29,611     3.1
5107_PH02_STP08 28,719     2.9
5107_PH02_STP09 15,921     2.6
5107_PH02_STP10 26,678     3.2
5107_PH02_STP11 27,940     3.7
5107_PH02_STP12 29,040     3.2
5107_PH02_STP13 34,796     3.0
5107_PH02_STP14 26,013     3.8
5107_PH02_STP15 33,320     3.8
5107_PH02_STP16 37,071     3.1
5107_PH02_STP17 19,467     3.6
5107_PH02_STP18 29,465     3.9
5107_PH02_STP19 29,779     3.1
5107_PH02_STP20 13,583     3.2
5107_PH02_STP21 24,537     3.4
5107_PH02_STP22 6,967       3.2
5107_PH02_STP23 32,616     3.3
5107_PH02_STP24 5,283       3.8
Total Tonnes & average grade 678,748    3.1
5107 Lode stopes mined by underground (5620 Case)
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9.1.3 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5620 on the 5105 lode  
Due to the extension of the KCD pit to the 5620 elevation, more than half of 5105 lode 
will be mined by open pit and the other half either left in the crown pillar or mined by 
underground methodology. As shown in Table 9.0, about 1.2Mt at an average grade of 3.8g/t will 
be included in the open pit (see Figures 9.9 & 9.11.), 577Ktons at an average grade of 3.9g/t left 
in the crown pillar (see also Figure 9.10.) and 610Ktons at an average grade of 4.2g/t will be 
mined underground (see Figure 9.9). 
Table 9.10 Impacted of the KCD pit extension into elevation 5620 on 5105 Lode 
 
 
Figure 9.9 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5105 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 9.10 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5105 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 9.11 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5620 on 5105 Lode (Plan View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 1,180,532           577,985               610,148                           
Average grade (g/t) 3.8 3.9                       4.2                                   





5105 Stopes left 
in Crown Pillar 
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The 5105 Lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5620 are presented in 
Table 9.11, Table 9.12, and Table 9.13.  
Table 9.11 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes mined by                                             
open pit (5620 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105U_Longit_S02 55,617     3.1
5105U_Longit_S03 17,791     3.7
5105U_Longit_S04 19,300     3.7
5105U_Longit_S05 47,057     3.5
5105U_Longit_S06 13,493     3.7
5105U_Longit_S07 17,150     3.2
5105U_Longit_S08 18,505     3.5
5105U_Longit_S09 44,629     3.3
5105U_Longit_S10 16,330     3.5
5105U_Longit_S12 12,743     3.4
5105U_Longit_S13 19,067     4.1
5105U_Longit_S14 40,174     2.8
5105U_Longit_S15 7,431       2.8
5105U_Longit_S17 10,880     3.5
5105U_Longit_S18 18,556     4.8
5105U_Longit_S19 35,311     3.0
5105U_Longit_S21 18,133     3.9
5105U_Longit_S22 15,935     3.5
5105U_Longit_S23 31,155     5.2
5105U_Longit_S24 16,202     4.9
5105L_PH01_P04_L02 23,019     4.7
5105U_Longit_S25 30,206     3.9
5105L_PH01_P04_L04 32,276     4.3
5105U_Longit_S26 5,404       2.3
5105L_PH01_P04_L05 19,082     4.0
5105U_Longit_S27 26,893     3.9
5105U_Longit_S28 16,808     5.0
5105U_Longit_S29 10,352     5.0
5105U_Longit_S30 34,146     3.9
5105U_Longit_S31 12,269     3.5
5105L_PH01_S04_L03 31,043     3.4
5105L_PH02_P03_L01 14,308     3.9
5105L_PH02_S04_L01 40,531     5.4
5105L_PH02_P03_L03 40,373     4.2
5105L_PH02_S04_L02 57,271     3.9
5105L_PH02_S04_L03 24,060     4.8
5105L_PH02_S03_L02 41,891     4.3
5105L_PH02_P02_L01 29,213     2.7
5105L_PH02_S03_L03 42,647     4.0
5105L_PH02_P02_L03 62,207     3.2
5105L_PH02_S01_L02 36,690     2.5
5105L_PH02_S02_L02 41,158     3.4
5105L_PH02_S02_L03 33,226     3.6
Total Tonnes & average grade 1,180,532 3.8







Table 9.12 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes                                                                   









Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105L_PH00_Long_L01 40,540   4.4
5105L_PH00_Long_L10 13,276   3.2
5105L_PH01_P03_L03 49,450   5.1
5105L_PH01_S03_L03 44,603   5.1
5105U_Longit_S20 39,005   2.5
5105L_PH01_S01_L02 26,396   2.5
5105L_PH01_P04_L03 9,726     4.6
5105L_PH01_S04_L01 43,334   3.7
5105L_PH01_P02_L05 49,745   3.3
5105L_PH01_S04_L02 40,326   4.0
5105L_PH01_S02_L04 46,416   4.4
5105L_PH02_P03_L02 14,237   4.3
5105L_PH02_S03_L01 47,598   5.2
5105L_PH02_S01_L01 43,250   2.6
5105L_PH02_P02_L02 27,291   4.1
5105L_PH02_S02_L01 26,126   3.9
5105L_PH02_S01_L03 16,668   3.1
Total Tonnes & average grade 577,985 3.9







Table 9.13 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes mined by                                 






Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105L_PH00_Long_L02 7,159       3.6
5105L_PH00_Long_L03 4,352       3.8
5105L_PH00_Long_L04 6,983       7.3
5105L_PH00_Long_L05 10,332     5.9
5105L_PH00_Long_L06 7,346       5.8
5105L_PH00_Long_L07 10,435     4.5
5105L_PH00_Long_L08 1,304       3.4
5105L_PH01_P03_L01 30,415     4.4
5105L_PH01_P03_L02 27,789     4.2
5105L_PH01_P02_L01 19,840     6.3
5105L_PH00_Long_L09 14,762     3.3
5105L_PH01_P01_L01 22,070     3.3
5105L_PH01_P01_L02 27,064     3.1
5105L_PH01_P02_L02 28,172     4.8
5105L_PH01_P02_L03 27,277     4.4
5105L_PH01_S01_L01 27,814     4.4
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 26,388     4.1
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 21,554     3.8
5105L_PH01_S02_L01 47,102     5.5
5105L_PH01_P02_L04 31,264     4.0
5105L_PH01_S02_L02 46,225     3.9
5105L_PH01_S01_L03 53,854     4.3
5105L_PH01_S02_L03 45,437     3.3
5105L_PH01_S01_L04 65,212     3.6
Total Tonnes & average grade 610,148    4.2
5105 Lode  stopes mined by underground (5620 Case)
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9.2 Life of mine production scheduling for the 5620 case scenario 
By deepening the KCD pit down to elevation 5620, the KCD pit will add one more phase 
and consist of 4 phases instead of 3 used for the base case and the other pits will remain the same 
as in the base case. 
The yearly ore and waste tonnes produced from all the open pits included in the Kibali 
operation are presented in Figure 9.12 and Table 9.14. 
 
Figure 9.12 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5620 case scenario) 
As presented on Figure 9.12, the mining started at the Kibali gold operation in July 2012 
(Period1) and about 5.3Mtons of material are mined in that period. The total material mined 
ramps up to about 22Mtons in period2 and gradually increases and reaches the maximum mining 
rate of about 55Mtons before starting to decrease. The increase of the mining capacity up to 


































Table 9.14 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5620 case scenario)
 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11
KCD
Ore (ktons) 117          3,813         6,624         8,135            2,420            2,391         3,324         5,743         828            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined 2.18         2.38           3.18           2.53              2.18              1.68           2.53           2.56           2.57           -           -           
Waste (ktons) 5,197       18,327       21,955       20,444          26,159          26,187       25,255       13,385       946            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) 5,313       22,140       28,579       28,579          28,579          28,579       28,579       19,128       1,773         -           -           
Mengu Hill
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             4,219            3,783            -             -             -             -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             2.09              2.84              -             -             -             -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             6,934            5,905            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             11,153          9,688            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Pakaka
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               2,459         5,798         805            -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               2.00           2.68           3.61           -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               18,290       21,535       15,639       -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               20,749       27,334       16,444       -            -           -           
Pamao
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1,578         4,499         -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1.30           1.54           -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             4,211         5,418         -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             5,789         9,917         -           -           
Kombokolo
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1,518        -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            2.11          -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            5,465        -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            6,983        -           
Sessenge
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            939           3,855       
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.70          1.65         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            4,147        7,391       
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            5,086        11,246     
Ore (ktons) 117          3,813         6,624         12,354          6,203            4,851         9,122         8,126         5,327         2,457        3,855       
Waste (ktons) 5,197       18,327       21,955       27,378          32,064          44,477       46,790       33,235       6,364         9,612        7,391       
Total Mined (ktons) 5,313       22,140       28,579       39,732          38,267          49,328       55,913       41,361       11,691       12,068      11,246     
Average Grade 2.18         2.38           3.18           2.38              2.58              1.84           2.63           2.42           1.70           1.95          1.65         
174 
The yearly pit sequencing of the KCD 5620 case scenario together with all the other open 
pits included in the Kibali operation is shown on Figure 9.13.  
 
Figure 9.13 Open pit sequencing (5620 case scenario) 
As represented in Figure 9.13, the mining sequence of the other pits is similar to the base 
case except that KCD will be mined for a longer time period. KCD will be mined from period 1 
up to period9. Mengu Hill in periods 4 and 5. Pakaka will be mined in periods 6, 7, & 8, Pamao 
in periods 8 and9. Kombokolo will be mined in period 10 and Sessenge in periods 10 and 11. 
The yearly ore tonnes produced from the underground operation for the 5620 case 
scenario are presented in Table 9.15 and the graph is presented on Figure 9.14. The yearly 
average grade is between 7.3 and 5.28 g/t and the underground will operate at its full capacity 






































Table 9.15 Underground mine schedule (5620 case scenario)
 
Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21
5103_Upper
Ore (ktons) 92         462       478       187       -        -        18         48         31         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined 8.87      7.68      7.84      6.37      -        -        6.63      6.15      4.80      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103_Middle
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        211       244       404       570       573       450       485       642       554       104       -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        6.43      6.87      6.12      7.67      6.20      6.70      8.52      7.71      8.62      7.21      -        -        -        -        -        
5103_MidL
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        138       45         34         96         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        5.41      6.24      4.96      4.44      -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103&5102_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        483       1,149    880       853       631       632       663       677       486       226       290       152       2           -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.50      6.01      6.80      7.01      5.81      5.13      5.52      4.58      5.17      6.02      5.57      6.09      6.41      -        -        -        
5105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        36         127       158       -        78         -        -        210       1           -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        5.43      4.34      4.12      -        4.91      -        -        3.77      3.47      -        -        -        -        -        -        
5105_Up_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        99         204       301       313       85         4           -        -        9           90         -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        5.08      4.89      4.87      4.90      5.63      5.94      -        -        5.94      5.13      -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        39         29         -        -        136       39         -        52         21         156       -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.97      5.27      -        -        3.89      4.12      -        5.75      4.19      3.25      -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        72         42         -        6           51         28         52         51         7           -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        3.30      3.47      -        8.30      5.07      6.13      5.28      4.84      3.44      -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        40         143       92         46         12         -        18         -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        8.32      7.13      7.41      7.13      6.79      -        6.14      -        -        -        -        -        -        
5107
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        14         27         30         30         128       57         135       135       123       -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        2.55      2.55      2.89      2.57      2.81      2.98      3.19      3.59      3.33      -        -        -        -        -        -        
9101_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        55         349       211       176       490       727       698       754       633       561       565       542       437       320       70         
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        5.47      6.30      6.66      5.25      5.02      6.28      6.65      6.28      5.30      6.14      5.70      6.13      5.41      5.65      6.58      
9105_Upper
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        39         137       141       74         -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3.07      3.67      4.00      6.21      -        -        -        
9105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        129       268       278       287       254       232       199       269       238       278       239       214       -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        2.70      4.23      5.92      5.63      5.92      7.80      8.80      7.53      8.13      7.94      5.15      3.92      -        -        -        
9102_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        62         77         200       277       334       388       316       185       42         -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        5.53      4.58      4.43      5.67      6.71      8.45      8.25      7.28      8.06      -        -        -        -        -        
3101
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        34         31         16         45         82         87         102       65         -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        7.14      6.34      6.34      5.61      5.09      2.85      3.25      3.35      -        -        -        
9003
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        41         6           11         109       37         -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3.05      2.93      3.98      3.93      2.77      -        -        -        -        
5103_Low_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        12         104       97         12         47         16         -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        5.73      6.96      8.19      7.44      6.90      7.01      -        -        -        -        -        -        
Devel_Ore
Ore (ktons) 67         149       259       359       452       293       333       329       317       189       181       348       293       63         47         35         22         8           
   Avg Grade Mined 5.18      4.82      5.96      3.40      4.40      4.76      5.39      5.02      5.41      5.87      5.81      5.85      6.19      7.75      7.13      7.55      8.15      7.90      
Total Ore (ktons) 158.4 611 1357.4 2445.9 2752.1 2655.4 2765.9 3178.8 3047.2 3051.5 3171.7 2726.3 1900 1298.6 943.7 471.6 341.8 78.2


















































































































The mining sequence of the open pits and the underground for 5620 case scenario are 
given in Table 9.16. Table 9.16 shows in detail the sequencing of the pit and mining benches as 
well as the lodes and stope sequences. 
Table 9.16 Mine sequencing (5620 case scenario)
 
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Mines Phases TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10 TP11 TP12 TP13 TP14 TP15 TP16 TP17 TP18 TP19 TP20 TP21 TP22 Bench Height #Bench
KCD KCD 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5940 20 10
5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
KCD 2 Mined out to 5900 5900 5900 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 Top 5920 20 13
5880 5880 5880 Bottom 5680
KCD 3 Mined out to 5940 5940 5940 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 12
5940 5920 5920 5920 Bottom 5740
KCD 4 Mined out to 5940 5820 5780 5720 5680 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 5660 Top 5960 20 18
5940 5940 5940 5920 5800 5760 5700 5660 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 5640 Bottom 5620
KCD 5 Mined out to Top 5960 20 20
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5580
KCD 6 Mined out to Top 5960 20 22
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5540
Mengu Hill Mengu Hill 1 Mined out to 5860 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 13
5940 5940 5940 5840 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Bottom 5720
Pakaka Pakaka 1 Mined out to 5860 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5880 20 7
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5760
Pakaka 2 Mined out to 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5880 20 8
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5740
Pakaka 3 Mined out to 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 Top 5880 20 10
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5700
Pamao Pamao 1 Mined out to 5860 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Top 5880 20 6
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5780
Kombokolo Kombokolo 1 Mined out to 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 Top 5960 20 10
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Bottom 5780
Sessenge Sessenge 1 Mined out to 5840 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5900 20 8
5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5820 Bottom 5760
5103_Upper 5103_Upper 1 Mined out to 12 8 6 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Top 17 1 17
16 16 16 16 11 7 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_Middle 5103_Middle 1 Mined out to 68 66 63 55 50 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 Top 69 1 27
68 68 68 68 68 68 67 65 62 54 49 Bottom 43
5103_Middle 2 Mined out to 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Top 42 1 6
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 Bottom 37
5103_Middle 3 Mined out to 36 26 19 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Top 36 1 32
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 25 18 8 Bottom 5
5103_Middle 4 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 4 1 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_MidL 5103_MidL Mined out to 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 8 1 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2 1 Bottom 1
5103&5102_L 5103&5102_L 1 Mined out to 47 41 37 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Top 49 1 20
48 48 48 48 48 46 40 36 32 Bottom 30
5103&5102_L 2 Mined out to 28 21 17 13 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 29 1 22
28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 20 16 12 Bottom 8
5103&5102_L 3 Mined out to 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 7 1 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 Bottom 1
5102_Up_L 4 Mined out to 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 Top 6 1 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 1 Bottom 1
5105_Lower 5105_Lower 1 Mined out to 33 28 24 24 21 21 21 15 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 38 1 27
37 37 37 37 37 37 32 27 23 23 20 20 20 14 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 Bottom 12
5105_Lower 2 Mined out to Top 11 1 11
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Bottom 1
5105_Up_L 5105_Up_L 1 Mined out to Top 31 1 31
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Bottom 1
3102_Reg1 3102_Reg1 1 Mined out to 12 8 6 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 14 1 14
13 13 13 13 13 13 11 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
3102_Reg2 3102_Reg2 1 Mined out to 13 12 12 12 7 6 6 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 13 1 13
12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 6 5 5 4 4 Bottom 1
5005_Reg1 5005_Reg1 1 Mined out to 27 25 25 24 13 10 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 30 1 30
29 29 29 29 29 29 26 24 24 23 12 9 5 1 Bottom 1
5005_Reg2 5005_Reg2 1 Mined out to 19 12 8 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Top 19 1 17
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 7 3 Bottom 3
5005_Reg2 2 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5107 5107 Phase 1 Mined out to 39 33 30 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Top 42 1 23
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 38 32 29 20 Bottom 20
5107 Phase 2 Mined out to 14 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 19 1 19
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 13 9 Bottom 1
9101_Low&Up 9101_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 35 33 33 30 26 22 18 15 11 9 6 3 2 1 1 Top 35 1 35
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 29 25 21 17 14 10 8 5 2 1 Bottom 1
9105_Upper 9105_Upper 1 Mined out to 15 10 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 15 1 15
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 9 3 Bottom 1
9105_Lower 9105_Lower 1 Mined out to 95 88 80 71 63 56 49 39 29 16 8 1 1 1 1 1 Top 100 1 100
99 99 99 99 99 99 94 87 79 70 62 55 48 38 28 15 7 Bottom 1
9102_Low&Up 9102_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 17 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 22 1 10
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 16 Bottom 13
9102_Low&Up 2 Mined out to 10 9 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 9 8 7 4 3 1 Bottom 1
3101 3101 Phase 1 Mined out to 24 22 21 19 14 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 25 1 25
24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23 21 20 18 13 8 3 Bottom 1
9003 9003 Phase 1 Mined out to 10 9 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 10 1 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 2 Bottom 1
5103_Low_L 5102_Up_L Mined out to 9 6 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 8 5 4 2 Bottom 1
Devel_Ore Devel_Ore 1 Mined out to 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 Top 22 1 22
21 21 21 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 Bottom 1
5620 Case Scenario
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The maximum total processing capacity throughput is 6.6Mt of ore per years and the mill 
will be processing a full capacity for about 12 to 13 years (see Figure 9.15).  
 
 
Figure 9.15 Processing input tonnes and average grade (5620 case scenario) 




















































5620 Case scenario 
Mill Feed (Ktons) Average Mill Head Grade (g/t)
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As presented in Figure 9.15, the processing plant input tonnes and average head grade for 
the 5620 case scenario is as follow:  
The plant started commissioning in late September 2013 (Period2) and roughly 700Ktons 
at an average grade of 3.52g/t will be processed by the end of the year. About 6Mtons will be 
proceed in period3 and 6.3Mtons in period4 before producing at the full rate of 6.6Mtons from 
period5 to 16 then will start decreasing.  
The average head grade profile can be explained by the impact of extending the KCD pit 
depth to elevation 5620 on the mining sequence. The average head grade to the processing plant 
in period 2 is about 3.5g/t and increased in period 3 to 4g/t before decreasing down to 2.9g/t in 
period6.  
The lower average grade in period5 and 6 is due to the fact that 5103 Upper, and 5105 
Lodes, which will be partially mined by open pit is not reached yet and the lower grades of KCD 
phase4 are being mined. The increased of the average grade in period 7 and 8 can be explained 
by those 5103upper, 5105, 5107 reserves being mined by open pit. 
From period9 up to period14 the average grade is around 3.6g/t then drops in periods 15 
and 16. The reason of the average grade drop in period 15 and 16 is that there is no material 
coming from 5105 and lower tons from 5107 in those periods since it has been mined by open pit 
in earlier periods. 
From period17 up to the end of the mine life the average head grade to the processing 
plant gradually increases up to 6.7g/t in period 21. The plant will be mainly fed by underground 
high grade material in these periods. 
The mill feed material sources are shown in Figure 9.16 and the milling cutoffs grade 






Table 9.17 Milling cutoffs by periods from different open pits (5620 case scenario) 
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Oxide 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - 12 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide 20 - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 11 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 11 15 13 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - 13 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - 14 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - 15 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 10 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 16 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 12 10 - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 13 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 13 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - 10 10 - - - - - 4 - -
Transition - - - - - - - 10 10 - - - - - 6 - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 11 10 - - - - - 6 - -
Oxide 11 - 12 10 - - - - - 9 9 8 6 4 - - -
Transition 12 - 12 11 - 14 12 11 11 10 10 9 8 6 6 - -
Fresh 12 - 12 11 - 13 12 11 11 10 10 9 8 7 - - -
Oxide - - 12 11 - - - - - 10 10 9 8 6 6 - -
Transition - - 13 12 - - - - - 11 - 10 9 8 - - -
Fresh - - - 13 - - - - - 12 12 11 11 10 - - -
Oxide - - - - - 12 11 10 - 9 9 8 6 5 4 - 4
Transition - - - - - 14 13 12 - 11 - 10 9 8 8 - -
Fresh - - - - - 14 13 12 12 11 10 10 9 8 8 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - 11 10 10 9 9 8 6 5 - - -
Transition - - - - - - - 12 - 11 10 10 9 7 7 - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 12 - 11 - 10 9 7 7 - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - 9 8 7 5 3 - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - - 8 7 - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - 11 11 10 10 9 8 - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 9 8 6 4 4 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - 10 - 9 8 7 6 - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - 10 9 8 7 6 - -
Processing cutoffs by period from different sources  
Mat TypesSources


















































5620 Case scenario 
Open Pit (Ktons) Underground (Ktons) Stockpile (Ktons)
Period 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Open Pit (Ktons) 750       4,315       6,142       4,946       3,463       4,154       3,119       3,054       1,905       2,872       -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -       -       -     
Underground (Ktons) -       -          158         611         1,358       2,446       2,753       2,655       2,766       3,179       3,047       3,051       3,171       2,726       1,900       1,299       944         472       342       78      
Stockpile (Ktons) -       1,703       -          1,050       1,780       -          729         891         1,929       550         3,553       3,549       3,428       3,874       4,700       368         25           1          -       -     
182 
The yearly total ounces produced are represented on the Figure 9.17 below. 
 
 
Figure 9.17 Total ounces produced (5620 case scenario) 
 As shown in Figure 9.17, the ounce produced in years3 is 674Koz and about 659Koz in 
period4. In period5 and period6, it is respectively 544Koz and 529Koz.  The decrease in the 
ounces produced can be explained by the lower head average grade to the plant which in turn is 
due to the mining sequence (see 5620 Case scenario, Processing input tonnes and average grade). 
However from period15 up to the end of the mined life the ounces produced decrease 































5620 Case Scenario 
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9.3 After-tax financial analysis of the 5620 case scenario 
Using the life of mine schedule generated and the assumptions made in Chapter 7, after tax cash flow analysis was undertaken 
on the 5620 case scenario. The results of the financial analysis are presented in Table 9.18. 
Table 9.18 After-tax discounted cash flow financial analysis computations for the 5620 case scenario (000’s US$) 
 
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Ounce Production (Koz) -            73         674       659       544       529       819          856          657          640          652          643          654          653          568       419       198       144       73         55       15       
 Escaleted Gold price                             
per Ounce (US$/oz)
1,200         1,224     1,248     1,273     1,299     1,325     1,351        1,378        1,406        1,434        1,463        1,492        1,522        1,552        1,583     1,615     1,647     1,680     1,714     1,748   1,783   
Revenue -            88,986   841,740 838,700 706,307 700,858 1,107,296 1,179,872 923,705    917,554    954,150    959,536    995,556    1,013,845 899,311 677,030 325,390 241,789 124,552 95,992 25,904 
 - 2.5%                         
Royalties                    
-            (2,225) (21,044) (20,967) (17,658) (17,521) (27,682) (29,497) (23,093) (22,939) (23,854) (23,988) (24,889) (25,346) (22,483) (16,926) (8,135) (6,045) (3,114) (2,400) (648)
Net                                    
Revenue 
-            86,761   820,697 817,732 688,649 683,336 1,079,614 1,150,375 900,612    894,616    930,297    935,548    970,667    988,499    876,828 660,104 317,255 235,744 121,438 93,592 25,257 
   Mine Cash                     
Operating Costs
(19,644) (104,957) (252,823) (322,873) (366,726) (445,664) (532,633) (498,359) (367,232) (374,798) (400,221) (354,812) (360,929) (377,731) (357,095) (319,266) (129,569) (87,654) (44,075) (32,609) (7,566)
   - Total Cash                       
Operating Costs
(19644) (104,957) (252,823) (322,873) (366,726) (445,664) (532,633) (498,359) (367,232) (374,798) (400,221) (354,812) (360,929) (377,731) (357,095) (319,266) (129,569) (87,654) (44,075) (32,609) (7,566)
 -  Mine                         
Depreciation
-            (7,824) (62,813) (65,760) (68,968) (68,889) (68,891) (68,891) (68,890) (68,891) (68,892) (68,892) (68,891) (52,318) (32,000) (22,507) (15,141) (9,877) (4,923) (3,557) (825)
 - Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
-            (7,824) (62,813) (65,760) (68,968) (68,889) (68,891) (68,891) (68,890) (68,891) (68,892) (68,892) (68,891) (52,318) (32,000) (22,507) (15,141) (9,877) (4,923) (3,557) (825)
Taxable Income                   
before Depletion
(19,644)      (26,020) 505,061 429,099 252,955 168,783 478,090    583,125    464,489    450,926    461,183    511,843    540,847    558,450    487,733 318,331 172,545 138,214 72,441   57,427 16,866 
 - 30% National                               
Income tax 
-                -        (151,518) (128,730) (75,887) (50,635) (143,427) (174,938) (139,347) (135,278) (138,355) (153,553) (162,254) (167,535) (146,320) (95,499) (51,763) (41,464) (21,732) (17,228) (5,060)
Net Income                                     
after Tax
(19,644)      (26,020) 353,543 300,370 177,069 118,148 334,663    408,188    325,142    315,649    322,828    358,290    378,593    390,915    341,413 222,832 120,781 96,750   50,708   40,199 11,806 
 + Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
7,824     62,813   65,760   68,968   68,889   68,891      68,891      68,890      68,891      68,892      68,892      68,891      52,318      32,000   22,507   15,141   9,877     4,923     3,557   825      
 - Capital                               
Costs (Depreciable) 
(1,000,000)




5585 ELEVATION SCENARIO 
 
In this chapter the impact of extending KCD to elevation 5585 on the underground 
reserve, life of mine production schedule as well as the after tax cash flow analysis for the 5585 
case are discussed. 
10.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5585 on the underground lode  
The extension of the KCD pit down to elevation 5585 will affect some of the 
underground mine lodes including 5105 lode, 5107 lode, and 5103 upper lode (see Figure.10.1.). 
As show in Table 7.5, about 2.9Mt at an average grade of 4.6g/t of the current underground mine 
will be included in the open pit, 1.2Mt at an average grade of 5.3g/t left in the crown pillar and 
1.2Mt mined by underground methods (see also Figure 10.1 & 10.2).  




Figure 10.1 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5585 (Long View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 2,899,430           1,237,154           1,181,277                       
Average grade (g/t) 4.6 5.3                      5.7                                  




5103 Upper Lode 
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Figure 10.2 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5585 (Plan View) 
10.1.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5585 on the 5103 Upper lode  
The 5103 Upper lode will be partially included in the open pit as the pit gets deeper to the 
5585 elevation (see Figure 10. 2). As seen in Table.7.8, 995Ktons at an average grade of 6.0g/t 
will be mined by open pit, 530Ktons at an average grade of 7.3g/t left in the crown pillar and 
577Ktons mined by underground (see Figure 10.3 and Figure 10.4). 
Table 10.2 Impact of the KCD extension into elevation 5585 on 5103 Upper Lode 
 
 
Figure 10.3 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on                                                   
5103 Upper Lode (Long View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 995,495              530,252              577,415                          
Average grade (g/t) 6.0 7.3                      8.3                                  
5103 Upper stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5585 elevation
Impacted underground Lodes 
mined by Open Pit 
5105Lode 
5107 Lode 





Figure 10.4 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on                                                   
5103 Upper Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 10.5 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on                                                   
5103 Upper Lode (Plan View) 
 
The 5103 Upper stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5585 are 
presented in Table 10.3, Table 10.4, and Table 10.5.  
5103 Upper 









Table 10.3 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes mined by                                              
open pit (5585 case Scenario) 
 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P06_L01 41,106     6.4
5103U_PH01_P06_L02 7,521       6.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L02 41,945     6.9
5103U_PH01_P05_L03 22,943     8.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L04 23,969     6.3
5103U_PH01_P02_L05 34,080     6.4
5103U_PH01_P05_L05 17,929     8.4
5103U_PH01_P03_L04 6,863       5.8
5103U_PH01_P02_L06 10,959     5.3
5103U_PH01_P04_L03 13,724     5.3
5103U_PH01_S05_L01 29,355     5.8
5103U_PH01_P03_L06 28,685     4.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L04 29,515     5.1
5103U_PH01_S05_L02 59,250     7.1
5103U_PH01_P03_L07 24,680     5.7
5103U_PH01_P04_L05 31,716     4.8
5103U_PH01_P03_L08 16,218     6.4
5103U_PH01_P04_L06 24,372     6.1
5103U_PH01_S05_L03 24,771     8.6
5103U_PH01_S04_L02 16,719     4.9
5103U_PH01_S04_L03 48,572     5.5
5103U_PH01_S02_L05 78,837     5.9
5103U_PH01_S03_L04 603          3.9
5103U_PH01_S04_L04 46,108     6.5
5103U_PH01_S02_L06 43,327     4.8
5103U_PH01_S04_L05 4,455       10.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L06 45,113     4.8
5103U_PH01_S04_L06 29,990     3.7
5103U_PH01_S04_L07 47,158     7.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L07 26,002     4.7
5103U_PH01_S03_L08 50,579     5.2
5103U_PH01_S06_L01 30,711     6.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L09 37,722     6.1
Total Tonnes & average grade 995,495    6.0





Table 10.4 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes                                                                   
left in crown pillar (5585 case scenario) 
 
 
Table 10.5 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes mined by                                 
underground (5585 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P05_L01 27,600   8.0
5103U_PH01_P01_L02 22,621   6.6
5103U_PH01_P01_L03 17,784   5.3
5103U_PH01_P02_L03 15,262   5.6
5103U_PH01_P02_L04 17,348   4.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L02 46,761   8.6
5103U_PH01_P03_L03 40,595   7.5
5103U_PH01_P03_L05 17,632   6.7
5103U_PH01_S01_L03 42,911   6.4
5103U_PH01_S04_L01 59,328   8.4
5103U_PH01_S02_L03 26,376   6.8
5103U_PH01_S03_L03 48,952   8.6
5103U_PH01_S02_L04 62,422   5.4
5103U_PH01_S03_L05 31,716   8.5
5103U_PH01_P07_L01 17,090   10.4
5103U_PH01_S07_L02 35,853   7.0
Total Tonnes & average grade 530,252 7.3
5103 Upper stopes left in crown pillar (5585 Case)
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P01_L01 22,561   4.1
5103U_PH01_P02_L01 37,141   8.9
5103U_PH01_P02_L02 34,650   6.4
5103U_PH01_P03_L01 35,888   10.9
5103U_PH01_P04_L01 19,303   10.5
5103U_PH01_P03_L02 56,762   10.2
5103U_PH01_S01_L01 51,197   7.7
5103U_PH01_S01_L02 43,545   4.9
5103U_PH01_S02_L01 63,874   9.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L01 24,299   9.6
5103U_PH01_S03_L02 66,029   11.4
5103U_PH01_S02_L02 75,654   7.3
5103U_PH01_S07_L01 46,512   4.9
Total Tonnes & average grade 577,415 8.3
5103 Upper  stopes mined by underground (5585 Case)
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10.1.2 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5585 on the 5107 lode  
As show in Table 10.6, about 210Ktons at an average grade of 4.2g/t of the 5107 lode 
will be included in the open pit (see Figure 10.8), 99Ktons at an average grade of 2.9g/t will be 
left in the crown pillar (see Figure 10.7) and the remaining 604Ktons mined by underground if 
the KCD open pit is extended to elevation 5585 (see also Figure 10.6).   
Table 10.6 Impacted of the KCD extension into elevation 5585 on 5107 Lode 
 
 
Figure 10.6 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on 5107 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 10.7 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on 5107 Lode (Long View) 
 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 210,107              98,587                603,862                          
Average grade (g/t) 4.2 2.9                      3.2                                  
5107 Lode stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5585 elevation
5107 Stopes left 




Figure 10.8 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on 5107 Lode (Plan View) 
The 5107 lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5585 are presented 
in Table 10.7, Table 10.8, and Table 10.9.  
 
Table 10.7 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                             
open pit (5585 case scenario) 
 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP03 7,398       5.3
5107_PH01_STP05 20,097     2.9
5107_PH01_STP06 13,012     4.1
5107_PH01_STP08 16,956     2.7
5107_PH01_STP09 23,542     4.9
5107_PH01_STP11 14,539     2.8
5107_PH01_STP12 28,204     5.0
5107_PH01_STP14 5,864       2.8
5107_PH01_STP15 27,504     3.9
5107_PH01_STP16 7,701       4.3
5107_PH01_STP17 30,646     5.3
5107_PH01_STP18 14,645     5.4
Total Tonnes & average grade 210,107    4.2





Table 10.8 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes                                                                   
left in crown pillar (5585 case scenario) 
 
 
Table 10.9 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                 
underground (5585 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP01 21,289   2.5
5107_PH01_STP02 23,701   3.4
5107_PH01_STP04 20,185   2.6
5107_PH01_STP07 12,704   2.7
5107_PH01_STP10 16,289   3.0
5107_PH01_STP13 4,419     2.8
Total Tonnes & average grade 98,587   2.9
5107 Lode atopes left in crown pillar (5585 Case)
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH02_STP01 36,103   2.5
5107_PH02_STP02 28,066   2.7
5107_PH02_STP03 25,414   3.1
5107_PH02_STP04 25,966   2.9
5107_PH02_STP05 19,351   2.7
5107_PH02_STP06 18,157   2.8
5107_PH02_STP07 29,611   3.1
5107_PH02_STP08 28,719   2.9
5107_PH02_STP09 15,921   2.6
5107_PH02_STP10 26,678   3.2
5107_PH02_STP11 27,940   3.7
5107_PH02_STP12 29,040   3.2
5107_PH02_STP13 34,796   3.0
5107_PH02_STP14 26,013   3.8
5107_PH02_STP15 33,320   3.8
5107_PH02_STP16 37,071   3.1
5107_PH02_STP17 19,467   3.6
5107_PH02_STP18 29,465   3.9
5107_PH02_STP19 29,779   3.1
5107_PH02_STP20 13,583   3.2
5107_PH02_STP21 24,537   3.4
5107_PH02_STP22 6,967     3.2
5107_PH02_STP23 32,616   3.3
5107_PH02_STP24 5,283     3.8
Total Tonnes & average grade 603,862 3.2
5107 Lode  stopes mined by underground (5585 Case)
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10.1.3 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5585 on the 5105 lode  
By increasing the KCD open pit down to elevation 5585, all 5105 stopes will be included in the 
open pit and the remaining material will be left in the crown pillar. As shown in Table 10.10, 
about 1.7Mt at an average grade of 3.9g/t will be mine open pit and 608Ktons will be left in the 
crown pillar (see Figure 10.9 and Figure 10.10). 
Table 10.10 Impact of the KCD extension into elevation 5585 on 5105 Lode 
 
 
Figure 10.9 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on 5105 Lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 10.10 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5585 on 5105 Lode (Plan View) 
The 5105 Lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5585 are presented in 
Table 10.11, and Table 10.12. 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 1,693,827           608,315              -
Average grade (g/t) 3.9 4.0                      -





5105 Stopes left 
in Crown Pillar 
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Table 10.11 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes mined by                                             
open pit (5585 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105U_Longit_S04 19,300     3.7
5105U_Longit_S05 47,057     3.5
5105U_Longit_S06 13,493     3.7
5105U_Longit_S07 17,150     3.2
5105U_Longit_S08 18,505     3.5
5105U_Longit_S09 44,629     3.3
5105L_PH00_Long_L06 7,346       5.8
5105L_PH00_Long_L07 10,435     4.5
5105L_PH00_Long_L08 1,304       3.4
5105U_Longit_S10 16,330     3.5
5105U_Longit_S12 12,743     3.4
5105L_PH01_P03_L02 27,789     4.2
5105U_Longit_S13 19,067     4.1
5105L_PH00_Long_L09 14,762     3.3
5105U_Longit_S14 40,174     2.8
5105L_PH00_Long_L10 13,276     3.2
5105L_PH01_P03_L03 49,450     5.1
5105U_Longit_S15 7,431       2.8
5105L_PH01_P02_L03 27,277     4.4
5105U_Longit_S17 10,880     3.5
5105U_Longit_S18 18,556     4.8
5105L_PH01_S03_L03 44,603     5.1
5105U_Longit_S19 35,311     3.0
5105U_Longit_S22 15,935     3.5
5105U_Longit_S23 31,155     5.2
5105L_PH01_S01_L02 26,396     2.5
5105L_PH01_P02_L04 31,264     4.0
5105U_Longit_S24 16,202     4.9
5105L_PH01_P04_L02 23,019     4.7
5105U_Longit_S25 30,206     3.9
5105L_PH01_P04_L04 32,276     4.3
5105U_Longit_S26 5,404       2.3
5105L_PH01_P04_L05 19,082     4.0
5105U_Longit_S27 26,893     3.9
5105U_Longit_S28 16,808     5.0
5105U_Longit_S29 10,352     5.0
5105U_Longit_S30 34,146     3.9
5105U_Longit_S31 12,269     3.5
5105L_PH01_P02_L05 49,745     3.3
5105L_PH01_S02_L03 45,437     3.3
5105L_PH01_S01_L04 65,212     3.6
5105L_PH01_S02_L04 46,416     4.4
5105L_PH02_P03_L01 14,308     3.9
5105L_PH02_S04_L01 40,531     5.4
5105L_PH02_P03_L02 14,237     4.3
5105L_PH02_P03_L03 40,373     4.2
5105L_PH02_S04_L02 57,271     3.9
5105L_PH02_S03_L01 47,598     5.2
5105L_PH02_S01_L01 43,250     2.6
5105L_PH02_S04_L03 24,060     4.8
5105L_PH02_S03_L02 41,891     4.3
5105L_PH02_P02_L01 29,213     2.7
5105L_PH02_P02_L02 27,291     4.1
5105L_PH02_S03_L03 42,647     4.0
5105L_PH02_P02_L03 62,207     3.2
5105L_PH02_S02_L01 26,126     3.9
5105L_PH02_S01_L02 36,690     2.5
5105L_PH02_S02_L02 41,158     3.4
5105L_PH02_S01_L03 16,668     3.1
5105L_PH02_S02_L03 33,226     3.6
Total Tonnes & average grade 1,693,827 3.9







Table 10.12 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes                                                                   







Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105U_Longit_S01 27,452   2.9
5105U_Longit_S02 55,617   3.1
5105L_PH00_Long_L01 40,540   4.4
5105L_PH00_Long_L02 7,159     3.6
5105L_PH00_Long_L03 4,352     3.8
5105L_PH00_Long_L04 6,983     7.3
5105L_PH00_Long_L05 10,332   5.9
5105L_PH01_P03_L01 30,415   4.4
5105U_Longit_S11 5,893     2.8
5105L_PH01_P02_L01 19,840   6.3
5105L_PH01_P01_L01 22,070   3.3
5105L_PH01_P01_L02 27,064   3.1
5105L_PH01_P02_L02 28,172   4.8
5105U_Longit_S16 13,323   3.4
5105L_PH01_S01_L01 27,814   4.4
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 26,388   4.1
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 21,554   3.8
5105U_Longit_S20 39,005   2.5
5105L_PH01_S02_L01 47,102   5.5
5105L_PH01_P04_L03 9,726     4.6
5105L_PH01_S04_L01 43,334   3.7
5105L_PH01_S01_L03 53,854   4.3
5105L_PH01_S04_L02 40,326   4.0
Total Tonnes & average grade 608,315 4.0
5105 Lode stopes left in crown pillar (5585 Case)
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10.2 Life of mine production scheduling for the 5585 case scenario 
By increasing the open pit depth to the 5585 elevation, the KCD pit will add another 
phase and consist of 5 phases instead of 4 used in the 5620 case scenario and the other pits will 
remain the same as in the base case. 
The yearly ore and waste tonnes produced from all the open pits included in the Kibali 
operation are presented in Figure 10.11 and Table 10.13. 
 
Figure 10.11 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5585 case scenario) 
As shown in Figure 10.11 the total material mined gradually ramps up from 5.3Mtons in 
period1 to 22Mtons in period2 then continuously increases until reaching the peak of  about 
56Mtons in period7 then decreases until the end of the mine life.The higher mining rate profile is 
explained by the increase of the KCD open pit size which has increased by an additional 


































Table 10.13 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5585 case scenario)
 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11
KCD
Ore (ktons) 138          3,581         6,441         8,500            2,378            2,377         3,209         5,868         5,199         3,648        -           
   Avg Grade Mined 2.07         2.35           3.12           2.59              2.21              1.68           2.51           2.53           2.86           3.11          -           
Waste (ktons) 5,162       17,621       22,138       20,079          26,200          26,202       25,370       22,483       22,801       6,352        -           
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       21,202       28,579       28,579          28,579          28,579       28,579       28,350       28,000       10,000      -           
Mengu Hill
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             4,219            3,783            -             -             -             -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             2.09              2.84              -             -             -             -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             6,934            5,905            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             11,153          9,688            -             -             -             -            -           -           
Pakaka
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               2,459         5,798         805            -            -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               2.00           2.68           3.61           -            -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               18,290       21,535       15,639       -            -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               20,749       27,334       16,444       -            -           -           
Pamao
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1,578         4,499         -           -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1.30           1.54           -           -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             4,211         5,418         -           -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             5,789         9,917         -           -           
Kombokolo
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             26              1,492        -           
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             1.32           2.12          -           
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             974            4,490        -           
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             1,000         5,983        -           
Sessenge
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            779           4,015       
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.71          1.65         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            3,665        7,873       
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            4,443        11,888     
Ore (ktons) 138          3,581         6,441         12,719          6,161            4,836         9,008         8,251         9,723         5,919        4,015       
Waste (ktons) 5,162       17,621       22,138       27,013          32,106          44,492       46,905       42,333       29,194       14,507      7,873       
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       21,202       28,579       39,732          38,267          49,328       55,912       50,584       38,917       20,426      11,888     
Average Grade 2.07         2.35           3.12           2.43              2.60              1.84           2.62           2.40           2.24           2.68          1.65         
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The yearly pit sequencing of the 5585 case scenario from all the open pits included in the 
Kibali operation are represented on Figure 10.12 below: 
 
Figure 10.12 Open pit sequencing (5585 case scenario) 
As shown in Figure 10.12, the mining sequence of the other pits is similar to the base 
case except that KCD will be mined for a longer time period. The mining will take place in KCD 
from period 1 up to period10. Mengu Hill in periods 4 and 5. Pakaka will be mined in periods 6, 
7, 8, Pamao in periods 8 and9. Kombokolo will be mined in periods 9 and10, and Sessenge in 
periods 10 and 11. 
The yearly ore tonnes produced from the underground operation for the 5585 case 
scenario are presented in Table 9.2 and the graph is presented on Figure 9.15. The yearly average 






































capacity that achieve for 5585 capacity is 3Mtons which is lower than the underground mine 
capacity of about 3.5Mtons a years. This is due to the deepening of the open pit down to 5585. 
Table 10.14 Underground mine schedule (5585 case scenario)
Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21
5103_Upper
Ore (ktons) 24          280        231        -         -        -        -        43          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined 8.84       8.44       8.01       -         -        -        -        8.19       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103_Middle
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        211        244        404        570        573        450        485        642        554        104        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        6.43       6.87       6.12       7.67       6.20       6.70       8.52       7.71       8.62       7.21       -        -        -        -        -        
5103_MidL
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        138        43          33          99          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        5.41       6.30       5.01       4.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103&5102_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        483        1,149      880        853        631        632        663        677        486        226        290        152        2           -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.50       6.01       6.80       7.01       5.81       5.13       5.52       4.58       5.17       6.02       5.57       6.09       6.41       -        -        -        
5105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5105_Up_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        99          204        301        313        85          4           -        -        9           91          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        5.08       4.89       4.87       4.90       5.63       5.94       -        -        5.94       5.13       -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        39          29          -        -        136        39          -        52          21          156        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.97       5.27       -        -        3.89       4.12       -        5.75       4.19       3.25       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        72          42          -        6           51          28          52          51          7           -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        3.30       3.42       -        8.37       5.09       6.11       5.28       4.87       3.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        40          143        92          46          12          -        18          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        8.32       7.13       7.41       7.13       6.79       -        6.14       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5107
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        24          101        57          135        134        152        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        2.53       2.80       2.93       3.17       3.43       3.41       -        -        -        -        -        -        
9101_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        55          349        211        176        489        726        697        753        632        560        566        543        438        320        73          
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        5.47       6.30       6.66       5.25       5.02       6.27       6.65       6.28       5.30       6.15       5.69       6.12       5.43       5.64       6.58       
9105_Upper
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        39          137        142        73          -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3.07       3.67       4.02       6.20       -        -        -        
9105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        129        268        278        287        254        232        199        269        238        278        239        214        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        2.70       4.23       5.92       5.63       5.92       7.80       8.80       7.53       8.13       7.94       5.15       3.92       -        -        -        
9102_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         62          77          200        277        334        388        316        185        42          -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         5.53       4.58       4.43       5.67       6.71       8.45       8.25       7.28       8.06       -        -        -        -        -        
3101
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        -        33          30          16          45          82          87          102        67          -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        -        7.11       6.40       6.28       5.76       5.11       2.83       3.26       3.34       -        -        -        
9003
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        41          6           11          109        37          -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        -        -        -        3.05       2.93       3.98       3.93       2.77       -        -        -        -        
5103_Low_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -         -        -        13          105        98          13          47          12          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -         -        -        5.73       7.00       8.16       7.21       6.97       6.87       -        -        -        -        -        -        
Devel_Ore
Ore (ktons) 49          150        286        318        424        284        313        311        313        186        177        331        282        57          42          35          22          -        
   Avg Grade Mined 4.56       4.82       5.75       3.45       4.37       4.76       5.38       4.85       5.39       5.91       5.87       5.97       6.34       7.49       7.36       7.69       8.06       -        
Total Ore (ktons) 73          429        1,137     2,167      2,570     2,458     2,723     3,048     3,010     3,051     2,955     2,734     1,889     1,295     941        473        342        73          



















































































































Averade grade Mined (g/t)
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The mining sequence of the open pits and the underground for 5585 case scenario are 
given in Table 10.15. Table 10.15 shows in detail the sequencing of the pit and mining benches 
as well as the lodes and stope sequences. 
Table 10.15 Mine sequencing (5585 case scenario)
 
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Mines Phases TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10 TP11 TP12 TP13 TP14 TP15 TP16 TP17 TP18 TP19 TP20 TP21 TP22 Bench Height #Bench
KCD KCD 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5940 20 10
5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
KCD 2 Mined out to 5900 5900 5900 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 Top 5920 20 13
5880 5880 5880 Bottom 5680
KCD 3 Mined out to 5940 5940 5940 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 12
5940 5920 5920 5920 Bottom 5740
KCD 4 Mined out to 5820 5780 5720 5680 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 Top 5960 20 18
5940 5940 5940 5940 5800 5760 5700 5660 Bottom 5620
KCD 5 Mined out to 5780 5660 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 Top 5960 20 20
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5760 5640 Bottom 5580
KCD 6 Mined out to Top 5960 20 22
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5540
Mengu Hill Mengu Hill 1 Mined out to 5860 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 13
5940 5940 5940 5840 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Bottom 5720
Pakaka Pakaka 1 Mined out to 5860 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5880 20 7
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5760
Pakaka 2 Mined out to 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5880 20 8
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5740
Pakaka 3 Mined out to 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 Top 5880 20 10
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5700
Pamao Pamao 1 Mined out to 5860 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Top 5880 20 6
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5780
Kombokolo Kombokolo 1 Mined out to 5920 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 Top 5960 20 10
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5900 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Bottom 5780
Sessenge Sessenge 1 Mined out to 5860 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5900 20 8
5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5840 Bottom 5760
5103_Upper 5103_Upper 1 Mined out to 16 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 17 1 17
16 16 16 16 15 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Bottom 1
5103_Middle 5103_Middle 1 Mined out to 68 66 63 55 50 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 Top 69 1 27
68 68 68 68 68 68 67 65 62 54 49 Bottom 43
5103_Middle 2 Mined out to 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Top 42 1 6
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 Bottom 37
5103_Middle 3 Mined out to 36 26 19 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Top 36 1 32
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 25 18 8 Bottom 5
5103_Middle 4 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 4 1 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_MidL 5103_MidL Mined out to 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 8 1 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2 1 Bottom 1
5103&5102_L 5103&5102_L 1 Mined out to 47 41 37 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Top 49 1 20
48 48 48 48 48 46 40 36 32 Bottom 30
5103&5102_L 2 Mined out to 28 21 17 13 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 29 1 22
28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 20 16 12 Bottom 8
5103&5102_L 3 Mined out to 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 7 1 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 Bottom 1
5102_Up_L 4 Mined out to 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 Top 6 1 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 1 Bottom 1
5105_Lower 5105_Lower 1 Mined out to Top 38 1 27
37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Bottom 12
5105_Lower 2 Mined out to Top 11 1 11
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Bottom 1
5105_Up_L 5105_Up_L 1 Mined out to Top 31 1 31
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Bottom 1
3102_Reg1 3102_Reg1 1 Mined out to 12 8 6 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 14 1 14
13 13 13 13 13 13 11 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
3102_Reg2 3102_Reg2 1 Mined out to 13 12 12 12 7 6 6 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 13 1 13
12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 6 5 5 4 4 Bottom 1
5005_Reg1 5005_Reg1 1 Mined out to 27 25 25 24 13 10 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 30 1 30
29 29 29 29 29 29 26 24 24 23 12 9 5 1 Bottom 1
5005_Reg2 5005_Reg2 1 Mined out to 19 12 8 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Top 19 1 17
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 7 3 Bottom 3
5005_Reg2 2 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5107 5107 Phase 1 Mined out to 23 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Top 42 1 23
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 22 Bottom 20
5107 Phase 2 Mined out to 15 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 19 1 19
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 14 10 Bottom 1
9101_Low&Up 9101_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 35 33 33 30 26 22 18 15 11 9 6 4 2 1 1 Top 35 1 35
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 29 25 21 17 14 10 8 5 3 1 Bottom 1
9105_Upper 9105_Upper 1 Mined out to 15 10 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 15 1 15
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 9 3 Bottom 1
9105_Lower 9105_Lower 1 Mined out to 95 88 80 71 63 56 49 39 29 16 8 1 1 1 1 1 Top 100 1 100
99 99 99 99 99 99 94 87 79 70 62 55 48 38 28 15 7 Bottom 1
9102_Low&Up 9102_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 17 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 22 1 10
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 16 Bottom 13
9102_Low&Up 2 Mined out to 10 9 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 9 8 7 4 3 1 Bottom 1
3101 3101 Phase 1 Mined out to 24 22 22 19 14 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 25 1 25
24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23 21 21 18 13 8 3 Bottom 1
9003 9003 Phase 1 Mined out to 10 9 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 10 1 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 2 Bottom 1
5103_Low_L 5102_Up_L Mined out to 9 6 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 8 5 4 2 Bottom 1
Devel_Ore Devel_Ore 1 Mined out to 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 2 2 2 Top 22 1 22
21 21 21 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5585 Case Scenario
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The maximum total processing capacity throughput is 6.6Mt of ore per years (see Figure 
10.14).  
 
Figure 10.14 Processing input tonnes and average grade (5585 case scenario) 



















































5585 Case scenario 
Mill Feed (Ktons) Averaage Mill Head Grade (g/t)
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As presented in Figure 10.14, the processing plant input tonnes and average head grade 
for the 5585 case scenario is as follow:  
About 750Ktons at an average grade of 3.52g/t will be processed in period2. Roughly 
6Mtons in period 3 and 6.3Mtons in period4 then the plant will be running at full capacity of 
6.6Mtons from period5 to period 17 then start decreasing.  
Again, the average head grade profile is explained by the impact of the KCD depth 
increase to 5585 elevation on the mining sequences. The average head grade to the processing 
plant in period 2 is about 3.5g/t then gradually increases to 3.98g/t in period3 and 3.64g/t in 
period4.  
In period5 and 6, the average head grade is much lower because the underground stopes 
(5103 upper, 5105 and 5107) that converted to open pit material are not available yet via open 
pit. 
The average head grade drastically increases in period7 and remains constant through 
period10 with an average grade between 4.4g/t and 4.63g/t. In those periods, period7 to 
period10, 5103upper, 5105 and 5107 underground reserves are available in the open pit.  
There is an inflexion point in period 11, which is due to the fact there is no material 
coming from 5105 lode going to the processing plant. 
From period12 to period14, the grade swings around 3.5g/t before dropping gradually 
from period 15 to its lowest point in period17 of about 1.7g/t. The quick drop in those periods is 
due to the fact that there is no material coming from the 5105lode and there is lower grade tons 
coming from 5107. 
From period18 up to the end of the mine life the average head grade gradually increases. 
The mill feed material sources are shown in Figure 10.15 and the milling cutoffs grade 





Table 10.16 Milling cutoffs by periods from different open pits (5585 case scenario) 
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Oxide 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - 12 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide 20 - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 11 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 10 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 11 14 12 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 12 12 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 13 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 15 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 13 12 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 14 13 - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 11 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 13 13 - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 13 13 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - 12 10 - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - 11 11 - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 12 11 - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 12 11 - - - - - - - -
Oxide - 11 - 11 10 - - - - - - 9 9 8 6 5 4 -
Transition - 12 - 12 11 - 13 - 12 - 11 10 10 9 8 6 6 -
Fresh - 12 - 12 11 - 13 - - 12 11 10 10 9 8 7 6 6
Oxide - - - 12 11 - - - - - - 10 - 9 8 7 6 -
Transition - - - 13 11 - - - - - - 11 - 10 9 8 8 -
Fresh - - - - 13 - - - - - - 12 12 11 11 10 - -
Oxide - - - - - - 12 - 11 - 10 9 9 8 7 5 4 -
Transition - - - - - - 13 - 13 - 12 11 - 10 9 8 8 -
Fresh - - - - - - 13 - 13 13 12 11 - 10 9 8 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - 11 10 9 9 8 6 5 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 12 11 10 10 9 7 7 7
Fresh - - - - - - - - - 12 12 11 - 10 9 8 7 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - 11 10 9 - 7 5 3 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 10 10 - 8 7 - 5 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - 12 11 - 10 10 9 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - - 10 9 8 6 5 4 -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 11 10 10 9 8 7 6 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - - 10 10 9 9 7 7 6
Mat TypesSources
* Please see Chapter4 - Table  4.10, 4.11, 4.12 for grade interval cutoff



















































5585 Case scenario 
Open Pit (Ktons) Underground (Ktons) Stockpile (Ktons)
Period 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Open Pit (Ktons) 750       4,312       6,227       5,034       3,466       4,433       3,389       4,142       3,419       2,562       -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -       -       -     
Underground (Ktons) -       -          73           429         1,137       2,166       2,570       2,458       2,724       3,048       3,010       3,051       2,955       2,734       1,889       1,295       941         473       342       73      
Stockpile (Ktons) -       1,706       -          1,144       1,997       -          642         -          458         990         3,590       3,549       3,645       3,867       4,711       5,305       1,428       26        -       -     
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The yearly total ounced produced are represented on the Figure 10.16 below. 
 
Figure 10.16 Total ounces produced (5585 case scenario) 
As represented in Figure.10.16, about 674Koz and 641Koz are produced respectively in 
period 3 and 4.  In period5 and period6, the ounces produced drastically decrease to 518Koz and 
484Koz respectively. The ounces produced are much higher between periods 7 and 10, where it 
reaches the peak of about 840Koz in period8. The ounces produced are about 650Koz in 
period11 then swing around 650Koz between periods 12 and 14 before starting gradually 
decreaseing to the end of the mine life. 
The ounces produced profile is proportional to the plant head ore tons and its head 
average grade which in turn depends on the mining sequence (see 5585 Case scenario, 






























5585 Case Scenario 
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10.3 After-tax financial analysis of the 5585 case scenario 
Using the life of mine schedule generated and the assumptions made in Chapter 7, after tax cash flow analysis was undertaken 
on the 5585 case scenario.The results of the financial analysis are presented in Table 10.17. 
Table 10.17 After-tax discounted cash flow financial analysis computations for the 5585 case scenario (000’s US$) 
 
 
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Ounce Production (Koz) -            73         674       642       518       484       788          837          841          828          651          654          665          644          582       434       309       173       74         55       13       
 Escaleted Gold price                             
per Ounce (US$/oz)
1,200         1,224     1,248     1,273     1,299     1,325     1,351        1,378        1,406        1,434        1,463        1,492        1,522        1,552        1,583     1,615     1,647     1,680     1,714     1,748   1,783   
Revenue -            88,986   841,732 817,305 672,986 641,744 1,064,621 1,154,108 1,182,335 1,187,933 951,944    976,443    1,012,351 998,941    921,539 700,139 509,368 290,566 126,206 95,739 23,674 
 - 2.5%                         
Royalties                    
-            (2,225) (21,043) (20,433) (16,825) (16,044) (26,616) (28,853) (29,558) (29,698) (23,799) (24,411) (25,309) (24,974) (23,038) (17,503) (12,734) (7,264) (3,155) (2,393) (592)
Net                                    
Revenue 
-            86,761   820,689 796,872 656,161 625,701 1,038,006 1,125,255 1,152,776 1,158,234 928,146    952,032    987,042    973,967    898,501 682,635 496,634 283,302 123,050 93,346 23,082 
   Mine Cash                     
Operating Costs
(19,644) (104,957) (252,810) (316,825) (358,813) (433,697) (520,066) (528,052) (482,860) (415,879) (397,049) (354,172) (363,628) (364,099) (359,011) (318,581) (293,888) (134,975) (45,054) (32,610) (7,168)
   - Total Cash                       
Operating Costs
(19644) (104,957) (252,810) (316,825) (358,813) (433,697) (520,066) (528,052) (482,860) (415,879) (397,049) (354,172) (363,628) (364,099) (359,011) (318,581) (293,888) (134,975) (45,054) (32,610) (7,168)
 -  Mine                         
Depreciation
-            (7,344) (58,960) (61,726) (64,737) (64,664) (64,665) (64,664) (64,664) (64,664) (64,666) (64,666) (64,665) (64,666) (64,665) (64,666) (64,666) (23,217) (4,886) (3,349) (714)
 - Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
-            (7,344) (58,960) (61,726) (64,737) (64,664) (64,665) (64,664) (64,664) (64,664) (64,666) (64,666) (64,665) (64,666) (64,665) (64,666) (64,666) (23,217) (4,886) (3,349) (714)
Taxable Income                   
before Depletion
(19,644)      (25,540) 508,919 418,322 232,612 127,340 453,274    532,538    605,252    677,691    466,431    533,194    558,749    545,202    474,824 299,388 138,080 125,110 73,110   57,387 15,200 
 - 30% National                               
Income tax 
-                -        (152,676) (125,496) (69,784) (38,202) (135,982) (159,762) (181,576) (203,307) (139,929) (159,958) (167,625) (163,561) (142,447) (89,816) (41,424) (37,533) (21,933) (17,216) (4,560)
Net Income                                     
after Tax
(19,644)      (25,540) 356,243 292,825 162,828 89,138   317,292    372,777    423,676    474,384    326,502    373,236    391,124    381,641    332,377 209,571 96,656   87,577   51,177   40,171 10,640 
 + Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
7,344     58,960   61,726   64,737   64,664   64,665      64,664      64,664      64,664      64,666      64,666      64,665      64,666      64,665   64,666   64,666   23,217   4,886     3,349   714      
 - Capital                               
Costs (Depreciable) 
(1,000,000)




5545 ELEVATION SCENARIO 
 
In this chapter the impact of extending KCD to elevation 5545 on the underground 
reserve, life of mine production schedule as well as the after tax cash flow analysis for the 5545 
case are discussed. 
11.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5545 on the underground lode  
Deepening the KCD open pit to elevation 5545 will tremendously affect the upper stopes 
of the underground mine (see Figures 11.1 & 11.2). The 5105 Lodes will be included in the open 
pit, the 5103 upper lode will be mostly included in the open pit and the remaining material will 
be left in the crown pillar, and only few stopes of 5107 will be mined underground. As seen in 
Table 11.1, over 4.6Mt at an average grade of 5.0g/t will be included in the open pit, 510Ktons at 
an average grade of 6.0g/t will be left in the crown pillar and about 307Ktons at an average grade 
of 3.4g/t of the impacted stopes will be mined by underground method.  




Figure 11.1 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5545 (Long View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 4,670,090           509,726              306,799                          
Average grade (g/t) 5.0 6.0                      3.4                                  




5103 Upper Lode 
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Figure 11.2 Lode impacted by KCD extension into elevation 5545 (Plan View) 
11.1.1 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5545 on the 5103 Upper lode  
As shown in Table 11.2, by increasing the open pit down to elevation 5545, there will be 
no 5103 Upper lode stopes that will be mined by underground (see Figure 11.3). About 1.8Mt at 
an average grade of 6.7g/t will be mined by open pit and the remaining 276Ktons will be left in 
the crown pillar (see Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.4).  
 
Table 11.2 Impact of the KCD extension into elevation 5545 on 5103 Upper lode 
 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 1,847,926           276,003              -
Average grade (g/t) 6.7 8.5                      -
5103 Upper stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5545 elevation
Impacted underground 
Lodes mined by Open Pit 
5105Lode 
5107 Lode 
5103 Upper Lode 
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Figure 11.3 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on                                                    
5103 Upper lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 11.4 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on                                                    
5103 Upper lode (Plan View) 
The 5103 Upper stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5545 are presented in 





by Open Pit 
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Table 11.3 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes mined by                                             
open pit (5545 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P06_L01 41,106     6.4
5103U_PH01_P01_L01 22,561     4.1
5103U_PH01_P05_L01 27,600     8.0
5103U_PH01_P01_L02 22,621     6.6
5103U_PH01_P01_L03 17,784     5.3
5103U_PH01_P06_L02 7,521       6.5
5103U_PH01_P05_L02 41,945     6.9
5103U_PH01_P05_L03 22,943     8.5
5103U_PH01_P02_L02 34,650     6.4
5103U_PH01_P02_L03 15,262     5.6
5103U_PH01_P03_L02 56,762     10.2
5103U_PH01_P05_L04 23,969     6.3
5103U_PH01_P02_L04 17,348     4.6
5103U_PH01_P04_L02 46,761     8.6
5103U_PH01_P03_L03 40,595     7.5
5103U_PH01_P02_L05 34,080     6.4
5103U_PH01_P05_L05 17,929     8.4
5103U_PH01_P03_L04 6,863       5.8
5103U_PH01_P02_L06 10,959     5.3
5103U_PH01_P04_L03 13,724     5.3
5103U_PH01_P03_L05 17,632     6.7
5103U_PH01_S05_L01 29,355     5.8
5103U_PH01_P03_L06 28,685     4.6
5103U_PH01_S01_L02 43,545     4.9
5103U_PH01_P04_L04 29,515     5.1
5103U_PH01_S05_L02 59,250     7.1
5103U_PH01_P03_L07 24,680     5.7
5103U_PH01_P04_L05 31,716     4.8
5103U_PH01_S01_L03 42,911     6.4
5103U_PH01_P03_L08 16,218     6.4
5103U_PH01_S01_L04 40,070     6.8
5103U_PH01_P04_L06 24,372     6.1
5103U_PH01_S05_L03 24,771     8.6
5103U_PH01_S04_L01 59,328     8.4
5103U_PH01_S03_L02 66,029     11.4
5103U_PH01_S02_L02 75,654     7.3
5103U_PH01_S04_L02 16,719     4.9
5103U_PH01_S02_L03 26,376     6.8
5103U_PH01_S03_L03 48,952     8.6
5103U_PH01_S04_L03 48,572     5.5
5103U_PH01_S02_L04 62,422     5.4
5103U_PH01_S02_L05 78,837     5.9
5103U_PH01_S03_L04 603          3.9
5103U_PH01_S04_L04 46,108     6.5
5103U_PH01_S03_L05 31,716     8.5
5103U_PH01_S02_L06 43,327     4.8
5103U_PH01_S04_L05 4,455       10.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L06 45,113     4.8
5103U_PH01_S04_L06 29,990     3.7
5103U_PH01_S04_L07 47,158     7.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L07 26,002     4.7
5103U_PH01_S03_L08 50,579     5.2
5103U_PH01_S07_L02 35,853     7.0
5103U_PH01_S06_L01 30,711     6.2
5103U_PH01_S03_L09 37,722     6.1
Total Tonnes & average grade 1,847,926 6.7










Table 11.4 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5103 Upper stopes                                                                   











Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5103U_PH01_P02_L01 37,141   8.9
5103U_PH01_P03_L01 35,888   10.9
5103U_PH01_S01_L01 51,197   7.7
5103U_PH01_S02_L01 63,874   9.1
5103U_PH01_S03_L01 24,299   9.6
5103U_PH01_P07_L01 17,090   10.4
5103U_PH01_S07_L01 46,512   4.9
Total Tonnes & average grade 276,003 8.5
5103 Upper stopes left in crown pillar (5545 Case)
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11.1.2 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5545 on the 5107 lode  
As represented on Figure 11.5, and Figure 11.6, by extending the KCD open pit down to 
5545 elevation, 5107 lode will be impacted and 407Ktons at an average grade of 3.6g/t will be 
included in the open pit, 234Ktons will be left in the crown pillar and 307Ktons will be mined by 
underground method (see Table 11.5). 





Figure 11.5 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on 5107 lode (Long View) 
 
Figure 11.6 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on 5107 lode (Plan View) 
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 406,829              233,724              306,799                          
Average grade (g/t) 3.6 3.0                      3.4                                  
5107 Lode stopes impacted by KCD extension to 5545 elevation
5107 Stopes left 






The 5107 Lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5545 are presented in 
Table 11.6, Table 11.7, and Table 11.8.  
 
 
Table 11.6 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                             







Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH01_STP01 21,289     2.5
5107_PH01_STP02 23,701     3.4
5107_PH01_STP03 7,398       5.3
5107_PH01_STP04 20,185     2.6
5107_PH01_STP05 20,097     2.9
5107_PH01_STP06 13,012     4.1
5107_PH01_STP07 12,704     2.7
5107_PH01_STP08 16,956     2.7
5107_PH01_STP09 23,542     4.9
5107_PH01_STP10 16,289     3.0
5107_PH01_STP11 14,539     2.8
5107_PH01_STP12 28,204     5.0
5107_PH01_STP13 4,419       2.8
5107_PH01_STP14 5,864       2.8
5107_PH01_STP15 27,504     3.9
5107_PH01_STP16 7,701       4.3
5107_PH02_STP02 28,066     2.7
5107_PH02_STP05 19,351     2.7
5107_PH02_STP09 15,921     2.6
5107_PH02_STP13 34,796     3.0
5107_PH01_STP17 30,646     5.3
5107_PH01_STP18 14,645     5.4
Total Tonnes & average grade 406,829    3.6




Table 11.7 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes                                                                   
left in crown pillar (5545 case scenario) 
 
 
Table 11.8 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5107 Lode stopes mined by                                 





Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH02_STP01 36,103   2.5
5107_PH02_STP04 25,966   2.9
5107_PH02_STP08 28,719   2.9
5107_PH02_STP12 29,040   3.2
5107_PH02_STP13 34,796   3.0
5107_PH02_STP16 37,071   3.1
5107_PH02_STP19 29,779   3.1
5107_PH02_STP22 6,967     3.2
5107_PH02_STP24 5,283     3.8
Total Tonnes & average grade 233,724 3.0
5107 Lode stopes left in crown pillar (5545 Case)
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5107_PH02_STP03 25,414   3.1
5107_PH02_STP06 18,157   2.8
5107_PH02_STP07 29,611   3.1
5107_PH02_STP10 26,678   3.2
5107_PH02_STP11 27,940   3.7
5107_PH02_STP14 26,013   3.8
5107_PH02_STP15 33,320   3.8
5107_PH02_STP17 19,467   3.6
5107_PH02_STP18 29,465   3.9
5107_PH02_STP20 13,583   3.2
5107_PH02_STP21 24,537   3.4
5107_PH02_STP23 32,616   3.3
Total Tonnes & average grade 306,799 3.4
5107 Lode  stopes mined by underground (5545 Case)
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11.1.3 Impact of extending KCD pit depth to elevation 5545 on the 5105 lode  
The 5105 Lode will be completely mined by open pit when KCD open pit extended down 
to elevation 5545 (see Figure 11.7. and Figure 11.8.). As shown in Table 11.9, about 2.4Mt at an 
average grade of 3.9g/t will be included in the open pit.  
Table 11.9 Impact of the KCD extension into elevation 5545 on 5105 lode 
 
 
Figure 11.7 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on 5105 lode (Long View) 
 
 
Figure 11.8 Impact of the KCD extension to elevation 5545 on 5105 lode (Plan View) 
The 5105 Lode stopes that are affected by KCD extension to elevation 5545 are presented in 
Table 11.10.  
Mined by open pit Left in crown pillar Mined by underground
Tonnes 2,415,334           - -
Average grade (g/t) 3.9 - -




5105 lode will be 
mined by open pit 
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Table 11.10 Tonnage and schedule grade (g/t) of 5105 Lode stopes mined by                                             
open pit (5545 case scenario) 
 
Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade Stopes sequence name Tonnes Sch Grade
5105U_Longit_S01 27,452     2.9 5105U_Longit_S23 31,155     5.2
5105U_Longit_S02 55,617     3.1 5105L_PH01_S02_L01 47,102     5.5
5105U_Longit_S03 17,791     3.7 5105L_PH01_S01_L02 26,396     2.5
5105L_PH00_Long_L01 40,540     4.4 5105L_PH01_P02_L04 31,264     4.0
5105U_Longit_S04 19,300     3.7 5105U_Longit_S24 16,202     4.9
5105U_Longit_S05 47,057     3.5 5105L_PH01_P04_L02 23,019     4.7
5105U_Longit_S06 13,493     3.7 5105U_Longit_S25 30,206     3.9
5105L_PH00_Long_L02 7,159       3.6 5105L_PH01_P04_L03 9,726       4.6
5105L_PH00_Long_L03 4,352       3.8 5105L_PH01_P04_L04 32,276     4.3
5105U_Longit_S07 17,150     3.2 5105U_Longit_S26 5,404       2.3
5105L_PH00_Long_L04 6,983       7.3 5105L_PH01_P04_L05 19,082     4.0
5105U_Longit_S08 18,505     3.5 5105U_Longit_S27 26,893     3.9
5105L_PH00_Long_L05 10,332     5.9 5105U_Longit_S28 16,808     5.0
5105U_Longit_S09 44,629     3.3 5105U_Longit_S29 10,352     5.0
5105L_PH00_Long_L06 7,346       5.8 5105U_Longit_S30 34,146     3.9
5105L_PH00_Long_L07 10,435     4.5 5105U_Longit_S31 12,269     3.5
5105L_PH00_Long_L08 1,304       3.4 5105L_PH01_S04_L01 43,334     3.7
5105U_Longit_S10 16,330     3.5 5105L_PH01_P02_L05 49,745     3.3
5105L_PH01_P03_L01 30,415     4.4 5105L_PH01_S02_L02 46,225     3.9
5105U_Longit_S11 5,893       2.8 5105L_PH01_S01_L03 53,854     4.3
5105U_Longit_S12 12,743     3.4 5105L_PH01_S04_L02 40,326     4.0
5105L_PH01_P03_L02 27,789     4.2 5105L_PH01_S02_L03 45,437     3.3
5105L_PH01_P02_L01 19,840     6.3 5105L_PH01_S01_L04 65,212     3.6
5105U_Longit_S13 19,067     4.1 5105L_PH01_S02_L04 46,416     4.4
5105L_PH00_Long_L09 14,762     3.3 5105L_PH01_S04_L03 31,043     3.4
5105L_PH01_P01_L01 22,070     3.3 5105L_PH02_P03_L01 14,308     3.9
5105U_Longit_S14 40,174     2.8 5105L_PH02_S04_L01 40,531     5.4
5105L_PH00_Long_L10 13,276     3.2 5105L_PH02_P03_L02 14,237     4.3
5105L_PH01_P03_L03 49,450     5.1 5105L_PH02_P03_L03 40,373     4.2
5105L_PH01_P01_L02 27,064     3.1 5105L_PH02_S04_L02 57,271     3.9
5105L_PH01_P02_L02 28,172     4.8 5105L_PH02_S03_L01 47,598     5.2
5105U_Longit_S15 7,431       2.8 5105L_PH02_S01_L01 43,250     2.6
5105U_Longit_S16 13,323     3.4 5105L_PH02_S04_L03 24,060     4.8
5105L_PH01_P02_L03 27,277     4.4 5105L_PH02_S03_L02 41,891     4.3
5105L_PH01_S01_L01 27,814     4.4 5105L_PH02_P02_L01 29,213     2.7
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 26,388     4.1 5105L_PH02_P02_L02 27,291     4.1
5105U_Longit_S17 10,880     3.5 5105L_PH02_S03_L03 42,647     4.0
5105U_Longit_S18 18,556     4.8 5105L_PH02_P02_L03 62,207     3.2
5105L_PH01_S03_L02 21,554     3.8 5105L_PH02_S02_L01 26,126     3.9
5105L_PH01_S03_L03 44,603     5.1 5105L_PH02_S01_L02 36,690     2.5
5105U_Longit_S19 35,311     3.0 5105L_PH02_S02_L02 41,158     3.4
5105U_Longit_S20 39,005     2.5 5105L_PH02_S01_L03 16,668     3.1
5105U_Longit_S21 18,133     3.9 5105L_PH02_S02_L03 33,226     3.6
5105U_Longit_S22 15,935     3.5
2,415,334 3.9Total Tonnes & average grade
5105 Lode stopes mined by open pit (5545 Case)
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11.2 Life of mine production scheduling for the 5545 case scenario 
By increasing the KCD depth to elevation 5545, the KCD pit will consist of 6 phases 
instead of 5 as used in the 5585 case scenario and the other pits will remain the same as in the 
base case. 
The yearly ore and waste tonnes produced from all the open pits included in the Kibali 
operation are presented in Figure 11.9 and Table 11.11. 
 
Figure 11.9 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5545 case scenario) 
As represented on Figure 11.9 the total material moved is about 5.3Mtons in period1 then 
gradually increases until reaching the maximum of about 56Mtons in period7 then decreases 
until the end of the mine life. The higher mining capacity profile is explained by the increase of 


































Table 11.11 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5545 case scenario)
  
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12
KCD
Ore (ktons) 117          3,607         6,441         8,497            2,381            2,377         3,216         5,988         5,107         1,497        2,949       2,413     
   Avg Grade Mined 2.18         2.34           3.12           2.59              2.21              1.68           2.51           2.53           2.85           1.82          3.33         4.75       
Waste (ktons) 5,183       17,648       22,138       20,082          26,198          26,202       25,363       22,591       22,893       26,563      25,051     4,816     
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       21,255       28,579       28,579          28,579          28,579       28,579       28,579       28,000       28,061      28,000     7,229     
Mengu Hill
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             4,219            3,783            -             -             -             -            -           -           -         
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             2.09              2.84              -             -             -             -            -           -           -         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             6,934            5,905            -             -             -             -            -           -           -         
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             11,153          9,688            -             -             -             -            -           -           -         
Pakaka
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               2,459         5,798         805            -            -           -           -         
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               2.00           2.68           3.61           -            -           -           -         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               18,290       21,535       15,639       -            -           -           -         
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               20,749       27,334       16,444       -            -           -           -         
Pamao
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1,578         4,499         -           -           -         
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             1.30           1.54           -           -           -         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             4,211         5,418         -           -           -         
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             5,789         9,917         -           -           -         
Kombokolo
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1,518        -           -         
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            2.11          -           -         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            5,465        -           -         
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            6,983        -           -         
Sessenge
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            939           3,855       -         
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.70          1.65         -         
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            4,147        7,391       -         
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            5,086        11,246     -         
Ore (ktons) 117          3,607         6,441         12,716          6,164            4,836         9,014         8,371         9,606         3,954        6,804       2,413     
Waste (ktons) 5,183       17,648       22,138       27,016          32,103          44,491       46,899       42,441       28,311       36,175      32,442     4,816     
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       21,255       28,579       39,732          38,267          49,328       55,913       50,812       37,917       40,129      39,246     7,229     
Average Grade 2.18         2.34           3.12           2.43              2.59              1.84           2.62           2.40           2.24           1.90          2.38         4.75       
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The yearly pit sequencing of the 5545 case scenario from all the open pits included in the 
Kibali operation is represented on Figure 11.10.  
 
Figure.11.10. Open pit sequencing (5545 case scenario) 
As represented in Figure 11.10, the mining sequence of the other pits is similar to the 
base case apart from KCD, which will be mined for a longer time period from the beginning up 
to the end of the open pit mining life (period12). Mengu Hill will be mined in periods 4 and 5. 
Pakaka in periods 6, 7, 8, Pamao in periods 8 and 9. Kombokolo will be mined in periods 9 
and10, and Sessenge in periods 10 and 11. 
The yearly ore tonnes produced from the underground operation for the 5545 case 
scenario are presented in Table 11.12 and the graph is presented on Figure 11.11. The yearly 
average grade is between 4.76 and 6.6 g/t and the maximum underground capacity is 3Mtons a 






































Table 11.12 Underground mine schedule (5545 case scenario)
 
Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21
5103_Upper
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103_Middle
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        211        244        404        570        573        450        485        642        554        104        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        6.43       6.87       6.12       7.67       6.20       6.70       8.52       7.71       8.62       7.21       -        -        -        -        -        
5103_MidL
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        138        45          34          96          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        5.41       6.24       4.96       4.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5103&5102_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        483       1,149     880        853        631        632        663        677        486        226        290        152        2           -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.50      6.01       6.80       7.01       5.81       5.13       5.52       4.58       5.17       5.61       5.18       7.45       6.41      -        -        -        
5105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
5105_Up_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        99         204        301        313        85          4            -        -        9            90          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        5.08      4.89       4.87       4.90       5.63       5.94       -        -        5.94       5.13       -        -        -        -        -        -        
3102_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        39         29          -        -        136        39          -        52          21          156        -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        6.97      5.27       -        -        3.89       4.12       -        5.75       4.19       3.25       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        72          42          -        6            51          28          52          51          7            -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        3.30       3.47       -        8.30       5.07       6.13       5.28       4.84       3.44       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5005_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        40          143        92          46          12          -        18          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        8.32       7.13       7.41       7.13       6.79       -        6.14       -        -        -        -        -        -        
5107
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        44          30          55          98          82          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        2.97       3.06       3.45       3.76       3.41       -        -        -        -        -        -        
9101_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        55          349        211        176        489        726        697        753        632        560        566        543       438       320       73         
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        5.47       6.30       6.66       5.25       5.02       6.27       6.65       6.28       5.30       6.15       5.69       6.12      5.43      5.64      6.58      
9105_Upper
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        40          138        142        71         -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3.09       3.66       4.07       6.18      -        -        -        
9105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        129        268        278        287        254        232        199        269        238        278        239        214       -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        2.70       4.23       5.92       5.63       5.92       7.80       8.80       7.53       8.13       7.94       5.15       3.92      -        -        -        
9102_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        62          77          200        277        334        388        316        185        42          -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        5.53       4.58       4.43       5.67       6.71       8.45       8.25       7.28       8.06       -        -        -        -        -        
3101
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        34          31          16          45          82          87          102        65         -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        7.14       6.34       6.34       5.61       5.09       2.85       3.25       3.35      -        -        -        
9003
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        41          6            11          109        37          -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3.05       2.93       3.98       3.93       2.77       -        -        -        -        
5103_Low_L
Ore (ktons) -        -        -        -        -        -        13          105        98          13          47          12          -        -        -        -        -        -        
   Avg Grade Mined -        -        -        -        -        -        5.73       7.00       8.16       7.21       6.97       6.87       -        -        -        -        -        -        
Devel_Ore
Ore (ktons) 26         130       244       316        412        276        266        295        306        178        170        318        273        54          41         34         21         -        
   Avg Grade Mined 4.99      4.76      5.94      3.43       4.38       4.80       5.54       4.84       5.38       5.99       5.88       6.03       6.39       7.54       7.37      7.71      8.06      -        
Total Ore (ktons) 26         130       865       2,165     2,558     2,450     2,652     2,935     2,977     2,960     2,911     2,651     1,881     1,292     936       472       341       73         
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The mining sequence of the open pits and the underground for 5545 case scenario are 
given in Table 11.13. Table 11.13 shows in detail the sequencing of the pit and mining benches 
as well as the lodes and stope sequences. 
Table 11.13Mine sequencing (5545 case scenario)
 
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Mines Phases TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10 TP11 TP12 TP13 TP14 TP15 TP16 TP17 TP18 TP19 TP20 TP21 TP22 Bench Height #Bench
KCD KCD 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5940 20 10
5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
KCD 2 Mined out to 5900 5900 5900 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 Top 5920 20 13
5880 5880 5880 Bottom 5680
KCD 3 Mined out to 5940 5940 5940 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 12
5940 5920 5920 5920 Bottom 5740
KCD 4 Mined out to 5820 5780 5720 5680 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 Top 5960 20 18
5940 5940 5940 5940 5800 5760 5700 5660 Bottom 5620
KCD 5 Mined out to 5780 5660 5620 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 Top 5960 20 20
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5760 5640 5600 Bottom 5580
KCD 6 Mined out to 5740 5600 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 5540 Top 5960 20 22
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5720 5580 Bottom 5540
Mengu Hill Mengu Hill 1 Mined out to 5860 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Top 5960 20 13
5940 5940 5940 5840 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Bottom 5720
Pakaka Pakaka 1 Mined out to 5860 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5880 20 7
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5760
Pakaka 2 Mined out to 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5880 20 8
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5740
Pakaka 3 Mined out to 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 Top 5880 20 10
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 Bottom 5700
Pamao Pamao 1 Mined out to 5860 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Top 5880 20 6
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 Bottom 5780
Kombokolo Kombokolo 1 Mined out to 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 Top 5960 20 10
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Bottom 5780
Sessenge Sessenge 1 Mined out to 5840 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5900 20 8
5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5820 Bottom 5760
5103_Upper 5103_Upper 1 Mined out to Top 17 1 17
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 Bottom 1
5103_Middle 5103_Middle 1 Mined out to 68 66 63 55 50 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 Top 69 1 27
68 68 68 68 68 68 67 65 62 54 49 Bottom 43
5103_Middle 2 Mined out to 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Top 42 1 6
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 Bottom 37
5103_Middle 3 Mined out to 36 26 19 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Top 36 1 32
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 25 18 8 Bottom 5
5103_Middle 4 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 4 1 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_MidL 5103_MidL Mined out to 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 8 1 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2 1 Bottom 1
5103&5102_L 5103&5102_L 1 Mined out to 47 41 37 33 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Top 49 1 20
48 48 48 48 48 46 40 36 32 Bottom 30
5103&5102_L 2 Mined out to 28 21 17 13 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 29 1 22
28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 20 16 12 Bottom 8
5103&5102_L 3 Mined out to 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 7 1 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 2 Bottom 1
5102_Up_L 4 Mined out to 6 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 Top 6 1 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 Bottom 1
5105_Lower 5105_Lower 1 Mined out to Top 38 1 27
37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Bottom 12
5105_Lower 2 Mined out to Top 11 1 11
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Bottom 1
5105_Up_L 5105_Up_L 1 Mined out to Top 31 1 31
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Bottom 1
3102_Reg1 3102_Reg1 1 Mined out to 12 8 6 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 14 1 14
13 13 13 13 13 13 11 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
3102_Reg2 3102_Reg2 1 Mined out to 13 12 12 12 7 6 6 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 13 1 13
12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 11 6 5 5 4 4 Bottom 1
5005_Reg1 5005_Reg1 1 Mined out to 27 25 25 24 13 10 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 30 1 30
29 29 29 29 29 29 26 24 24 23 12 9 5 1 Bottom 1
5005_Reg2 5005_Reg2 1 Mined out to 19 12 8 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Top 19 1 17
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 7 3 Bottom 3
5005_Reg2 2 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5107 5107 Phase 1 Mined out to 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Top 42 1 23
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 20 Bottom 20
5107 Phase 2 Mined out to 16 10 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Top 19 1 19
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 15 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
9101_Low&Up 9101_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 35 33 33 30 26 22 18 15 11 9 6 4 2 1 1 Top 35 1 35
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 32 29 25 21 17 14 10 8 5 3 1 Bottom 1
9105_Upper 9105_Upper 1 Mined out to 15 10 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 15 1 15
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 9 3 Bottom 1
9105_Lower 9105_Lower 1 Mined out to 95 88 80 71 63 56 49 39 29 16 8 1 1 1 1 1 Top 100 1 100
99 99 99 99 99 99 94 87 79 70 62 55 48 38 28 15 7 Bottom 1
9102_Low&Up 9102_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 17 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 22 1 10
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 16 Bottom 13
9102_Low&Up 2 Mined out to 10 9 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 9 8 7 4 3 1 Bottom 1
3101 3101 Phase 1 Mined out to 24 22 21 19 14 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 25 1 25
24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23 21 20 18 13 8 3 Bottom 1
9003 9003 Phase 1 Mined out to 10 9 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 10 1 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 2 Bottom 1
5103_Low_L 5102_Up_L Mined out to 9 6 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 8 5 4 2 Bottom 1
Devel_Ore Devel_Ore 1 Mined out to 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 2 2 2 Top 22 1 22
21 21 21 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5545 Case Scenario
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The maximum total processing capacity is 6.6Mt of ore per years (see Figure 11.12.).  
 
Figure.11.12. Processing input tonnes and average grade (5545 Case Scenario) 



















































5545 Case scenario 
Mill Feed (Ktons) Average Mill Head Grade (g/t)
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As presented in Figure 11.12, the processing plant input tonnes and average head grade 
for the 5545 case scenario is as follow:  
The average grade increases from 3.52g/t in period2 to 3.81g/t in period3 then decreases 
in period5 to 3.67g/t and 2.4g/t in period6. 
Again, the lower average head grade in period5 and 6 is due to the fact that the 
underground base case reserves included in the open pit by extending KCD pit depth to elevation 
5545 are not reached yet. 
In periods 7, 8, and 9, the ore material from the 5103 Upper, 5105, 5107 lodes are 
available by open pit therefore there is an increase of the average grade going to the processing 
plant in those period. 
In period10, there is a sudden drop of the average head grade, that drop is justified by the 
non-existence of underground material coming from 5103 Upper, 5105, and 5107 lodes stopes, 
which has been included in the open pit by increasing KCD open pit depth to elevation 5545. 
These ore materials are mined by open pit in previous years. 
The average head grade to the processing plant increases again in periods 11 and 12 
where it reaches, 4.9g/t then gradually decreases to the lowest point at 1.75g/t in periods 17 and 
18. 
From period18 up to the end of the mine life, the ore tonnes processed decreases and the 
average head grade to the processing plant gradually increases. 
The mill feed material sources are shown in Figure 11.13 and the milling cutoffs grade 








Table 11.14 Milling cutoffs by periods from different open pits (5545 case scenario) 
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Oxide 12 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - 12 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide 20 - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 14 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 11 10 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 11 11 14 12 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 12 12 12 12 - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 11 12 10 - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 10 13 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 14 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 16 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - 11 11 - - 10 - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - 13 13 - - 12 - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - 13 13 - - 12 - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 13 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - 11 12 - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - 11 12 - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 12 12 - - - - - - - -
Oxide 11 - 11 10 - - - - - - 10 9 8 7 5 4 -
Transition 12 - 12 10 - 13 - 12 - 11 10 10 9 8 7 6 -
Fresh 12 - 12 10 - 13 - 12 - 11 10 10 9 9 7 6 -
Oxide - 13 11 10 - - - - - 11 10 10 9 8 7 6 -
Transition - 14 12 11 - - - - - 11 - - 10 10 8 8 -
Fresh - 15 - 13 - - - - - 11 12 12 11 11 10 - -
Oxide - - - - - 12 - 11 - 10 10 9 8 7 5 4 4
Transition - - - - - 14 - 13 - 12 11 11 10 10 9 8 -
Fresh - - - - - 14 - 12 - 12 11 10 10 10 9 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - - 11 - - 10 9 8 7 5 - -
Transition - - - - - - - 12 - - 11 10 10 9 8 7 -
Fresh - - - - - - - 12 - - 11 - 10 9 8 7 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 9 - 8 7 4 3 -
Transition - - - - - - - - - 10 10 - 9 8 7 5 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - 12 11 - 11 10 9 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 10 9 8 7 5 4 -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 10 10 9 8 7 6 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - 11 10 10 9 7 7 -
Mat TypesSources
* Please see Chapter4 - Table  4.10, 4.11, 4.12 for grade interval cutoff
KCD1



















































5545 Case scenario 
Open Pit (Ktons) Underground (Ktons) Stockpile (Ktons)
Period 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Open Pit (Ktons) 750       4,376       6,274       5,090       3,637       4,435       3,464       4,150       2,086       3,665       1,288       -          -          -          -          -          -          -       -       -     
Underground (Ktons) -       -          26           130         865         2,165       2,559       2,450       2,652       2,935       2,977       2,960       2,911       2,651       1,881       1,292       936         472       341       73      
Stockpile (Ktons) -       1,642       -          1,401       2,099       -          578         -          1,862       -          2,335       3,639       3,689       3,949       4,719       5,309       3,580       2          -       -     
227 
The yearly total ounces produced are represented in the Figure 11.14.  
 
Figure 11.14 Total ounces produced (5545 case scenario) 
As shown on Figure 11.14, about 635Koz and 671Koz are produced respectively in 
periods 3 and 4. The ounces produced drastically decreases to 464Koz and 435Koz respectively 
in period5 and period6. Between periods 7 and 9, the ounces produced are much higher, 
swinging between 786Koz and 843Koz. In period10 there is a decline of the ounces produced to 
about 665Koz then and increase in period11 and 12 where it reaches the highest of 890Koz. 
From period 13 up to the end of the mine life the produced ounces gradually decrease. 
Again, the ounces produced profile depends on the mining sequence (see 5545 Case 






























5545 Case Scenario 
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11.3 After-tax financial analysis of the 5545 case scenario 
Using the life of mine schedule generated and the assumptions made in Chapter 7, after tax cash flow analysis was undertaken 
on the 5545 case scenario.The results of the financial analysis are presented in Table 11.15. 
Table 11.15 After-tax discounted cash flow financial analysis computations for the 5545 case scenario (000’s US$) 
 
 
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Ounce Production (Koz) -            73         674       636       460       435       791          852          821          665          836          863          667          642          577       433       320       218       73         55       13       
 Escaleted Gold price                             
per Ounce (US$/oz)
1,200         1,224     1,248     1,273     1,299     1,325     1,351        1,378        1,406        1,434        1,463        1,492        1,522        1,552        1,583     1,615     1,647     1,680     1,714     1,748   1,783   
Revenue -            88,986   841,897 810,389 597,812 576,441 1,069,305 1,174,709 1,154,807 953,048    1,223,384 1,287,547 1,014,494 997,174    913,607 698,877 526,334 367,103 125,032 95,346 23,674 
 - 2.5%                         
Royalties                    
-            (2,225) (21,047) (20,260) (14,945) (14,411) (26,733) (29,368) (28,870) (23,826) (30,585) (32,189) (25,362) (24,929) (22,840) (17,472) (13,158) (9,178) (3,126) (2,384) (592)
Net                                    
Revenue 
-            86,761   820,850 790,129 582,866 562,030 1,042,573 1,145,341 1,125,937 929,221    1,192,800 1,255,359 989,132    972,244    890,767 681,405 513,176 357,925 121,906 92,962 23,082 
   Mine Cash                     
Operating Costs
(19,644) (104,957) (253,096) (317,359) (344,513) (421,764) (519,898) (530,287) (481,612) (504,586) (531,517) (375,784) (359,181) (362,384) (354,832) (317,321) (294,359) (207,562) (44,134) (32,528) (7,168)
   - Total Cash                       
Operating Costs
(19644) (104,957) (253,096) (317,359) (344,513) (421,764) (519,898) (530,287) (481,612) (504,586) (531,517) (375,784) (359,181) (362,384) (354,832) (317,321) (294,359) (207,562) (44,134) (32,528) (7,168)
 -  Mine                         
Depreciation
-            (7,186) (57,687) (60,393) (63,339) (63,267) (63,269) (63,269) (63,268) (63,269) (63,270) (63,270) (63,269) (48,048) (29,389) (20,670) (13,906) (9,071) (4,521) (3,267) (757)
 - Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
-            (7,186) (57,687) (60,393) (63,339) (63,267) (63,269) (63,269) (63,268) (63,269) (63,270) (63,270) (63,269) (48,048) (29,389) (20,670) (13,906) (9,071) (4,521) (3,267) (757)
Taxable Income                   
before Depletion
(19,644)      (25,382) 510,067 412,377 175,014 76,999   459,406    551,785    581,056    361,366    598,012    816,304    566,681    561,812    506,546 343,414 204,911 141,292 73,251   57,167 15,157 
 - 30% National                               
Income tax 
-                -        (153,020) (123,713) (52,504) (23,100) (137,822) (165,535) (174,317) (108,410) (179,404) (244,891) (170,004) (168,544) (151,964) (103,024) (61,473) (42,388) (21,975) (17,150) (4,547)
Net Income                                     
after Tax
(19,644)      (25,382) 357,047 288,664 122,510 53,899   321,584    386,249    406,739    252,956    418,609    571,413    396,677    393,269    354,583 240,390 143,437 98,905   51,276   40,017 10,610 
 + Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
7,186     57,687   60,393   63,339   63,267   63,269      63,269      63,268      63,269      63,270      63,270      63,269      48,048      29,389   20,670   13,906   9,071     4,521     3,267   757      
 - Capital                               
Costs (Depreciable) 
(1,000,000)




5585 CASE SCENARIO (REVISED) 
 
As represented on Figure 10.1 in Chapter 10 (Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open 
pit - 5585 Case Scenario), the yearly mining rates are not practical from the operational point of 
view as the mining rate rapidly increases to reach a very high peak in Year7 then suddenly start 
decreasing again up to the end of the mine life. 
In this section, for the 5585 case scenario, yearly open pit production rates will be 
smoothed so that it will be practically feasible to operate the open pit mines at Kibali.  
The revised (smoothed) total open pit material mined is given on Figure 12.1 and Table 
12.1. 
 






































Table 12.1 Ore and waste tonnes mined from the open pit (5585 case scenario - revised) 
 
  
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12
KCD
Ore (ktons) 120          3,850         6,477         7,438            3,081            2,382         3,252         5,794         5,199         3,648        -           -        
   Avg Grade Mined 2.15         2.36           3.22           2.57              2.24              1.68           2.52           2.53           2.86           3.11          -           -        
Waste (ktons) 5,181       18,291       21,947       20,708          25,498          26,197       25,328       22,206       22,801       6,352        -           -        
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       22,140       28,424       28,146          28,579          28,579       28,579       28,000       28,000       10,000      -           -        
Mengu Hill
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             4,179            3,849            -             -             -             -            -           -           -        
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             2.08              2.83              -             -             -             -            -           -           -        
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             6,662            6,151            -             -             -             -            -           -           -        
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             10,841          10,000          -             -             -             -            -           -           -        
Pakaka
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               1,135         2,452         1,817         2,125         1,502        -           -        
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               1.84           2.22           2.61           2.85           3.34          -           -        
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               11,865       10,548       11,138       10,830       11,114      -           -        
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               13,000       13,000       12,955       12,955       12,616      -           -        
Pamao
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            2,449        1,746       1,882     
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.32          1.46         1.709
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            5,546        2,254       1,830     
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            7,995        4,000       3,711     
Kombokolo
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            26             1,497       -        
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1.31          2.11         -        
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            974           4,486       -        
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            1,000        5,983       -        
Sessenge
Ore (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            -           961          3,838     
   Avg Grade Mined -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            -           1.68         1.67
Waste (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            -           4,125       7,408     
Total Mined (ktons) -           -             -             -               -               -             -             -             -            -           5,086       11,245   
Ore (ktons) 120          3,850         6,477         11,617          6,930            3,517         5,703         7,611         7,324         7,625        4,203       5,719     
Waste (ktons) 5,181       18,291       21,947       27,370          31,649          38,062       35,876       33,344       33,631       23,986      10,865     9,237     
Total Mined (ktons) 5,300       22,140       28,424       38,987          38,579          41,579       41,579       40,955       40,955       31,611      15,069     14,957   
Average Grade 2.15         2.36           3.22           2.39              2.57              1.73           2.39           2.55           2.86           2.57          1.74         1.68       
231 
The yearly pit sequencing of the 5585 revised case scenario (Practical) from all the open 
pits included in the Kibali operation are represented on Figure 12.2. 
 
Figure 12.2 Open pit sequencing (5585 case scenario- revised) 
The ounces profile of 5585 case scenario, which appears to be the transition depth that 
can achieve the highest NPV, does not seem to be very attractive because of the high fluctuation 
in the ounces produces. There is a significant drop in year 5 and 6 of the ounces produced to 
respectively 520oz and 485oz. In order to smooth the ounces profile, so that about 600oz are 
produced in those year, the sequence of the mine plant need to be change. 
Considering that the development advance rate is going much faster than the plan one, 
some adjustments on the underground lode sequences were undertaken and the underground 









































The yearly ore tonnes produced from the underground operation for the 5545 case 
scenario are presented in Table 12.2 and the graph is presented on Figure 12.3. 
Table 12.2 Underground mine schedule (5585 case scenario - revised) 
 
Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21
5103_Upper
Ore (ktons) 24          280        231        -         -         -         -         43          -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined 8.84       8.44       8.01       -         -         -         -         8.19       -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
5103_Middle
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         211         244        404        570        573        450        485        642        554        104        -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         6.43        6.87       6.12       7.67       6.20       6.70       8.52       7.71       8.62       7.21       -         -         -         -         -         
5103_MidL
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         138        45          34          96          -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         5.41       6.24       4.96       4.44       -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
5103&5102_L
Ore (ktons) -         201        801        1,126      651        641        581        632        663        677        485        225        289        151        -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         6.45       6.47       6.07        6.94       7.02       5.80       5.13       5.51       4.58       5.21       6.07       5.50       6.11       -         -         -         -         
5105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
5105_Up_L
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
3102_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -         400        400        204         101        -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         5.05       4.94       4.88        5.21       -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
3102_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -         200        200        72          -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         4.72       4.33       2.81        -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         
5005_Reg1
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         72          42          -         6            51          28          52          51          7            -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         3.30        3.42       -         8.37       5.09       6.11       5.28       4.87       3.44       -         -         -         -         -         -         
5005_Reg2
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         40          143        92          46          12          -         18          -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         8.32       7.13       7.41       7.13       6.79       -         6.14       -         -         -         -         -         -         
5107
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         24          102        56          135        134        152        -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         2.53       2.80       2.93       3.17       3.43       3.41       -         -         -         -         -         -         
9101_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -         -         71          101         301        171        151        490        727        697        753        632        560        565        542        437        320        70          
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         5.47       5.47        6.72       6.40       5.25       5.03       6.29       6.64       6.28       5.30       6.14       5.70       6.13       5.41       5.65       6.58       
9105_Upper
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         40          138        142        71          -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         3.09       3.66       4.07       6.18       -         -         -         
9105_Lower
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         129         268        278        287        254        232        199        269        238        278        239        214        -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         2.70        4.23       5.92       5.63       5.92       7.80       8.80       7.53       8.13       7.94       5.15       3.92       -         -         -         
9102_Low&Up
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         62          77          200        277        334        388        316        185        42          -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         5.53       4.58       4.43       5.67       6.71       8.45       8.25       7.28       8.06       -         -         -         -         -         
3101
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         -         33          30          16          45          82          87          102        67          -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         -         7.11       6.40       6.28       5.76       5.11       2.83       3.26       3.34       -         -         -         
9003
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         41          6            11          109        37          -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         -         3.05       2.93       3.98       3.93       2.77       -         -         -         -         
5103_Low_L
Ore (ktons) -         -         -         -         -         -         13          105        98          13          47          12          -         -         -         -         -         -         
   Avg Grade Mined -         -         -         -         -         -         5.73       7.00       8.16       7.21       6.97       6.87       -         -         -         -         -         -         
Devel_Ore
Ore (ktons) 49          150        361        328         374        248        313        311        313        186        177        331        282        57          42          35          22          -         
   Avg Grade Mined 4.56       4.82       5.26       3.69        4.40       4.76       5.38       4.85       5.39       5.91       5.87       5.97       6.34       7.49       7.36       7.69       8.06       -         
Total Ore (ktons) 73          1,230      2,064      2,243      2,043      1,858      2,428      3,009      3,011      2,996      2,924      2,488      1,889      1,293      937        472        342        70          
Average Grade(g/t) 5.98       5.97       5.89       5.23        5.88       6.23       6.05       5.54       6.24       6.51       6.56       6.46       5.98       5.27       5.48       5.58       5.80       6.58       
5585 Case Scenario (Practical)
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Averade grade Mined (g/t)
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The mining sequence of the open pits and the underground for 5585 revised case scenario 
(revised) are given in Table 12.3. The sequencing of the pit and mining benches as well as the 
lodes and mining stopes sequence are presented on the Table 12.3. 
Table 12.3 Mine sequencing (5585 case scenario- revised)
 
Periods 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Mines Phases TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7 TP8 TP9 TP10 TP11 TP12 TP13 TP14 TP15 TP16 TP17 TP18 TP19 TP20 TP21 TP22 Bench Height #Bench
KCD KCD 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5940 20 10
5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
KCD 2 Mined out to 5900 5900 5900 5720 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 5680 Top 5920 20 13
5880 5880 5880 5700 Bottom 5680
KCD 3 Mined out to 5940 5940 5940 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 12
5940 5920 5920 5920 Bottom 5740
KCD 4 Mined out to 5820 5780 5720 5680 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 5620 Top 5960 20 18
5940 5940 5940 5940 5800 5760 5700 5660 Bottom 5620
KCD 5 Mined out to 5780 5660 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 5580 Top 5960 20 20
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5760 5640 Bottom 5580
KCD 6 Mined out to Top 5960 20 22
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 Bottom 5540
Mengu Hill Mengu Hill 1 Mined out to 5860 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5960 20 13
5940 5940 5940 5840 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 5720 Bottom 5720
Pakaka Pakaka 1 Mined out to 5880 5840 5780 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5880 20 7
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5760
Pakaka 2 Mined out to 5840 5780 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 5740 Top 5880 20 8
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5820 5760 Bottom 5740
Pakaka 3 Mined out to 5840 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 5700 Top 5880 20 10
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5820 Bottom 5700
Pamao Pamao 1 Mined out to 5860 5840 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Top 5880 20 6
5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5860 5840 5820 Bottom 5780
Kombokolo Kombokolo 1 Mined out to 5920 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 5800 Top 5960 20 10
5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5940 5900 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 5780 Bottom 5780
Sessenge Sessenge 1 Mined out to 5840 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 5760 Top 5900 20 8
5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5880 5820 Bottom 5760
5103_Upper 5103_Upper 1 Mined out to 16 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 17 1 17
16 16 16 16 15 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Bottom 1
5103_Middle 5103_Middle 1 Mined out to 68 66 63 55 50 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 Top 69 1 27
68 68 68 68 68 68 67 65 62 54 49 Bottom 43
5103_Middle 2 Mined out to 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Top 42 1 6
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 Bottom 37
5103_Middle 3 Mined out to 36 26 19 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Top 36 1 32
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 25 18 8 Bottom 5
5103_Middle 4 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 4 1 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Bottom 1
5103_MidL 5103_MidL Mined out to 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 8 1 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 2 1 Bottom 1
5103&5102_L 5103&5102_L 1 Mined out to 49 45 39 36 32 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Top 49 1 20
48 48 48 48 48 44 38 35 31 Bottom 30
5103&5102_L 2 Mined out to 28 21 17 13 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Top 29 1 22
28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 27 20 16 12 Bottom 8
5103&5102_L 3 Mined out to 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 7 1 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3 Bottom 1
5102_Up_L 4 Mined out to 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 6 1 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 Bottom 1
5105_Lower 5105_Lower 1 Mined out to Top 38 1 27
37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 Bottom 12
5105_Lower 2 Mined out to Top 11 1 11
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 Bottom 1
5105_Up_L 5105_Up_L 1 Mined out to Top 31 1 31
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 Bottom 1
3102_Reg1 3102_Reg1 1 Mined out to 11 7 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 14 1 14
13 13 13 13 10 6 3 Bottom 1
3102_Reg2 3102_Reg2 1 Mined out to 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 13 1 13
12 12 12 12 7 2 Bottom 1
5005_Reg1 5005_Reg1 1 Mined out to 27 25 25 24 13 10 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 30 1 30
29 29 29 29 29 29 26 24 24 23 12 9 5 1 Bottom 1
5005_Reg2 5005_Reg2 1 Mined out to 19 12 8 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Top 19 1 17
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 11 7 3 Bottom 3
5005_Reg2 2 Mined out to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5107 5107 Phase 1 Mined out to 23 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 Top 42 1 23
41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 22 Bottom 20
5107 Phase 2 Mined out to 15 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 19 1 19
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 14 10 Bottom 1
9101_Low&Up 9101_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 34 33 33 30 26 22 18 15 11 9 6 3 2 1 1 Top 35 1 35
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 32 32 29 25 21 17 14 10 8 5 2 1 Bottom 1
9105_Upper 9105_Upper 1 Mined out to 15 10 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 15 1 15
14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 9 3 Bottom 1
9105_Lower 9105_Lower 1 Mined out to 95 88 80 71 63 56 49 39 29 16 8 1 1 1 1 1 Top 100 1 100
99 99 99 99 99 99 94 87 79 70 62 55 48 38 28 15 7 Bottom 1
9102_Low&Up 9102_Low&Up 1 Mined out to 17 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 Top 22 1 10
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 16 Bottom 13
9102_Low&Up 2 Mined out to 10 9 8 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 9 8 7 4 3 1 Bottom 1
3101 3101 Phase 1 Mined out to 24 22 22 19 14 9 4 1 1 1 1 1 Top 25 1 25
24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23 21 21 18 13 8 3 Bottom 1
9003 9003 Phase 1 Mined out to 10 9 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 10 1 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 2 Bottom 1
5103_Low_L 5102_Up_L Mined out to 9 6 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Top 12 1 12
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 8 5 4 2 Bottom 1
Devel_Ore Devel_Ore 1 Mined out to 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 2 2 2 Top 22 1 22
21 21 21 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 1 Bottom 1
5585 Case Scenario (Practical)
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The processing input tonnes and average grade are represented in Figure 12.4. 
 
Figure 12.4 Processing input tonnes and average grade (5585 case scenario- revised) 
As shown in Figure 13.4 the plant will produce at full capacity of 6.6Mtons from period5 
to period 17. The plant start with a very high average grade of about 5.73g/t in period3 before 
dropping to 3.64g/t in period4, it stay stable from period 5 to 8 around 3.3g/t. There an increased 
in period 9 to 5.1g/t then a gradual decrease from period 10 up to period 18 where it reaches the 
lowest of 1.7g/t then increase from period 19 to period 20 at 5.77g/t before the end of the project 
life in period 21 at 5g/t. The processing cutoffs by periods from different open pits are presented 


















































5585 Case scenario (Revised) 
Mill Feed (Ktons) Average Mill Head Grade (g/t)
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Table 12.4 Milling cutoffs by periods from different open pits (5585 case scenario- revised)
 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Oxide 18 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition 18 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh 18 11 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - 16 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 11 10 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 11 11 11 10 11 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 10 11 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - 11 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - 11 11 12 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - 11 11 12 12 - - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 9 - - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - 12 12 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - 10 10 - - - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - 16 16 - - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - 13 12 - - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - 10 11 12 - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 12 12 12 - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 12 12 12 - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - 10 10 - - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - 11 11 - - - - - - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - 11 11 - - - - - - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - 11 11 - - - - - - -
Oxide 18 11 - - - 10 - 10 - - - 9 9 8 7 5 2 -
Transition - 16 - - 11 10 - - - - - 10 10 9 8 6 6 -
Fresh - 17 - - 11 11 - - - 20 - 10 10 9 8 7 7 6
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 10 - 9 8 7 5 -
Transition - - - 11 - - - - - - - - 10 9 8 - -
Fresh - - - 13 - - - - - - - 12 11 11 10 - -
Oxide - - - - 10 - - - - - 9 - 8 7 5 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - 13 - 11 11 10 9 8 - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - 13 - 11 10 10 9 8 - -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 9 - 8 7 5 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 11 - 10 9 8 7 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - 11 - 10 9 8 7 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 9 8 7 5 3 - -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 10 - 8 8 7 7 -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - - 11 11 10 9 8 -
Oxide - - - - - - - - - - 9 - 8 7 5 3 -
Transition - - - - - - - - - - 10 10 9 8 7 - -
Fresh - - - - - - - - - - 11 10 9 8 7 - -
* Please see Chapter4 - Table  4.10, 4.11, 4.12 for grade interval cutoff
Mat TypesSources



















































5585 Case scenario (Revised) 
Open Pit (Ktons) Underground (Ktons) Stockpile (Ktons)
Period 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Open Pit (Ktons) 736         4,409         6,229         5,378         2,207         3,891         4,559         4,517         4,177         2,650         3,592         -             -             -             -             -             -             -         -         -       
Underground (Ktons) -         -             73               1,230         2,064         2,243         2,040         1,854         2,424         2,987         3,010         2,996         2,925         2,460         1,894         1,294         989            473         342         73        
Stockpile (Ktons) 15           1,610         -             -             2,331         468            -             230            -             964            -             3,606         3,676         4,141         4,707         5,307         1,281         7             -         10        
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The ounces produced are represented in Figure 12.6. 
 
 
Figure 12.6 Ounces produced (5585 case scenario- revised) 
 
As can be seen in Figure 12.6, the yearly ounces are above 600Koz for more 10years of 
the project life. From period 3 to period 5 the yearly total ounces are between 600Koz and 660 
Koz. 
From period 8 to period 12 the ounces produced is about 700Koz and then gradually 
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12.2 After-tax financial analysis of the 5585 case scenario (revised) 
Using the life of mine schedule generated and the assumptions made in Chapter 7, after tax cash flow analysis was undertaken 
on the 5585 revised case scenario. The results of the financial analysis are presented in Table 12.5. 
Table 12.5 After-tax discounted cash flow financial analysis computations for the 5585 case scenario -revised (000’s US$) 
 
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Ounce Production (Koz) -            120       619       605       605       605       662          770          770          770          766          723          661          642          561       439       307       178       73         55       13       
 Escaleted Gold price                             
per Ounce (US$/oz)
1,200         1,224     1,248     1,273     1,299     1,325     1,351        1,378        1,406        1,434        1,463        1,492        1,522        1,552        1,583     1,615     1,647     1,680     1,714     1,748   1,783   
Revenue -            147,459 772,753 770,437 785,846 801,563 894,371    1,061,381 1,082,618 1,104,266 1,120,227 1,079,255 1,005,969 996,011    887,805 708,723 506,100 299,691 125,473 95,705 24,052 
 - 2.5%                         
Royalties                    
-            (3,686) (19,319) (19,261) (19,646) (20,039) (22,359) (26,535) (27,065) (27,607) (28,006) (26,981) (25,149) (24,900) (22,195) (17,718) (12,652) (7,492) (3,137) (2,393) (601)
Net                                    
Revenue 
-            143,772 753,434 751,176 766,200 781,524 872,012    1,034,847 1,055,552 1,076,659 1,092,221 1,052,274 980,820    971,110    865,610 691,005 493,447 292,199 122,336 93,313 23,451 
   Mine Cash                     
Operating Costs
(19,633) (106,528) (249,546) (313,015) (395,489) (450,512) (459,455) (457,663) (463,581) (457,449) (408,591) (418,231) (359,503) (363,996) (344,285) (319,006) (293,854) (133,249) (44,399) (32,610) (7,545)
   - Total Cash                       
Operating Costs
(19633) (106,528) (249,546) (313,015) (395,489) (450,512) (459,455) (457,663) (463,581) (457,449) (408,591) (418,231) (359,503) (363,996) (344,285) (319,006) (293,854) (133,249) (44,399) (32,610) (7,545)
 -  Mine                         
Depreciation
-            (7,354) (58,970) (61,736) (64,747) (64,677) (64,675) (64,656) (64,675) (64,676) (64,674) (64,676) (64,675) (64,677) (64,675) (64,675) (64,675) (22,240) (4,702) (3,349) (816)
 - Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
-            (7,354) (58,970) (61,736) (64,747) (64,677) (64,675) (64,656) (64,675) (64,676) (64,674) (64,676) (64,675) (64,677) (64,675) (64,675) (64,675) (22,240) (4,702) (3,349) (816)
Taxable Income                   
before Depletion
(19,633)      29,889 444,919 376,426 305,964 266,334 347,882    512,528    527,296    554,534    618,956    569,366    556,642    542,437    456,649 307,324 134,919 136,710 73,235   57,354 15,089 
 - 30% National                               
Income tax 
-                (8,967)   (133,476) (112,928) (91,789) (79,900) (104,365) (153,758) (158,189) (166,360) (185,687) (170,810) (166,993) (162,731) (136,995) (92,197) (40,476) (41,013) (21,970) (17,206) (4,527)
Net Income                                     
after Tax
(19,633)      20,923 311,443 263,498 214,174 186,434 243,517    358,769    369,107    388,174    433,269    398,556    389,650    379,706    319,654 215,127 94,443   95,697   51,264   40,147 10,563 
 + Total                                 
Non-cash Costs
7,354     58,970   61,736   64,747   64,677   64,675      64,656      64,675      64,676      64,674      64,676      64,675      64,677      64,675   64,675   64,675   22,240   4,702     3,349   816      
 - Capital                               
Costs (Depreciable) 
(1,000,000)




COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DIFFERENT CASE SCENARIO 
 
In this section, a comparative study of the total material moved, average mill head grade, 
total ounces produced and economic comparison for different case scenarios will be undertaken. 
13.1 Comparative study of the total material moved via open pit mining for different case 
scenarios 
The total material mined via open pit profile for each case scenario can be explained by 
the increase in size of KCD for different case scenario.  
The yearly total material moved from all the open pits included in the Kibali operation 
for different scenarios analyzed are presented in Figure 13.1. 
 






























Base Case scenario 5620 Case scenario
5585 Case scenario 5545 Case scenario
5585 Case Scenario (Revised)
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As shown in figure 13.1, the yearly total tonne mined for different scenarios is as follow: 
Period 1: The open pit mining started at the Kibali gold operation and about 5.3Mtons 
are mined. 
Period 2: The mining production ramped up to 22Mtons. 
Period 3: About 28Mt of material are mined in all the scenarios. 
Period 4: Kibali base case scenario reached its maximum capacity and produced about 
30Mtons. Since the KCD pit size is much bigger in the other scenarios, about 40Mtons is mined 
from them.  
Period 5: About 30Mtons is mined from the Kibali base case and about 38Mtons from 
the other cases.  
Period 6: The total material mined from the KCD base case scenario drop to 24Mtons 
and for revised 5585 about 42Ktons are mined and for the other cases increases about 49Mtons 
mined. 
Period 7: In the KCD base case, 27Mtons is produced. Again for 5585 case revised about 
42Ktons are mined and for the other cases the total tons of material mined reached its peak and 
about 56Mtons are mined. 
Period 8: The total material mined in the base case starts to decline as mining in the 
KCD open pit is over and about two-thirds of Pakaka is mined out. Since the 5620 case scenario 
is not as big as the other case scenarios, there is a drop in the total material mined as well and 
about 41Mtons is mined. However, 51Mtons are mined from both the 5585 case scenario and the 
5545 case scenario. For 5585 case revised about 41Ktons are mined. 
Period 9: Around 12Mtons are mined from both the base case scenario and the 5620 case 
scenario. On the other hand, 38Mtons are mined from the 5585 case scenario and the 5545 case 
scenarios and for 5585 case revised about 41Ktons are mined. 
Period 10: Open pit mining is taking place only in Kombokolo and Sessenge for the base 
case and 5620 case scenario. About 12Mtons of material is mined. On the other hand, for the 
5585 case scenario and the 5545 case scenario, KCD mining still going on  and about 20Mtons 
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are mined in the 5585 case scenario and 40Mtons in the 5545 case scenario. The total material 
moved for the 5585 case scenario start decreasing and about 32Ktons is mined. 
Period 11: Open pit mining ends life for the base case scenario, the 5620 case scenario, 
and the 5585 case scenario, about 12Mtons are being mined in each case. As mining is still 
taking place in KCD for the 5545 case scenario, about 40Mtons are mined. The 5585 revised 
continued decreasing and about 15Ktons are mined. 
Period 12: Open pit mining ends for all scenarios except the 5545 case where 7Ktons are 
mined. For 5585 case scenario about 15Ktons are mined. 
Period 13: All open pit mining stops. 
13.2 Comparative study of the average mill head grade of different case scenario 
The average mill head grade is defined by the cutoff grade optimization strategy. 
OptiMine ® software adopts a cutoff grade strategy that maximizes the net present value of life 
of the mine plan. The yearly average mill head grades for different case scenarios analyzed are 
presented on Figure 13.2.
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The average head grade of the base case scenario is steady compared to the other 
scenarios. On the other hand, the other scenarios are more fluctuating which is due to the cutoff 
grade optimization technique adopted.  
As represented on figure 13.2, the yearly average head grade for different scenario is as follow: 
Period 1: The plant has not started commissioning yet. 
Period 2: The average head grade for 5585 revised case is about 5.7g/t and the average 
mill head grade is the same for the other scenarios at 3.5g/t. 
Period 3: The average head grade is about 3.55g/t for the base, 3.98g/t for the 5585 case 
scenario and about 4g/t for the 5620 and 5545 case scenarios. For the 5585 revised is about 
3.6g/t. 
Period 4: The average head grade for 5585 revised is about 3.4g/t, about 3.38g/t for the 
base case, 3.64g/t for 5585 case scenario and about 3.84g/t for the others cases.  
Period 5: For the base case scenario the average head grade is about 3.45g/t and 3.4g/t 
for the revised 5585. However for the other case scenarios it is much lower, about 3g/t for the 
5620 and 2.96g/t for 5585 case scenarios, and 2.67g/t for the 5545 case scenario. The lower 
average head grade for 5620, 5585 and 5545 case scenario is due to the impact that increasing 
the KCD depth will have on the mining sequence.  
For the base case scenario, 5103 upper and 5105 are being mined via underground and sent to the 
mill. 
For the 5620 case scenario, some materials are being mined from the 5103 upper lode via 
underground and sent to the processing plant. However there is no material being mined from the 
5105 lode. 
For the 5585 case scenario, there is no material being mined from the 5105 lode via 
underground, however, some material is being mine from the 5103 upper via underground and 
sent to the plant. 
For the 5545 case scenario, neither the 5103 upper nor the 5105 is being mined. 
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Period 6: The average mill head grade of the base case is about 3.29g/t. For the 5620 
case scenario about 2.9g/t, for the 5585 case scenario about 2.66g/t for 5545 case scenario 
2.38g/t, and 3.3g/t for the revised 5585 case. The reason for the lower average head grade in 
those scenarios is the same as mention in Period 5. 
Period 7: The average grade of the base case is about 4.04g/t and 3.65g/t for 5585 
revised. For the other cases we notice a sudden increase as well, 4.57g/t for the 5620 case, 4.4g/t 
for both the 5585 and 5545 case scenarios. This sudden increase is due to the high grade material 
which has been converted to open pit being available via open pit. That includes the 5103 upper, 
the 5105 and the 5107 lodes. 
Period 8: KCD, Pakaka, Pamao stockpile and some underground material are being used 
to feed the plant for the base case scenario and the average grade drops to 3.69g/t. The average 
grade for the other scenarios is about 4.6g/t because the plant is being fed the higher grade 
material of the 5103 upper, the 5105, and the 5107 lodes which are being mined by open pit. 
The average head grade for 5585 revised is about 4.2g/t. 
Period 9: For the base case, the average grade is stable and is about 3.50g/t and 4.2g/t for 
the 5585 revised case.For the 5620 case scenario, the average grade drops from 4.63g/t in the 
previous period to 3.61g/t in period 9. This drop is due to the end of mining the higher 
underground material and reachable converted to open pit in KCD. 
For the 5585 and the 5545 case scenarios, the higher underground materials are being mined by 
open pit and the average head grade is stable around 4.61g/t.   
Period 10: As in the previous periods, the average head grade for the base case and 5620 
case scenario are stable around 3.6g/t and 4.2g/t for the 5585 revised case. 
For the 5585 case scenario, the mining of higher grade underground material in the open pit is 
still going on and the average grade is stable around 4.58g/t. 
For the 5545 case scenario there is a temporary drop of the average grade to about 3.68g/t, which 
is due to the fact that the plant is being fed by the Pakaka, Kombokolo, Sessenge mines which 
are lower grade and some higher KCD grade. 
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Period 11: The average mill head grade is for the base case and the 5620 case scenarios 
are still stable at around 3.6g/t and 4.3g/t for 5585 revised. 
For the 5585 case scenario mining of the 5103 upper, the 5105, and the 5107 lodes by open pit is 
over and there is a drop of the average grade from 3.56g/t in the previous period to about 3.32g/t 
in this period. 
For the 5545 case scenario, the higher grade material is being mined by open pit in the KCD 
phase5 and KCD phase6 and the average grade increases to about 4.43g/t. 
Period 12: In the base case, the 5620 case scenario and the 5585 case scenario the 
average head grades are stable at around 3.59g/t. The average head grade for the 5585 revised is 
about 4.0g/t. 
The average head grade for the 5545 case scenario is about 4.89g/t because material from KCD 
phase6 and some underground higher grade material are being fed to the processing plant. 
Period 13: The average mill head grade for the base case, the 5620 case scenario the 
5585 case scenario, and 5585 revised is stable at around 3.6g/t. 
For the 5545 case scenario, there is a drop of the average head grade down to 3.61g/t because 
mining of KCD phase 6 is over and stockpile material and underground material are being fed to 
the plant. 
Period 14: For case scenarios 5620, 5585, 5585 revised and 5545 the average head grade 
is stable at about 3.5g/t. 
The average head grade for the base case is increasing to about 4.34g/t and the plant is being fed 
mostly by underground material. 
Period 15: Lower grade stockpile material and underground material are being fed to the 
processing plant for case scenarios 5620, 5585 and 5545 and the average grade drops to about 
3.2g/t. The average head grade for the 5585 revised case is about 3.1g/t.  
For the base case the average head grade drastically increases to about 6g/t since the plant is 
being fed only by underground material. 
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Period 16: The average head grade for 5585 is 2.37g/t, for the 5585 revised 2.4g/t, for 
the 5620, and 5545 case scenarios is decreasing because the plant is being fed by lower grade 
stockpile and underground material of an average grade of about 2.7g/t. 
The base case scenario average grade is stable at around 5.72g/t. 
Period 17: The 5620 case scenario plant is being fed by mostly underground material and 
the average grade suddenly increases to about 4.25g/t.  
The average grade for 5585, 5585 revised and 5545 case scenarios keeps decreasing to about 
1.69g/t and the plant is being fed by lower grade stockpile ore. 
For the base case the plant is being fed by underground material with a grade about 5.1g/t. 
Period 18: The plant is being fed by stockpile and underground material for the 5620, 
5585 and 5545 case scenarios and their average grades are respectively 1.75g/t, 2.64g/t and 
5.49g/t. The average head grade for 5585 revised is 2.8g/t. 
The plant is being fed by the underground material of an average grade of 5.49g/t for the base 
case scenario. 
Period 19 – 21: For the 5620, 5585 and 5545 case scenarios the plant is being fed by 
stockpile and the underground material and the average grade gradually increases to the end of 
the project life.  
The plant is being fed only by the underground material for the base case and its average grade 







13.3 Comparative study of the yearly total ore material mined from the Underground in 
different case scenario 
As shown in Figure 13.3, the yearly ore produce for the base case appear to achieve 
mostly the highest ore production follow by, 5620 case scenario, 5585 case scenario & 5585 
revised case scenario, 5545 case scenario respectively. The lower ore production in each of the 
those case (5620 case scenario, 5585 case scenario & 5585 revised case scenario and 5545 case 
scenario) is explained by the impact of deepening KCD pit. By increasing the open pit depth the 
open pit reserve increase and the underground reserve decrease.  
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13.4 Comparative study of the ounces produced in different case scenario 
The total ounces produced per period are shown in Figure 13.4 and is defined by the total 
material fed to the processing plant and its average head grade (see Comparative study of the 
average mill head grade of different case scenario)  
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13.5 Before tax Economic comparison of different case scenario 
Using a US$1,200 gold price and a discount rate of 10% the before tax net present value 
of each case is shown in Figure 13.5. 
The costs used include all the open pit mining costs, transportation cost, stockpiling costs, 
rehandling cost, processing cost and the underground capital and operating costs. 
 
 
Figure 13.5 Comparative study of the before tax net present value of different scenario 
As shown in Figure.13.5. The maximum net present value is reached in the KCD 5585 case 





































13.6 After tax economic comparison of different case scenario 
At US$1,200 Gold Price, the net present value after tax is represented on Table 13.1. As 
can be seen in Table 13.1 and Figure 13.6, the after tax net present value at 10% discount rate of 
the 5585 revised case scenario is about 78M higher than the base case scenario. 
 
 
Table 13.1 After-tax net present value of different case scenario (000’s US$) 
 












NPV@10% 1,250,941$  $1,259,257 $1,314,266 $1,328,626 $1,264,032
NPV@12% 934,205$    $942,063 $982,848 $997,027 $935,605
NPV@14% 674,847$    $682,403 $712,215 $726,259 $668,020
NPV@16% 460,639$    $468,012 $489,345 $503,270 $448,166
NPV@18% 282,271$    $289,551 $304,325 $318,132 $266,072










































CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The transition depth optimization for a combination of open pit and underground mining 
operation is a complex issue that requires the mining engineer to have a full understanding of the 
geology and open pit and underground mining methods. When defining the optimum transition 
depth the following parameters must be considered: the geology, the type of deposit, the costs of 
mining open pit vs underground, the time value of money, the location of the crown pillar, the 
mining rate, the mining sequences, the risks, etc.  
This thesis adopts a global realistic method for determining the best transition depth. A 
methodology to determine the transition depth between open pit and underground that could be 
used in similar cases was developed and presented in this thesis using a complex case study 
located in DRC, Africa. 
For the Kibali Gold Mining Project, the KCD pit optimum transition depth from open pit 
to underground was determined. The investigation shows that the KCD open pit depth may be 
extended to elevation 5585RL and as result some of the current underground upper lodes may be 
mined by open pit. 
The determination of the transition depth through production scheduling and cutoff grade 
optimization using OptimMine® software may result in an increase of about US$105M before 
tax net present value of the Kibali operation.  
It is recommended that Kibali gold operations carry out future studies to verify the results 
obtained here by:  
 Quantifying all the risks and understanding the drivers that will influence the project 
value. By doing so, one can estimate with confidence the probability of achieving a 
US$105M increase of the value of the project by increasing the open pit depth by 100m 
for KCD pit. 
 Designing KCD pushbacks 4 and 5 and investigating the best sequence between the open 
pits. Also the mining capacity should be investigated in accordance with the overall 
mining strategy at the Kibali mine. 
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 Review the underground developments and the mining costs based on the new open pit 
final depth. 
 The underground mining sequence should be investigated and optimized in accordance 
with the new KCD depth in order to achieve a better gold production profile. 
 The KCD reserves lying between the current ultimate pit limit and the suggested depth 
should be studied in order to obtain a better grade estimation. 
 
Lastly, the implementation of a multi-mine optimization tool for improving the long term 
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If you have any questions or need informations concerning KCD deposit please contact Dr. 
Kadri Dagdelen from the Mining Engineering Department of Colorado School of Mines. 
